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Abstract
The Donaldson invariants for CP2 were obtained as the u-plane integral from a N = 2
supersymmetric topological U(1)-gauge theory by Moore and Witten. We derive the
generating function for the Donaldson invariants of CP2 as the stationary phase
approximation of the low-energy effective U(I)-gauge theory on CP2 thus obtaining
an interpretation of the u-plane integral in terms of determinant line bundles. For
the product of the determinant line bundles, the local and global anomalies vanish.
Moreover, the product has a canonical trivialization.
We show that the u-plane integral also arises as the stationary phase approxi-
mation of a heterotic o-model on an elliptic curve at the boundary of the Coulomb
branch with the target space CP 1 x U(1). The semi-classical generating function is
described in terms of determinant line bundles on the Coulomb branch. We show
that in terms of the partition function on the elliptic curve, the blow-up function for
the Donaldson invariants derived by Fintushel and Stern arises in a natural way.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and statement of
results
1.1 Introduction
The subject of this thesis is the generating function of the Donaldson invariants for
CP2 . Let M be a compact, simply connected, four-dimensional manifold without
boundary. Then Ho(M; Z) = H 4 (M; Z) = Z, HI(M; Z) = H3 (M; Z) = 0, and
H 2 (M; Z) - Zb2 where b2 is the second Betti number. The cup-product defines a
symmetric, integer-valued, non-degenerate bilinear form on H 2 (M; Z) with determi-
nant ±1. In 1983, Donaldson showed that for a simply connected, compact, smooth
four-dimensional manifold M without boundary, its intersection form is either indefi-
nite or plus or minus the identity matrix in some basis [2]. Donaldson used the moduli
space of instantons (anti-selfdual connections) on SU(2)-principal bundles over M. In
1990, he also defined new invariants for the manifold M by evaluating a characteristic
class of a universal SU(2)-bundle on the moduli space of instantons [2].
Given an orientation of M together with an orientation of H2+(M) and b+ odd,
the Donaldson invariants give a linear function [5]
S: Sym. (Ho(M; Z)® H2(M; Z)) - .
For p E Ho(M; Z) and E E H 2(M; Z) the invariants can be assembled in a generating
function
Z(p, ) = E , - (p
m! n!
m,n=O
For b+ > 1 the Donaldson invariants are independent of the metric as long as the
metric is generic. In the case of b+ = 1, the Donaldson invariants depend on the metric
of M. It turns out that the positive cone of H 2(M; R) has a chamber structure. The
Donaldson invariants depend on the metric only through the chamber in which the
period point of the metric on M is located [4]. The period point of the metric is
defined as the one-dimensional space of all selfdual harmonic two-forms with respect
to the metric.
For the algebraic surfaces with b+ = 1, there is an algorithm called the wall-
crossing formula which accounts for the changes in the Donaldson invariants when
the period point moves through a system of walls and chambers in the positive cone
of H 2(M; R) [6]. Moreover, there is a formula, called the blow-up formula, which
accounts for the changes of the Donaldson invariants under blow-ups and blow-downs
of the manifold [5]. For CP 2 the positive cone has only one chamber; the Kahler class
gives a canonical homology orientation, and since H 2(M; Z) = Z, E is determined by
an integer S = fJ w where w is the Kihler form. Thus, the generating function is a
formal power series in the two variables p and S. The computation of the Donaldson
invariants for CP 2 can be considered the starting point for the computation on more
complicated surfaces.
Using a vanishing result for the Donaldson invariants on rational ruled surfaces [8,
Lemma 5.3], Ellingsrud and G6ttsche [6] computed the Donaldson invariants for CP 2
of degree smaller or equal to 50. Their results are listed in Sec. 2.3. Their approach
was very different from the one that was originally suggested by the physical inter-
pretation of Witten who showed that the Donaldson invariants can be constructed
as correlation functions of an N = 2 supersymmetric topological SU(2)-Yang-Mills
theory on M [16]. One of the main results of the work of Seiberg and Witten [19] was
that the moduli space of this topological quantum field theory decomposes into two
branches, the Coulomb branch and the Seiberg-Witten branch. Both branches can
be interpreted as the moduli spaces of simpler physical theories on M, and the con-
tributions to the Donaldson invariants from each branch can be computed separately
[21]. We briefly describe the two branches in Sec. 4.
Since CP 2 admits a metric of positive scalar curvature the contributions from the
Seiberg-Witten branch vanish [21]. Thus, for CP 2 the Donaldson invariants can be
determined from the Coulomb branch alone. The Coulomb branch is the moduli space
of a class of topological U(1)-gauge theories on M which will be described in detail
in Sec. 4.1. In [25], Moore and Witten obtained the Donaldson invariants for CP 2 as
correlation functions of a universal U(1)-gauge theory, called the low-energy effective
U(1)-gauge theory. The universal family depends on M only through H 2 (M; Z), and
its correlation functions vanish for b+ > 1. They found
S ) reg |dT2 'L4 (T)9 4(T)
2-x fH/o,,(4) Im(7T) (72(7)T793(T4( s 2 1 G2(T) 4u 1) (1.1)
exp 2p u + ((2(-)3( +  27r2
27 2 (92(T)73 (T))2 3
where Fo(4) is the congruence subgroup of elements in SL(2; Z) whose mod 4 re-
duction is lower triangular. We have used the standard notation for the appearing
modular functions. A cutoff regularization was applied to regularize the integral.
Eq. (1.1) is called the u-plane integral since it is formulated in terms of the complex
variable u on the thrice-punctured Riemann sphere UP = C - {-1; 1} and a map
- : UP -* H from the u-plane to the upper half plane H given by uniformization. We
will describe the details in Sec. 3.4. In the appendix, we will present a short MAPLE
program that computes the rational coefficients in the formal expansion of Z(p, S)
in Eq. (1.1). The results agree with the results of Ellingsrud and G6ttsche [6] up to
degree 50. The results of this thesis are:
* We derive the generating function for the Coulomb branch as the stationary
phase approximation of the low-energy effective field theory thus obtaining an
interpretation of the u-plane integral in terms of determinant line bundles.
* We show that the u-plane integral also arises as the stationary phase approxi-
mation of a quantum field theory defined as a heterotic a-model on an elliptic
curve at the boundary of the Coulomb branch with target space CP 1 x U(1)
coupled to an external field. This partition function is described in terms of
determinant line bundles on the Coulomb branch.
* We show that the blow-up function derived by Fintushel and Stern in [5,
Thm. 4.1] arises in a natural way in terms of the stationary phase approxi-
mation of this 'dual' quantum field theory on the elliptic curve.
Our construction of the partition function on an elliptic curve at the boundary of
the Coulomb branch is similar to Witten's construction of the elliptic genus [94], the
character-valued partition function by Schellekens and Warner [95] and the represen-
tation as a one-loop amplitude in a string field theory by Alvarez et al. [97].
1.2 The geometry of the Coulomb branch
First, we will investigate the geometry of the Coulomb branch as it is fundamental
for the definition and the understanding of the low-energy effective field theory. The
description of the Coulomb branch will be given explicitly in terms of special func-
tions by using the results from [69, 66, 70]. Some of the necessary computations are
already present in the physics literature [22]. Our first goal will be to explain these
computations in the context of a rational elliptic surface fibered by elliptic curves and
the determinant line bundle for the vertical &-operator on it. We will later use the
vertical a-operator in the definition of a quantum field theory on the elliptic curve at
the boundary.
The Coulomb branch is the family of elliptic curves, called the Seiberg-Witten
curve, that defines a rational Weierstrass elliptic surface over the u-plane by taking
y 2 = x 3 + A(u)x + B(u)
as the elliptic fiber E, with A(u) = -!-2 + 1, and B(u) - u', and the point
at infinity as the base point. The two types of singularities that occur are a cubic
cusp for u -+ oo and a rational curve with a single node for u -- +1. The nodes
do not give rise to surface singularities. Thus, the Seiberg-Witten curve defines a
proper holomorphic submersion of complex manifolds 7 : Z -+ X where X is the set
X = {u E UP; lul < R} for some fixed, large R. The family of elliptic curves is the
universal curve for H/F0(4) and determines by the monodromy action around the
singular fibers a representation of Fo(4). In physics, the unique even spin structure
which is invariant under a subgroup Fo(4), the congruence subgroup consisting of
matrices in SL(2; Z) whose mod 4 reduction is upper triangular, is called Periodic-
Antiperiodic (PA). It is the unique order two element of the Mordell-Weil group of
ir and defines a holomorphic line bundle L --+ Z whose square is the canonical line
bundle in each fiber. We use the results of Quillen [77], Bismut and Bost [82, 83],
and Seeley and Singer [81] to show:
Proposition 1. Let DET 0 -- X be the determinant line bundle of the a-operator
along the fiber and DET L,, - X the determinant line bundle of the a-operator along
the fiber coupled to L,. We have the following results:
1. The determinant line bundles DET 0 and DET OL,u are flat away from the nodal
fibers.
2. For the line bundle DET OL,, the canonical section det 0 L,k trivializes the de-
terminant line bundle. The Quillen metric is
04(7) 1
I1 det L,ullQ 7( = A(T)1 12
where A(7) is the modular discriminant of the elliptic curve Eu with T = 7(E,).
The divergence of the Quillen metric is
1 1
c1 (DET L,, 8 llQ) = + y~i5(u+12 )
6(,=1) is the current supported at u = 1 and defined by the equality f 6(,=l) Aa =
fE 1 a for every differential form a with compact support.
3. For the 0-operator along the fiber, the (-function regularized determinant is
104() 2det' O*o = vol(Eu) 2  27(T)
4. The determinant line bundle DET a has a trivializing section s. Its Quillen
norm is
det' 0* 2
IS = 211 dz 12 = |IAOF)
Prop. 1 asserts that the curvature of the determinant line bundle of the aC-operator
has current contributions at the nodal fibers and vanishes over the rest of the u-plane.
The Coulomb branch controls the parameters of the low-energy effective field theory.
In particular, it was determined in [19] that classically the scalar field of the low-energy
effective field theory defines a section a, of the elliptic fibration over the open sub-
variety of points with regular fibers. The section a. then defines a flat holomorphic
SU(2)-bundle on each regular fiber of Z. There is a way of extending this construction
across the nodes [69] which involves an appropriate toroidal compactification at the
nodal fibers. We present the details in Sec. 3.9 as we will give a definition of a
BPS-state and show:
Proposition 2. A BPS-state of the low-energy effective field theory for u - 1 is a
SU(2)/Z 2-bundle V - Z with a hermitian Yang-Mills connection on Z -+ X such
that w7,C2(V) = -6_(u=-1)/4.
1.3 The stationary phase approximation and de-
terminant line bundles
Second, we will use the stationary phase approximation to define the semi-classical
correlation functions of a supersymmetric quantum field theory in terms of determi-
nant line bundles.
In [26], Baulieu and Singer interpreted the construction of the supersymmetric
SU(2)-Yang-Mills gauge theory as the topological gauge fixing of the characteristic
class C2(E) for an SU(2)-vector bundle E -+ M. The action
(C2(E), [M]) = 8r 2  tr FAA FA
is invariant under all orientation preserving diffeomorphisms and not only the group
of gauge transformations. By fixing the extended gauge independence by the standard
BRST-procedure they obtained Witten's supersymmetric action.
The path integral for a supersymmetric action S can be defined with mathematical
rigor by the stationary phase approximation (or semi-classical approximation): each
critical point, i.e., each classical field configuration, will be labeled by some discrete
topological data which is called the Pontryagin sector (denoted by k), and some
continuous moduli which we will denote by A. The action at the critical point is
denoted by S(O) (k, A). The quadratic approximation of the action S around a critical
point is the Hessian of S. It determines a free field theory in the collected variations
of the Bose fields 1 and Fermi fields xl which is of the form
where A is a family of second-order, elliptic operators and 0 a family of real skew-
symmetric first-order operator both depending on the moduli (k, A). The functional
integration over the fluctuations, i.e., over the coordinates of the normal bundle at
the critical points, can be considered an infinite-dimensional Gaussian integral. We
define the semi-classical path integral'
J [s Dl eS(2) to be pfaff' 0k,A
V det' Ak,A
The above expression is a section of the product of the Pfaffians line bundle and the
dual of the determinant line bundle over the moduli space or more generally over the
configuration space. To proceed further, one has to be able to integrate this section
over the moduli space. To do so, the line bundle needs to be flat. In physics, this
called the vanishing of the local anomaly. Since the topology of the moduli space need
not to be trivial, the section can still have holonomy around non-trivial loops in the
moduli space. To make sure that the bundle is globally trivial as well, the holonomy
around all curves needs to be the identity. In physics, this is called the vanishing
of the global anomaly. Finally, it is not enough to have a trivial line bundle. We
also need a canonical trivialization, i.e., a trivializing section. If all these points are
satisfied, we can regard the ratio of determinants as a function on the moduli space.
We then carry out the integral over the continuous moduli and the sum over the
discrete moduli to obtain the semi-classical approximation of the partition function
Z = dA eS(O)(k,A) [D d e-S(2)
(1.2)
d\ eS(O)(kA) epfaff' kA
k V det'Ak,A
In the case relevant for the definition of the u-plane integral, physical considerations
guarantee that the semi-classical approximation is in fact exact [25].
1.4 The low energy effective theory
We will then apply the description of the correlation functions as sections of deter-
minant lines bundles to the low-energy effective field theory which is relevant for the
u-plane integral.
The low-energy effective field theory is a family of N = 2 supersymmetric U(1)-
gauge theories. This family of U(1)-theories is parameterized by a complex coupling
constant - E H which is the modular parameter 7(E,) for the elliptic fiber E, of
the rational surface Z. The classical bosonic field configuration for each U(1)-theory
consists of a line bundle L --+ M with a selfdual connection A and a scalar field with
a vacuum expectation value au. We present the full action of the low-energy effective
field theory in Sec. 4 and show:
Proposition 3. The action of the low-energy effective field theory is the topological
gauge fixing of the action (Re(T + 1) cl(L)2 , [M]).
1The Gaussian integral for the free field theory is actually well-defined and agrees with the ratio
of the Pfaffians in the definition we give.
We not only want to determine the partition function, but also the generating
function with the insertion of the observables relevant for the Donaldson invariants
on CP2 . The inclusion of the observables leads to an additional factor of exp (2 p u)
for the zero-form observable, and exp (S 2 T(u)) for the two-form observable. The
insertion of the observable for S E H2 (M; R) ~ R introduces the additional terms in
the action and the observable involving an auxiliary field D without any dynamics
MVOl (-ImT (D, D) + 22ý, *DA ) + 2 jD
where E is the holomorphic cubic form and w is the period for the A-cycle of the
Seiberg-Witten curve. Integrating out the auxiliary field D, we obtain instead of
!0k,A, an operator 0k,A,s coupled to an external gauge field. The family of perturbed
fermionic operators to be used in the quadratic approximation is
Ok,u,S = Ok,u + S %(u) C, (1.3)
where C, is a real skew-symmetric matrix with eigenvalues ±1. 2 = E/(ImT w)
is a function on the u-plane and is the special Kahler structure defined in [71] on
the rational elliptic surface Z. For every special coordinate system of Z -- X, we
obtain an operator 0k,u,S. The operators patch together to give a well-defined family
of operators parameterized by the u-plane. We discuss the details in Sec. 3.10 and
show:
Proposition 4. The u-plane integral is the stationary phase approximation for the
supersymmetric low-energy effective field theory.
1. Eq. (1.1) is equal to
S da, da e - s °,) + 2 pu+S2 (u) pfaffkus (1.4)
kE2H 2(M;Z) P det' Ak,u
2. The section
pfaff OJk,u,S
vdet' Ak,u
is a section of a line bundle without local or global anomaly, and with a canonical
section.
A consequence of the vanishing of the global anomaly in Prop. 4 is
Corollary 1. The integrand in Eq. (1.1) is modular invariant.
The modular invariance of Eq. (1.1) was already observed by Moore and Witten in
[25, Eq. (3.32)].
1.5 A dual theory on the boundary of the moduli
space
Finally, we will show that the u-plane integral also arises as the stationary phase
approximation of a heterotic a-model on an elliptic curve at the boundary of the
Coulomb branch with a N = 1/2 supersymmetry and target space CP1 x U(1).
On E., the chiral Dirac operator for the trivial Spin-structure is : A(1/2,(E) (  -
A(1/ 2,1)(E,). We denote the chrial Dirac operator for the Spin-structure (P, A) by 6L,u~
The quantum field theory combines theories previously used in [88, 115]. We prove
in Sec. 5.5:
Lemma 1. The one-loop path integral of the heterotic a-model on Eu with target
space CP1 x U(1) coupled to a gravitational and gauge background V = C12 -+ U(1)
is
Z, = ImT j94 (r) detl 2 nL, . (1.5)
Under variation of u, there are no local and global anomalies, and we give a canonical
section trivializing of the RHS of Eq. (1.5).
We modify this action by varying the holomorphic structure and changing the
regularization of the quantum theory. We obtain a family of two-dimensional super-
symmetric theories on the torus E, parameterized by Ho(Eu, K®2) and H(o,1)(Eu)
whose standard complex coordinates are denoted by a and P. We show in Sec. 5.5.1:
Proposition 5. The one-loop amplitude of the heterotic a-model on Eu with target
space CP1 x U(1) in the presence of the background fields a, 0 is
det 0 + vol(E) det' A
ZU (a, /) = Z e(E) det(1.6)det' 8 det' [-a (6 + vo(
Eq. (1.6) is the integrand of the u-plane integral in Eq. (1.1) for a = p and 3 = S.
We have used the operator
,D (6)= - vol(Eu)) A'°(Eu) A (Eu)
and L(Q) = *iD()O : A 0,o(E,) --+ A0'(E,). We have considered the determinant line
bundle for D(Z) and oD() over the Jacobian of E, and the pullback on H(o,1)(E,)
with the complex coordinate ý. We use the techniques in [99, 100] to evaluate the
ratio det D(2)/ det' l (S) in terms of modular functions. The introduction of P stems
from the gauging of the U(1)-isometry group of the a-model on CP1 = SU(2)/U(1)
and the coupling to an external field. The term exp(2au) corresponds to a change in
the regularization of the one-loop amplitude [93].
We also have an interesting variation of this procedure: we couple the connection of
the chiral fermion that gives a contribution det 9 L,u to an external magnetic field y.
We compute the change in the partition function in terms of modular functions in
Sec. 5.5.3 and prove:
Proposition 6. The one-loop amplitude of the heterotic a-model on E, with target
space CP1 x U(1) in the presence of the background fields a, 0, and y is
det (aL,u + (E)) (1.7)
Z (a, 0, y) = Zu (a, ) det(1.7)
det OL,
Eq. (1.7) is the integrand of the u-plane integral for the blow-up CP 2 of CP 2 in one
point for y = E. For H 2 (CP 2 ; R) = H 2 (Cp 2;R) E RC with (2 = -1, the homology
class £ E H 2(M; Z) considered in the blow-up formula is related to E by f,v = E.
As explained in [96], the expressions Z,(a, 3) and Z,(a, f, -y) require us to inte-
grate this path integral over Re 7 from 0 to 4, and take the limit Im --+ 00oo. The
integration serves to impose the left-right mass constraint of the closed string. If one
imposes the left-right mass constraint, the generating function becomes
jdx Zu(a, )), (1.8)
where T = x + iy. We expand the partition function in Eq. (1.6) in the form
0 am o2n+1
a,)= 1 W! -n!U?
m,n=O
Each coefficient UP(m,n) has an asymptotic expansion in q = exp(27rir) in the region
Im T > 1 of the form UP(m,n) = Ei,jo UpIZ)n) qi qj . Let the diagonal be the sum of
all the terms of the form qn q'. The projection onto the diagonal terms is the integral
in Eq. (1.8). After the projection we define for each term fm,n(y) = f04 dxUPm,n
•no 1/y+ + >1 ase - 2 7rs 2 the associated Dirichlet series
VAo(, fm,n) = F() fm n(y) y- dy.
The cut-off A0 is introduced to only include the contributions from the cusp u -- oo
while keeping away from u -- ±1. We will show in Sec. 5.6:
Proposition 7. The regularization used by Moore and Witten in [25] in Eq. (1.1)
coincides with the C-function regularization. Up to a constant factor we have
'cp2 (pmS 2n+1) = lim Zi/o(0, fm,n) (1.9)Ao-0-O
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Chapter 2
The N= 1 Yang-Mills theory
In this chapter, we review the universal bundle construction developed in [58, 40]
with the exposition in [59]. We also state the wall-crossing formula derived in [4]
and the blow-up formula derived in [5] for the Donaldson invariants. Finally, we
give a description of the supersymmetric topological Yang-Mills theory constructed
in [16, 26] whose expectation values compute the Donaldson invariants.
2.1 The universal bundle construction
Let M be a simply connected, compact oriented smooth four-manifold without bound-
ary. Let P -- M be a principal SU(2)-bundle on M with principal right action.
SU(2)-bundles on M are classified by their second Chern class c2(P). Let 2 be the
set of connections on P and 6 the group of gauge transformations of P. That is,
¢ E 0 means (i) q is a diffeomorphisms of P, (ii) q(pg) = q(p)g for any g E SU(2),
and (iii) 0 induces the identity map on M. The action of q E 6 on A E 2 is denoted
by ¢ -A. Let r denote the fundamental representation of SU(2) on C2 . The associated
complex vector bundle E = P x, C2 -+ M has the first Chern class ci(E) = 0. We
also have the SO(3)-bundle Ad E = P x, su2 for the adjoint representation. We fix
a Hermitian metric on E and a compatible unitary connection dA = d + A induced
by the connection A on P. A fixed Riemannian metric g on M gives rise to a Hodge
star operator * with *2 = (_1)P. On p-forms, the adjoint operator is d* = - * dA*. A
connection A E 2 is called anti-selfdual if and only if the curvature FA E A (Ad E)
on E satisfies *FA = -FA.
The connection A is called reducible if E reduces to the direct sum L e L - 1 of
a line bundle L -- M and A = a E (-a) with a connection a on L. We denote by
2 k the space of all hermitian connections on E --- M with cl(E) = 0, k = c2(E)[M].
The subspace %* C 2 k is the space of irreducible connections. The gauge group 6
acts freely on W*. 50 is the group of gauge transformations leaving a point of P fixed.
The action of ~0 on 2C is free. We set 93 := %/6, V* := W*/6, and ! := 2t/~0,ý3* := W*/60.
The Pauli matrices (iaa)3=1 form an anti-Hermitian basis of su(2) with tr(icaa) 2 = -2.
We write an Ad E-valued n-form r as , a(ioa). The adjoint action of su(2) is real since
ad(io-a)(iob) = [ioa; iab] = -2E bc io
The positive definite inner product on the Ad E-valued n-forms 71, 772 is
(1,2) = - IM tr( 71 A*q 2)
The invariant polynomial k2(T) = -1/8r 2 trT 2 for T E su(2) determines the first
Pontryagin class by
pl(E)[M]= 8r2 t(F A F) 8r 2  vol (IF2 - IFI2 , (2.1)
where FA = FA ,ddx A dxz" i®a. Similarly, the invariant polynomial 1/2 k1(T)2 -
k2(T) for T e su(2) with ki(T) = i/(27r)tr(T) determines the second Chern class.
For SU(2), we have ki(T) = 0 and thus pl(E) = -c 2(E) = -k. For a skew-Hermitian
matrix T E u(N) the identity
trMat(N,c) (adT o adT) = 2N trCN T 2 - 2 (trcN T)
implies c2 (Ad E) = 4c 2(E). The action functional of the Yang-Mills theory is
S = iFA2 = VOlM (IF+2 + F 2) = -  VO1M tr (FA *FA), (2.2)
and the Euler Lagrange equation is d FA = 0. For k > 0, the Yang-Mills action is
minimized by the anti-selfdual connections since
S = 2 IIF + 112 + 82k.
For k < 0, the Yang-Mills action is minimized by the selfdual connections since
S = 2 l 2 - 8i, 2k .
The moduli space of anti-selfdual irreducible connections modulo gauge transforma-
tions is denoted by 2)1*. For a reducible SU(2)-bundle E with reduction to L G L - 1
we write the connection as A = -a 0 ia 3 and the curvature as FA = -fa 0 ia3 where
fa is a real two form such that c1 (L) = [lfa] and
c2(E)[M] - faAfa = -c(L) 2 [M].
There is also a reduction of Ad E L02 IR such that c2(Ad E)[M] = -c (L2)2[M]
The two bundles L®2 and (L-1 )®2 are different as SO(2)-bundles, but canonically
equivalent as 0(2)-bundles by reversing the orientation. Reversing the orientation on
L®2 and R_ is a SU(2)-bundle automorphism. For b2 = 0, there is no reducible SU(2)-
bundle E with a reduction to L @L- 1 and with an anti-selfdual connection other than
the trivial bundle: assume otherwise that we have such a connection A = -a 0 ia3
with the curvature FA = -fa 0 ia3 where fa is a real two-form. The Bianchi identity
dAFA = 0 implies dfa = 0. Since FA is anti-selfdual so is fa. By the Hodge theorem
fa is a harmonic representative of a non-trivial class in H 2-(M) if L is non-trivial,
contradicting b2 = 0.
The Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer complex in dimension four [56] is the three term elliptic
complex
A°(Ad E) Al(Ad E) A2+(Ad E) (2.3)
whose cohomology groups are H1. The map 7r+ is the orthogonal projection on the
self-dual two-forms. It is a complex if FA is anti-selfdual. The associated elliptic
operator of Laplace type on the even forms is A', and on the odd forms Ad with
eA = didAE r+dAd*
Aod = d*r+dA + dAd.
The operators AA are Fredholm operators, and the index of the elliptic complex
equals
Ind dA = dim ker Aod - dim ker Aev = 8k - 3(1 + b+).
From here on, we will always assume that b+ is odd so that the index is even and equals
2dk. The zeroth cohomology H° is trivial if and only if A is irreducible. An irreducible
connection A is called regular if coker r+dA = 0. A local model of a neighborhood
of [A] E 9X*gular is given by the intersection of the slice ker d* E TA2*, which is
locally orthogonal to pure gauge transformations, with ker(r+dA), the linearization
of F+ = 0. For [I] E HA and an anti-selfdual, regular connection A this implies
d*W = 0, FAd, = O(e2)
and HA = 0. For b+ > 0 there are no reducible nor non-regular anti-selfdual connec-
tion on a dense subset of metrics [3]. Thus, if g is generic, 9A* is a smooth manifold
of dimension 2dk = 8k - 3(1 + b+ ) [3].
On M x 3* there exists a universal bundle with a universal connection [40, 59]: it
is the complex vector bundle Ad L with the structure group SO(3) in the commutative
diagram
Ad E x * -- Ad = (Ad E x 2*)/5
x Mx
M x t* M x 93*
where 6 acts on Ad E x V2* by (v, A) ý (¢(v), .- A) and SU(2) acts by (v, A) '-+
(ad(g)v, A) . The actions of 6 and SU(2) on P x ¶2* commute. With m = ir(v) and
Xm E TrmM and TA E TAR2*, a 6-invariant connection w on Ad E x *" - M x 21* is
given by
W(q,A) (Xm, TA) = A(Xm) + aA(TA)(m),
where a is the canonical connection on 92* --+ * given by
aA (TA) (d*AdA 1d TA.
= d A) -A).
The connection w and its curvature a descend to a connection and curvature on the
universal bundle with components
,A) (Xm, Ym)
1,1(MA)(TA, Xm)
,(mA) (TA, UA)
where
A= (d*dAA
= (FA)m(Xm,Ym),
= (T h or) (Xm),
= A [Thor; *hor]
Thor (TA - dAaA(TA))
We can interpret A - 6A(TA) = Thor as the exterior covariant derivative acting on
the 0-equivariant form TA E A&.. Since 6 acts freely on 21*, it follows that
H;(92*) = H'(9*) .
In physics, the component a1,1 is denoted by I, and 0,2 = _-, such that
6A = T , 6T = -dA# , J4 = 0. (2.4)
The second Chern class of the universal bundle is
4
c2(Ad e) = 82 tr 2  ,4- (2.5)
r=O
with 2,4- M x 4*,c. Since c2 (Ad 6) is a closed form, the descent equations
d•£T,4 - r = -•_ rT+1,3- r  (2.6)
follow. The p-map is defined by the slant-product p(*) = c2 (Ad 6)/o [2]. On 2-cycles
and 0-cycles the p-map gives
A: H 2(M) - H2 ( *)
[E] W -,2 12,2
-L fE tr a232,0 A 3 0,2 + 1',1 A 1,1'
=- fr tr - 2 DF+ A I (2.7)
p: Ho(M) - H4(3 *)
[p] Wp,4 = ,4
- I tr 2(p)
Classes of the de Rham cohomology of M9* can be obtained from H'(3*) by restriction
which we will still denote by /L(E) and p(p). Moreover, any element of H*(9M*) is
induced from H'(93*) in this way [2]. For the universal SO(3)-bundle Ad E there is
a lift, i.e., a well-defined SU(2)-bundle L, if and only if w2(Ad 6) = 0.
2.2 The Donaldson invariants
To define the integration over the moduli space a compactification of the moduli space
of anti-selfdual instantons is needed. The Uhlenbeck compactification is described by
the following theorem due to Uhlenbeck [8, Thm. 2.4]:
Theorem 1. Let (Ai)(iN) be a sequence in 9M3*. After passing through a subsequence
there is a finite collection of points mi, ... , mi M with multiplicities n,. . . , n > 0
such that up to gauge transformation AilM-{m,I...,m,} converges to an anti-selfdual
connection A,. The connection A, can be extended to an anti-selfdual connection
on a bundle E' --+ M with cl(E') = 0 and c2 (E') = k + E•= 1 i. Therefore, there
exists a topology on
J * _1 x (Mn/Z,)
n>O
such that the closure 9J1* is compact and called Uhlenbeck compactification.
It can be shown [2, 103] that the /p-map extends over the Uhlenbeck compacti-
fication 9X2*, and for a generic metric it has a fundamental class in the stable range
8k > 3(1 + b+). Let 2dk = 4n + 2n 2 , E1,. ..,, 2 E H2 (M), and p e Ho(M). The
Donaldson invariant is defined by
(M,g,k(p; C 1 ,... , ) := (p)n' A • 1 ) A A (n 2) . (2.8)
This map can be extended to a linear function
M,9g : A(M) -+ Q
where
A(M) = Sym, (Ho(M) G H2 (M))
is viewed as a graded algebra where the elements of Hi(M) have degree (4 - i)/2.
The dependence of the Donaldson invariants on the choice of the metric is captured
by the following theorem [8, Thm. 2.6]:
Theorem 2.
1. If b+ > 1, then 40n, 2 is independent of the metric g.
2. If b+ = 1, then 10:g depends only on the chamber of the period point w(g), i.e.,
the point in H 2+ (M)/R + defined by the one-dimensional subspace of g-selfdual
harmonic two forms.
We have assumed that we have picked an orientation of H 2+ (M). Fixing a two-cycle
E, we can form the generating function
pfli fln2Z(p, E) = A (eP+) = # ^ '(p; P) - , , (2.9)
k>0 nl,n20 n n 2
dk=2nl+n2
which is independent of the metric if b+ > 1, and piecewise constant as a function of
g if b+ = 1.
2.3 The computation of the Donaldson invariants
In the case b = 1 the Donaldson invariants depend on the metric g. They depend on
the metric through a system of chambers and walls in the positive cone of H 2(M; R).
We now restrict ourselves to algebraic surfaces so that for the Kahler metric g there
is the Kdhler form w of type (1, 1) and a line bundle with divisor H whose first Chern
class is the given Kdhler form w. The change of the metric corresponds to a change
of the divisor H.
2.3.1 Walls and chambers
Let H 2 (M)+ be the set of all 0 with 02 > 0. It has two connected components since
the intersection form is of type (1, b2 ). A homology orientation is exactly a choice
of one of the components which we call Q+. The period point w(g) of the metric g
is a point in Q+ given by the g-selfdual closed two forms. We fix k = -pil(P). For
2dk = 8k-6 e Z>o, an element ( E H 2 (M; Z) is called of type (dk) if -k < (2 < 0. We
call W( = (' in Q+ the wall of type (dk). The chambers of type (dk) are the connected
components of Q+ after removing all walls of type (dk). At a wall, the SU(2)-bundle
E -+ M reduces to L e L - 1 with cl(L) = ( since k = c2(P) = -C 1(L)2 = -_,
and the metric admits a reducible anti-selfdual connection since fI c (L) Aw(g) = 0.
The dependence of the Donaldson invariants on the period point is described by the
following theorem due to Kotschick and Morgan [4]:
Theorem 3.
1. i"' ) depends only on the chamber of w(g).
2. For all ( of type (dk) there exists a linear map M -Adk (M) -4C such that
•M,g1 _ DM,g2  , "
(dk) (dk) - (dk
C.w(gl)<O<•'w(92)
2.3.2 The blow-up formula
The blow-up formulas relate the Donaldson invariants of M to those of M = M#CP2,
the blow-up of M in one point. We need to choose a metric on M very close to the
metric on the pullback on M to apply the blow-up formulas. Since H 2(M; R) =
H 2 (M; R) ER where ( is the exceptional divisor of the blow-up with ( 2 = -1, we
can identify H 2 (M; R) with the elements orthogonal to (. If H is a representative of
the period point of the metric g on M, then H = H - E PD(() is the period point on
M. We write
D M,H = (M,g M,H = M,H(dk) (dk)' (dk) (dk)
where E is sufficiently small so that the result is independent of E. A result due to
Fintushel and Stern [5] gives the general relation between the Donaldson invariants
on M and M. In the simplest case this leads to the following theorem:
Theorem 4. For a E H2 (M) and 9 E (PD(()) C H 2(M; Z) it follows
MH (adk) (M,H (adk) kM,H (2 adk) = 0.(dk) (dk) ), (dk) =
Fintushel and Stern [5, Thm. 4.1] then derived the blow-up formula:
Theorem 5. For z E A(M) and £ c (PD(()) C H 2(M; Z) it follows
4M,H .6 )~M ,H pg Z)
(dk) (ez) n! (dk) z)
o(2.10)
e,H 6 (pt) 5H ' (Coeff e 6 0(p-t)I zt(dk) e 3 J t n! (dk)• )
n=O
3 (u, z) is a particular quasi-periodic Weierstrass a-function associated to the Weier-
strass function P(zjg 2, g3) and is defined in Sec. 5.1. We will show in Sec. 5 that the
blow-up function of Fintushel and Stern arises in a natural way in terms of the sta-
tionary phase approximation of a simple quantum field theory defined on an elliptic
curve at the boundary of the Coulomb branch.
2.3.3 The results for CP 2
With the help of a vanishing result for rational ruled surface [8, Lemma 5.3] as
a starting point, Ellingsrud and Gottsche [6] were able to obtain the Donaldson
invariants for CP2 of degree smaller or equal to 50. Since there are no walls for
CP2 the strategy is to consider the blow up of CP2 in a point and then to crossover
to a chamber where the invariants vanish by the vanishing result. The wall-crossing
formula and the blow-up formula account for the changes made during the blow-up
and the wall-crossing. Thus, the total changes are the negative of the Donaldson
invariants for CP2 [8, Cor. 5.5.]. In particular, they found the first contributions
listed in the following theorem:
Theorem 6.
(k, dk) I Z(p, S) =
(1,1) -AS
(2, 5) S 5 -
(3,9) 3S9 -
(4, 13) 54 S]
(5, 17) 2540
355 p 6S 5 - 143725S3  -_ 82 p8 S
(6, 21) 233208 S 21 + 45912pS19 + 10625 p2S17 + 3036 p3S1 5 + 4- 3p4S13
1741 5Sll 5619 6S9 _ 20379 7S7 _ 754141p8 5S14 • 5S + p 1 - • 024 16384
904239 9S3  10504593 10S
-634 131072 P
Gottsche also computed a closed form for the generating function of the Donaldson
invariants in the case of simply connected manifolds with b+ = 1 [7].
2.4 The topological field theory
In this section, we show that the generating function in Eq. (2.9) is the partition
function with source-terms of a topological quantum field theory. To do so, we will rely
on the interpretation of the topological Yang-Mills theory given by Baulieu and Singer
[26] which includes the gauge fixing of the Yang-Mills symmetry in the topological
field theory. The ghost spectrum is essential for our understanding of the partition
function in terms of determinant line bundles, as it will give additional factors of
determinants.
The classical topological action for N = 1 Yang-Mills theory is the characteristic
class pl(Ad E)[M] in Eq. (2.1). Being a topological invariant, it possesses a gauge
symmetry which is larger then the ordinary Yang-Mills symmetry. It is invariant
under all transformations of the bundle E -+ M which lift a diffeomorphism on M.
The gauge potential and the curvature then transforms in local coordinates according
A A + dA+ E , FA dAE - ; FA] , (2.11)
where F E C"(M, Ad E), c E A",(Ad E). It was shown in [26] that the full action of
the topological field theory can be obtained through BRST-invariant quantization of
pl(E) [M]. This means that the full action is
S = pl(Ad E)[M] + C M QV VO1M, (2.12)
where Q is the nilpotent fermionic BRST-operator with (d+ Q)2 = 0, C1 is a constant,
and V will be determined below. The first term in the action is metric independent
whereas the second term introduces a dependence on g on M. A standard result in
physics says that the physical theory must be independent of the Q-exact term. Thus,
the generating function Z(p, E) in Eq. (2.16) is a topological invariant [26, Sec. 4].
2.4.1 The field content
The fact that the parameters in Eq. (2.11) have their own gauge transformation makes
the gauge fixing problem more complicated. Therefore, more ghost fields than the
usual BRST-ghosts are required. The full set of fields in the topological action can
be displayed as follows (cf. [26, Eq. (15)]):
bosonic A FA
ghost C C ' X
bosonic b D b
ghost H
The bosonic fields are b E C'(M, Ad E) and 4 E C'(M, Adc E), b c A m(Ad E).
The ghost fields are Grassmann-algebra valued forms. Their corresponding commut-
ing forms are denoted by '--'. They are
C - C'(M, Adc E), H - C"(M, AdE),
A' (Ad E), X A +(Ad E).
We have the following BRST-transformation rules:
QA = -dAC + , -QO = -dA - [C, T], 4D = [C,7],QFA = dA' - [C,FA],
ZC = -[C C] + (D
QC = b, Qb = 0,QX = b, Ob = 0,
Qa = H, QH = 0.
If we set the ghost C that fixes the ordinary Yang-Mills symmetry to zero, we obtain
the transformation law of the basic multiplet (A, 9, '1) in Eq. (2.4).
2.4.2 The observables
The operator d+Q is exterior differential on M x l*/0 with (d+Q) 2 = 0. A+C is the
canonical connection on the universal bundle defined in Sec. 2.1 with the curvature
1 = FA + + .
The observables are cohomology classes of H*(M x %*/0) = H*(M) 0 H*(%2*/1).
The classes can be interpreted as local functions of the fields which are Q-invariant
modulo d-exact terms. Given any invariant symmetrical exterior polynomial P of
degree 1 it follows from (dA+c + Q) = 0 that (d + Q)P(a) = 0. The expansion in
the form-degree r on M and 21 - r on Wt*/O shows that for
21
r=O
the descent equations
Qp( )r,21-r + d p()r+1,21-r-1 = 0
are satisfied. Evaluating p(~)r,21-r on an r-cycle of M gives the component in
H 21-r (2*/0). This is the BRST-interpretation of Eq. (2.6). One can check that
in the presence of the ghost-field C the components of tr a2, in particular W,' 4 and
W 22 remain unchanged. It follows that
W4,0 2 trMat(2,C) 2(p), (2.13a)P 872
,2 2 trMat(2,C) - 2 FA + T A ) (2.13b)
remain the same as in Eq. (2.5). The de Rham cohomology classes p(*) of 9* in
Eq. (2.7) are the expectation values of gauge-invariant observables in the topological
Yang-Mills theory [16, 17].
2.4.3 The partition function and the generating functional
The partition function for the topological action is formally defined as the path inte-
gral
Z = f[A Db Db DT D( DX DX1 DH DC DC] e- s  (2.14)
=DX
We have fixed a reference connection Ao on the bundle E -- M such that FAo is
anti-selfdual. We define an honest one-form by B = A - Ao and set
V=-tr - [A(F++·pb)]-+ d*Ah+-C -d*oB- 3b volM, (2.15)
where p is a real parameter. The full action (2.12) was computed in [26, Eq. (18)
and Eq. (22)]. V is written for the adjoint representation as we are considering the
bundle Ad E --ý M. The simplest topological invariant is the partition function itself.
It vanishes unless 8k = 3(1 + b+ ) [16].
The correlation functions are the integral representation of the Donaldson in-
variants in Eq. (2.8). In order to compute the generating function, one introduces
source-terms and the generating function
[DX] e-S+p W E,4'+ W' 2
The following theorem is due to Witten [16]:
Theorem 7. The generating function for the Donaldson invariants on M is equal to
the generating function for the correlation functions of the supersymmetric, topological
SU(2)-Yang-Mills-theory on M:
Z(p, E) = [DX] e- S +p W•' 4±ww . (2.16)
Witten [16] showed that in the evaluation of correlation functions, the path integral
is localized to the integral over the BRST-fixed-point set. Thus, the path integral
can be computed in the semi-classical limit by carrying out a quadratic expansion
about the critical points of the action functional. In [26, Sec. 5] it was shown that
the BRST-fixed-point set, i.e., every stationary point of the action S, constitutes a
universal gauge connection plus a tangent vector on the universal bundle described
in Sec. 2.1.
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Chapter 3
The geometry of the
Seiberg-Witten curve
In this chapter, we investigate the geometry of the Coulomb branch as it is fundamen-
tal for the definition and the understanding of the low-energy effective field theory.
We will first consider the family of elliptic curves introduced by Seiberg and Witten
in [19, 20]. In particular, we will be concerned with the rational elliptic surface con-
structed by Seiberg and Witten in the context of the N = 2 supersymmetric pure
SU(2)-Yang-Mills theory.
The description of the Coulomb branch will be given in terms of special functions
using the results in [19, 20, 23, 25, 22, 30]. The purpose of Sec. 3.1 through Sec. 3.6 is
to develop a consistent notation and put the computations in the context of a rational
Weierstrass surface Z -+ UP. In Sec. 3.7 and Sec. 3.8, we will turn to the determinant
line bundle for the vertical 0-operator coupled to a holomorphic line bundle on the
elliptic surface Z. In Sec. 5, we will use the vertical a-operator in the definition of the
quantum field theory on the elliptic curve at the boundary. In Sec. 3.8, we use the
results of Quillen [77], Bismut and Bost [82, 83], Seeley and Singer [81], and Atiyah
[80] to show that the determinant line bundle extends across the nodal fibers and to
compute its local and global anomaly.
In Sec. 3.9 and Sec. 3.10, we show that a BPS-state in physics defines a SU(2)/Z 2-
bundle V -- Z together with an Hermitian Yang-Mills connection on the elliptic
surface. We use the description of these bundles given in [69, 66, 70]. In Sec. 3.9, we
determine the fractional instanton number of the BPS-states by computing the global
anomaly of the 0-operator coupled to V. In Sec. 3.10, we show that the construction
of the bundle V on the rational surface Z is equivalent to the geometric quantization
of the BPS-states.
3.1 The rational Jacobian elliptic surface
In this section, we discuss the family of elliptic curves which is called the Seiberg-
Witten curve in physics. Every elliptic curve E can be written in Weierstrass form
y2 = x3 + A+B, (3.1)
where A and B are numbers such that the discriminant A(A, B) = 4A 3 + 27B 2 does
not vanish. In the homogeneous coordinates [X : Y : W], Eq. (3.1) becomes
WY 2 = X 3 + AXW 2 + BW 3.
One can check that the point P with coordinates [0 : 1 : 0] is always a smooth point
of the curve. We consider it the base point of the elliptic curve (cf. [69]). P also
serves as the origin of the group law on E [65]. The two types of singularities that
can occur as Weierstrass cubics are a rational curve with a single node, which appears
when the discriminant vanishes, or a cubic cusp when A = B = 0.
We study a family of cubic curves, i.e., a Jacobian elliptic surface, parameterized
by the base space CP1. We fix a line bundle A -- CP1 . A and B are then promoted
to global sections of K®04 and A ® 6 respectively. The discriminant is a section of A®012.
If these sections are generic enough so that they do not always lie in the discriminant
locus, we obtain an elliptic fibration w : Z -, CP1 [69]. Each fiber E comes equipped
with the base point P, which defines a section S of the elliptic fibration. The bundle
n is the conormal bundle of the section S, i.e., 7r,(vs) = `- [69]. Concretely, we
consider the Weierstrass fibration with A and B given by the polynomials
u2  1 u 2
A([u: 1])=-- + -, B([u: 1]) = - -3 4 12 27
in the coordinate chart [u : 1] E CP1. Then, Z describes a rational elliptic surface
[65, Sec. 4.7]. The discriminant is A = (u - 1)(u + 1)/4096. The j-invariant of the
elliptic fiber E, is
28 33 A3 (4u 2 - 3)3j(E,) = 64- (3.2)A (U - 1)(u + 1)
Since two elliptic curves are isomorphic if and only if they have the same j-invariant, it
follows from Eq. (3.2) that the fibers over u and -u are isomorphic. The isomorphism
is given by
(x,y) t- (x',y') = (-x;iy)U t* U = -u) (3.3)
-u, (A, B) H (A', B') = (A, -B)
The j-invariant is a function on the base space CP 1. For the singular fibers at u = ±1
and u = 00, j has a pole. The local behavior of j is determined by the order of A,
B, and A. However, the knowledge of the j-function does not determine the elliptic
surface. In addition, information about the monodromy is needed which we will
discuss in Sec. 3.3.
For u -* ±1, the sections A, B do not vanish, whereas A has a zero and j a pole
of order one. From Kodaira's classification of singular fibers [65], it follows that the
elliptic fibration develops a node at u = ±1, more specifically a singular fiber of type
II. In each smooth fiber, we obtain the following points with y = 0, which are the
points of order two for the group law of the elliptic curve:
u Vu 2 - 1 u
x= - 2 y=0. (3.4)6 2 3
Viewed as elements of the Jacobian torus they correspond to the even Spin-structures,
which are labeled (A, A), (A, P), (P, A) in physics. We observe that under the dif-
feomorphism in Eq. (3.3) the point with x = - is invariant, but the other two
are interchanged. We will follow the physics language [41, Sec. 4] and call the Spin-
structure with x = -1 the Spin-structure (P, A). We will explain later that the
invariance under the diffeomorphism in Eq. (3.3) is equivalent to the invariance un-
der F0o(4). The point at infinity corresponds to the identity element of the group law
or the odd spin structure (P, P).
The group law of the elliptic curve determines that adding the order-two points
with x = 1 + • and x = - V2 gives the order-two point with x = -
(P,A) = (A, P) + (A, A) ,
and
(P, P) = (A, P) + (A, A) + (P, A) .
The second chart of the base space is [1 : v] E CP 1, and the intersection of the two
charts is given by u = 1/v. For non-zero v we can always replace x and y by xv 2 and
yv 3 respectively. The sections A, B then have the following form
v2  V4  v5  2v3A([1 : v]) - + - B([1 : v]) =-
3 4 12 27
The discriminant is A = 1/16 vlO(v - 1)(v + 1). The order-two points are given by
= 1 vvi /1v )  v Y=6 2 3
For v -- 0, the elliptic curve in the fiber develops a cusp. Writing A = A'v 2 and
B = B'v3 leaves the j-function invariant, i.e.,
28 33 A3  28 33 A' 3
For v -+ 0, the sections A', B' do not vanish, whereas A' = 1/16 v4 (v - 1)(v + 1) has
a zero of order four. For
y2 = x 3 AI + B' ,
we obtain the following points of order two:
1 1- v 2  1
x= 2-  y=0. (3.5)
Going from A, B, A to A', B', A' is called the quadratic twist. After the quadratic
twist we have a singularity of type 14 at v = 0. From Kodaira's classification theorem
[65, Sec. 4.2], it follows that the elliptic fibration before the quadratic twist has had
an I-singularity at v = 0. This proves the following lemma:
Lemma 2. The family of elliptic curves considered by Seiberg and Witten is a Ja-
cobian rational elliptic surface 7r : Z - CP 1 . In particular, the elliptic fibration has
singular fibers of type I, (nodal curves) at u = ±1, and a fiber of type 1* at u = co.
We will call the punctured base curve the u-plane UP = CP' - {-1, 1, oo}.
3.2 The Seiberg-Witten differential
In this section, we will describe an explicit parameterization of the family of elliptic
curves in Eq. (3.1) in terms of the Weierstrass elliptic function. We will obtain an
explicit formula for the periods of the family of elliptic curves by integrating the
holomorphic differential over an ordered basis of H1(E,).
If we start with the family of elliptic curves given by
2 = 3 2 2
the substitution y = t) and x + = y leads to Eq. (3.1)
y2 = X3 +A(u)Zx + B(u),
with
u 2  1 u 2A(u) = + - B(u) = u - - 33 4 12 27
The substitution 4y = y and 4x = x converts the equation into the Weierstrass
normal form
y2 = 4x 3 - g2 (U)X- 93(u) , (3.6)
where
U2u2  1 u 1 392 (93 3(U)12 16' 192 2 1 6
We check that the modular discriminant and the j-invariant are
1 3 (4u 2 - 3) 3
A=9 -27g2= (U1 1)(u+1), j= 1728 =64 12 3 4096 A (u - 1)(u + 1)
The roots of Eq. (3.6) for y = 0 are given by
u /u 2 -1 u u2 - 1 u
el= + , e2  - 8 e324 8 24 8 12
For u real and u > 1 we have A > 0 and el > 0 > e2 > e3 . The solutions of Eq. (3.6)
are given by the Weierstrass elliptic P-function and its derivative
x = P(z g2, 93) , y=7 '(Z 92, 93)
The Weierstrass function has a pole at z = 0, and P(z) - z - 2 is analytic in a neigh-
borhood of z = 0 and vanishes for z = 0. Throughout this chapter we adapt the
notation of [1, Sec. 17, 18] for the Weierstrass elliptic function and the complete el-
liptic integrals. The map z - (x, y) is a parameterization of the elliptic curve by
the parallelogram for the modular parameter 7 in the complex plane. We introduce
ei = P(wig92, 93) such that 0 = P'(w2ig 2, g3 ), and
W = W 1 7 W + W' = W 2 , W' = 3 W
The Weierstrass elliptic function P is an elliptic function of order two with periods
2w and 2w'. We will also use the notation P(zjw,w'). The definition of g2, 93 is
equivalent to
60 1 140 1g2 3=60 g  = 140 2nw 2n 2w') 6(2 nlw + 2n2 E (2 nzw + 2 n2 6nl,n2 n1,n2
Under the rescaling
W1 -*C W 1, 2 --+ C W2
7 and j remain unchanged, but g2 and g3 are rescaled by
92 - C4 92 , 93 - C6 93 -
Thus, the Weierstrass elliptic function identifies E, in Eq. (3.6) with points in the
class of parallelograms (2 c w, 2 c w') for the modular parameter - in the complex plane,
i.e., z E C/(2 cw, 2 cw') with c EC*.
Remark 1. The family of elliptic curves considered by Fintushel and Stern in [5]
is related to the family in Eq. (3.6) as follows: the coordinate y in [5, Eq. (4.2)] is
y = 8x and y' = 8y; the parameter of the family of the elliptic curve is x = u/2.
The connection to the complete elliptic integrals is given by introducing the two
parameters
e2 - e 3  _m-- = (u - u2  - 1) 2  m'== +-r m .
el - e3 (U-) /U2 12 '
To invert the relation one has to choose a square root of m. We pick
1)
and obtain using [1, Sec. 18.8]
4 = K = 22 -m4 K(m) ,
el -- e3
wI = 2xi2ima K'(m) ,
where the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind are given by
K(m) =2F2 2' 21 m) , E(m) = 1
1
2'; I m2
The complementary integrals are K'(m) = K(1 - m) and E'(m) = E(1 - m). Thus,
the modular parameter is
w' .K'(m)
T-2
w K (m)
The derivatives of the complete elliptic integrals are
d 1 /K(m) = (E(
dm 2mm'
d
E(m)dm
n) - m' K(m))
- K(m)) ,2 (E(mn)2m
and the Legendre relation is
E(m) K'(m) + E'(m) K(m) - K(m) K'(m) = - (3.8)
The Weierstrass (-function ((zIg2, 93 ) is defined as the solution of
'(z19g2, 93) = -P(zlg2 , 93)
with a pole at z = 0, ((z) - z - 1 analytic in a neighborhood of z = 0, and vanishing
for z = 0. The function ((z) is not elliptic as it is not periodic, but quasi-periodic
(cf. [40, Sec. 19]). The quasi-periods are
7i = ((wi g2, 93)
and 77 = 77, 7 + q' = q2, and ' = q3. In terms of complete elliptic integrals [1,
(3.7a)
(3.7b)
2(
Sec. 18.8], they are
K(m) 3 E(m) + (m - 2) K(m) ,
K(m) 2w
It follows
[ = V 3 E () + (m - 2) K(m) ,
6= K(m) 3 E(m) + (m - 2) K(m) - 7
6 m4 K(m) 4Vm K(m)
The Legendre relation in Eq. (3.8) becomes
7r i
77W - rW =--.
The fiber E, over each u can be described as follows: We have two sheets of the
x-space for to the two roots ±y which satisfy Eq. (3.6). These two sheets are joined
pairwise together by two cuts connecting the points with y = 0. The first cut runs
from e1 to e2 on one sheet and back on the other sheet and is called the B-cycle.
The second cut runs from e3 to oo on one sheet and back on the other sheet. The
line running from e3 to e2 on one sheet and back on the other sheet is called the A-
cycle. The holomorphic differential or differential of the first kind is given by dx/y.
It follows by substitution that
dx f2 dx 2
S= 2 2 = dz = 2w'
B-cycle Y el Y '
= 2 = 2 dz = 2w
A-cycle Y e3 Y 3
The meromorphic differential or differential of the second kind is given by x dx/y.
We check that
xf- xdx = 2 Xj x =-2 ('(z g2, 93 )dz=-2,q',B-cycle Y e2 Y d
= 2 x = -2 ('(z g2 ,93 )dz= -2q.
A-cycle Y e3 Y L3
Let us define the meromorphic one-form
2 dx dx
sw -= u-- + 8gx--,
3 y Y
where g E R will be determined, and
aD 
= /B-cycle
a = 
./A-cycle
4 2(1
sw - uw - 16g?7 ' =3 3m
4 2
Asw = uw - 16gq = 3 3
( 1 + w'-16 g' ,
+ v) w-16gy.
A short calculation using Eqs. (3.7) shows that
da Jv
dm 3 mr5 (g+2)(1 +m)E(m)E(m) (gm - m + 3)1-m
Similarly, a calculation using Eqs. (3.7), (3.8) shows
K'(m) v'
= (M) K (g + 2)(1
K (m) 3 ma
E(m)
+m) 1-
1 -m
(gm - m + 3) K(m)
1 }m) IK/(m)(g + 2)(1 +2(1 - m)
g = -2 is the unique value for which
daD
dm
da
dm
K'(m)
K(m)
In the following, we set g = -2. It follows
da da dm
du dm du
SV(1- m)
5M 4
K(m) 4mi
1 -m
Similarly, we have
daD (1 - m)du i K'(m)
du mn4
34m2
1-m
= 2w'
Differentiating the Legendre relation
w' a - w aD = 167ri,
we obtain
0 = a d( Tw) - aD dw = (aT - aD) dw + a w d-r.
Using the Legendre relation again, we obtain
167 i
a dT = - dw .
W2
daD
dm
K(m) }
(3.9)
We summarize the computations of this section:
Lemma 3. For the family of elliptic curves
y2 = x3 _ g2(u)X - g3(u)
with
2 
g2(u) 12 16 '
u 13
93(u) = 192
192 216
an identification of the fiber E, with the fundamental parallelogram for the modular
parameter 7 in the complex plane, i.e., z E C/ (2 w, 2 w') with 7 = w'/w, is given by
x = P( lg2, 93) , Y = P'(z9g2 , g3)
The canonical holomorphic differential on each fiber Eu is the one-form
A-cycle is given by the cut e3 # e2, i.e., connecting the two points with
x = e2, and the B-cycle by el -- e2 . The periods are
dx= 2w' = 2v/2 m K'(m) ,
B-cycle Y
dx 2w(m)I ~= 2 w = 2 VfM4K(m)
dx/y. The
x = e3 and
(3.10a)
(3.10b)
J A-cycle
The relation between T, u, and m is
m = (u - 2  ) 2
.K'(m)T (m
Moreover, we have the meromorphic one-form
2 dx
Asw =- u- -
3 y
Asw = aD ,
and
Asw = 2 w'2 ,d cycledufB-cycle
such that
dx
- 16x-
Y
JfB-cycle J•A-cycle
Asw = a, (3.11)
I
d 
-cycle Asw = 2w. (3.12)
On the total space Z - UP, the two form du A dx/y is exact with
dx 3 dx 128 dx'du A - = - dAsw = d u - - - x- . (3.13)
y 2 y 3 y
3.3 The monodromy representation
In this section, we will compute the monodromy representation around the singular
fibers for the family of elliptic curves defined in Eq. (3.1).
For the regular fibers, we have dim H'(Eu) = 2 and an ordered basis A = {au, /,}
of H, (E,) with the intersection numbers
au-a = O, P3-0,= O, aU.-,=-),-aC = 1.
The ordered basis {au, •,} is obtained as follows: we have two sheets of the x-space
according to the two square roots fy which satisfy the equation y 2 = x3 + Ax + B.
These two sheets are joined together by two cuts connecting the points with y = 0.
We choose for the two cuts the line
11: (x,y)= (4e 3 = -,3') (,y) = (oo,) ,
and the line
12 : (x, y) = 4e, = 6 + 2  ) (x,y) = (4e 2 = u 0 .)
The A-cycle a, is 4e3 ;4 4e 2 , the line connecting the point with x = 4e 3 (or x = e3)
and the point with x = 4el, and the B-cycle /3, is 4el 4e 2, the line 12. We observe
that for lul < oo the A-cycle can never shrink to zero, whereas for u -* +1, the
B-cycle shrinks to zero.
To determine the action of the monodromy on the symplectic basis A of the
homology one observes the change on a closed loop around the singular values u =
S1, oo00. This amounts to constructing a family of diffeomorphisms Ft : E, -+ Eu(t)
with F0 = id and continuous in t. The monodromy operator is defined as Fl. Since it
leaves the intersection form invariant its differential can be represented by a matrix
M = FI,, E SL(2; Z). We can determine this matrix by Picard-Lefschetz theory.
While the order two point with x-coordinate
u(t) 1S= 4e= +3 3
Figure 3-1: The two x-coordinate sheets joined along a cut and the cut-cylinder
for u(t) = 1 + c e2 rit stays at the same point, the order two points with
u(t) U(t)2 - 1 1 Vx = 4e = (t)+ ' (t+ v it + O(E),6 2 6 2
u(t) _ -u(t)-1 1 Q/e t0 )x = 4e2= 6Exit + O(E) ,
6  2 6 2
turn in a half-circle into each other. Thus, the B-cycle, 4el ; 4e2, is transformed
into itself. The A-cycle, 4e 3 - 4e2 , picks up a contribution 4el ' 4e 2.
Since for u -- 1 the B-cycle vanishes, it is easier to describe the situation in terms
of the complementary torus which is obtained as the boundary of the complement
of the solid torus embedded into R 3 . For this complementary torus, the A-cycle
vanishes for u -- 1 and the complementary torus develops a node. The situation can
be described by a cut cylinder where two copies of the plane are joined along one cut.
Each copy of the plane is homeomorphic to the half-cylinder. The cut represents the
part of the torus developing the node, i.e., the circumference of the cylinder. The
circumference is called the vanishing cycle A of Picard-Lefschetz. The component of
the B-cycle intersecting the cylinder is a line V and is called the vanishing cocycle.
We then have V -A = au -,3u = 1. The situation is shown in Fig. 3-1. For u(t) as t
progresses, the cut will start turning counterclockwise where Ft remains the identity
outside of a large compact set containing the cut as shown in Fig. 3-2. It follows that
for u = 1 + e e2wit for t -- 1, we obtain for the transformation of the A-cycle and
B-cycle of the original torus
V -A+V.
Thus, the monodromy action on A C H1 (E) when encircling the point u = 1 is the
Figure 3-2: The monodromy for u(t) = 1 + c e2"it
Figure 3-3: The two x-coordinate sheets joined along a cut for u = 1 + limtl ce27rit
matrix
M=(1 0)
-1 1
For u -- oo or (v -- 0) the elliptic curve develops a cusp since both the A-cycle,
4e 3 ;- 4e2, and the B-cycle, 4el ; 4e 2 , shrink to zero. However, after carrying out
the quadratic twist with v = e e2r it the A-cycle becomes
1 1 1-v 2  1 24e=- h e 4B 7it + O(E4)
• 3 2 6 2 3 4
and the B-cycle becomes
1 1-v 24e' -1 +6 2
1 62
S- erit + O(e4)
2 4
1 2  1 +2S4e'2 4it + O(E4)6 2 3 4
For v -- 0 the A-cycle shrinks to zero. In particular, for t --* 1 the point with x = 4e'2
turns in a circle around the point with x = 4e' twice whence transforming the A-cycle
into itself. However, the B-cycle connecting the point with x = 4e' with the point
with x = 4e' picks up a contribution from the A-cycle. The monodromy action for
v = limt,-1 e2xit after the quadratic twist is
M01 = ( )1 4
01 1
We denote this action as the inverse matrix since we go around the point v = 0
counterclockwise which is equivalent to encircling u = oc clockwise. The quadratic
twist itself can be formally obtained by a change of variables according to x = x' v and
y = y'v. Then, the monodromy picks up an extra minus sign under a full rotation
v -- limt,1 v e27it since the two sheets covering the plane are swapped. In conclusion,
we have
M I = -( 1 -4S 0 -1
The matrix M 1' describes the monodromy action on A when going around v = 0
counterclockwise - which is equivalent to going around u = o0 clockwise. Finally,
since MA = M M-_1 we obtain
M_ MlM (-1 41 0 -1 3
The general theorem for punctured discs implies that the elliptic fibration is deter-
mined by the j-function and the monodromy action [65]. Since 7rI(UP) is free on
two generators, we can pick as generators the loops encircling (counterclockwise) the
points u = 1 and u = oo. We have proved:
Lemma 4. The family of elliptic curves constructed by Seiberg and Witten determines
by the monodromy action around the singular fibers a representation
M: r,(UP) --+ SL(2; Z) .
The monodromy matrices up to conjugation by elements in SL(2; Z) are determined
by the Kodaira type of the singular fiber. For u = ±1 the degenerate fiber is of type
I1, and the monodromy matrices M 1, M- 1 are conjugate to T with
T=(A ).
0 1
In particular,
M1 = STS - , M_ = (T 2S) T (T 2S)-1
with
0-1
0 "
For u = oo, the degenerate fiber is of type I, the monodromy matrix M,1 is -T 4 .
The three monodromy matrices My around the three boundary circles -y E 7r(UP)
satisfy
M_-1, M1, M ' E Fo(4) ,
where Fo(4) is the subgroup of lower triangular elements in SL(2; Z) modulo 4.
3.4 The u-plane
In this section, we describe the modular parameter and the discriminant for the family
of elliptic curves defined in Eq. (3.1) in terms of the Jacobi 6-functions.
The inverse relation between the modular parameter T and m in Lemma 3 is
m =A(7),
where A is the elliptic modular A-function invariant under F(2). The A-function is
defined for all T in the upper half-plane H by
94(F)A(T) = t9(T)
The 0-function is defined as
d(z, R)= e 72 R+2xr i z
n= -oo
and the Jacobi 6-functions Vi(T) are
02(R) = 01o(R)
03(R) = 00oo(R)
14 (R) - Ol (R)
=e 4 V , 7 R
nEZ
= 9(0, R) = Z Q n2
nEZ
=91 7R) =EQ n2 n
with Q = exiR. In general, we write
ab a2O97b(R) = i R •-+27ri L-Va(R -e 4 4 a( b ~(2 R2'
(3.14a)
(3.14b)
(3.14c)
S =
The F(2)-modular invariance of A means that
A( + 2) = A() , A ( 2 TA(T)
Thus, choosing the square root V it follows that
1 1 04(T) + 14(7)
2 [02 (7) 13 •7()]2 '
and from Eq. (3.10) that
w = V/ 02 1)(T) 7(T).
We also compute the discriminant
)2- 1)= 2 - 14
= (2) 12
S2-14 (3T) (T)
2 3(1••
(3.17)
[2V/-2 7 02(T) 93(T)]12
•T) ) 12
-~r I
where we have used the identity
4t(R) = 3i4(R) - -4(R),
and the Dedekind r7-function
(i R
7(R) = eri
that satisfies
1
r73(R) = 1 2(R)3 (R)4 (R)2
We have the useful identity
74
A = 4 94 (7) 8 =
00
S(1- e2 rinR)
n=1
(3.15)
(3.16)
-14 42 14 (T) 2 (T)
12
= (2w) 1  ) 1(2 w)12 21
du 2
da}
7i du
w dT
(3.18)
1
=2 +
1A = I ( 24096
2z [1 2( ) 9(r) 94 )] 83 
We have the following transformation rules for the 9-functions and the rq-function
ri a
ab,(R + 1) = e4, 1 (b+a+l)(R),
ab - exiab b-i lba(R) ,
,r(R + 1) = er q (R),
S(- ) = V-iR r/(R),
79(a+2n)(b+2m)(R) = e27 iam 9ab(R) .
and
In conclusion, we have the following transformation rules:
T7 T= T-' = T+1
192(T) 2 (TT) V2 (T)
d42 [( ) 194(T) V3()(7)
T - TT2= T 2 -7 = T+2
92 (T) + (T2) = •92(T)
1933(T) V 03(TT2) = 193(T)
194( ) '94(TT2) = 74(T)
u = J(T) UT:(TT2) = -
T -- TT3 =T 7 = T+3
U = J(T) U3 = J(TT3) -UT
T - TT4=T4-7 = 7+4
U = J(T) T4 = J(TT4)
T TS = S = -1/T
92( 7( 92 (TS) V -iT 94 (T)
193( ) H '3(TS) -i9 3(T)
194(T) 9 '9(47S) 2= 7-ft'9(T)S(-r)+1(4r)
u J(T) US = J(Ts)
T TT2S T2 S7 T
u = J(T) U2S T : TT2S) -US
(3.19a)
(3.19b)
(3.19c)
(3.19d)
(3.20)
(3.21)
The function u is defined on H/Fo(4). Since we have picked a square root of A(T) in
the definition of u, the function is defined on H/Fo(4) as opposed to H/r(2).
Remark 2. The fundamental domain for o0 (4) is
H/Fo(4) - FUT -FU T2 - T UT 3 - U S -•FU T 2S _F .
Figure 3-4: The mapping from H/Fo(4) (with the six copies of the fundamental
domain) to the u-plane (with the points u = 1 (0I) and u = -1 (0) removed)
The Fo(4)-invariant bijective map
J: H --+ UP = CP' - {-1, 1, oo}
T -* U.
is depicted in Fig. 3-4, where the u-plane is covered by six charts.
The isomorphism in Eq. (3.3) is the action 7 -+ r+2 or u -- -u which corresponds
to the projective action of the matrix
0121
For Im 7 -+ c- and Re 7 fixed, we have q = e -+ 0. The first terms in an asymptotic
expansion of u and w are
1 5q4 (q
8qi 2
w 2V- rq¼ + 4x V7rql + O(ql).
Thus, we have u --+ c0, for ImT --+ o and Re r fixed.
7 = a + i,3 we have
On the other hand, for
TS 2
-a + iTs = a 2 +/32
whence TS -* 0 for Im T = -- oo00. The first terms in an asymptotic expansion of us
are
us ~ 1 + 32q + O(q2) ,
Thus, we have us -+ 1 for Ts -+ 0.
If we define the vectors of the periods and the quasi-periods (cf. Lemma 3)
Q = ( W(7), W(7))t ,
H = (aD, a) = W'(T) + 32 r'(7), 3 w() +32q()H=a~a= 3 3
one can check that they transform in the representation 7ir (UP)
mined in Lemma 4:
- SL(2; Z) deter-
(3.23)
3.5 The integrable system
In this section, we describe the Seiberg-Witten curve as an integrable system for the
universal curve H/Fo(4).
Let (z, T) be the complex coordinates on C x H, and w : H -- C a holomorphic
function of 7 with some additional properties specified below. We also set w'(T) =
7 w(r). Let Z x Z act on C x H trivially on H and by translation by 2nl w + 2n 2 w'
on C x {T}. Then,
3'= (C x H)/(Z x Z) -* H
is a holomorphic fibration with fiber C/ (2 w, 2 w'). Locally, we can use the com-
plex coordinate z E C to define the holomorphic differential dz. The cohomology
Ho(E,, K) is one-dimensional for all 7 where K - T* (1')E,. They fit together into
a line bundle, and dz is a local holomorphic section with norm square 4 Im r T w(-r) 2 .
Equivalently, we have a family of positive polarizations given by dz A d- on each fiber
such that
S dz A d- = -8i ImnT Iw(T)1
2
For all T we can define a symplectic basis A = {ao, 3T,} c HI (ET) as the images of
(3.22a)
(3.22b)
r --+ 7+4
U - limt-- _u e 2 rit (-1 -4
-,H MI'1R ,H= (1 -1 " 2 ,H0 -1
T -- STS - 1 7 =
-r+1
u - 1 + limti,(u - 1) e2 rit
), H - MI',H= Q 1 0 " 2 , H
T -. T 2STS- 1T-2 _ -+4
-7+3
u --+ -1 + limt,l(u + 1)e 27 it
2,H -- M-I'-R'H= -- 1 43) "f H1 -1 3
[0, 2 W(T)] X {T} and [0, 2 w'(-)] x {T} such that
dz = 2w(T) ,dz = 2 w'().
The action of the modular group PSL(2; Z) on T E H lifts to an SL(2; Z)-action on 3'.
Conversely, a change of the symplectic basis {ar, ,j} transforms T by an element of a
discrete subgroup in SL(2; Z). In the case of the family of elliptic curves considered
by Seiberg and Witten, the discrete subgroup is F0(4) C SL(2; Z). We obtain as the
well-defined quotient the modular elliptic surface of index six
3 = 3'/ro(4) --+ H/'o(4) .
We identify this modular elliptic surface with the holomorphic fibration Z --, UP as
follows: we identify the base space with H/1o(4) by the map J : UP --, H/Io(4).
To identify the holomorphic fibration Z -- UP with 3 -- H/Fo(4), we need a holo-
morphic symplectic two form rl E Q(2,0)(Z) which identifies T*UP with the invariant
vector fields along the fibers. As shown by Witten [30], for the Jacobian family of
elliptic curves in Eq. (3.1) there is such a global holomorphic two form q, given by
dz
7r = du A -, (3.24)
y
where (x, y) are the Weierstrass coordinates in Eq. (3.6) on the fiber. 7r is a holo-
morphic two-form r and q A Th the volume form. We have shown in Lemma 3 that
[C] E H2 (Z; C) is trivial.
Now, we change our point of view and fix the square torus on which SL(2; Z) acts
by diffeomorphism. Then dz = 2 w dr + 2 w' ds is the holomorphic differential, and
dr A ds is the relative KEhler form. The matrix
M=(a d SL(2;Z)
acts on the coordinates (7; s, r) E H x R2 and the periods in Eq. (3.22) by
7 I- = M-T
r - r' =ar-bs
s s' =ds-cr
W(T) WO_,)  W(T)
The induced action takes dz to dz. Thus, we can canonically identify the holomorphic
differential dz with du of the cotangent bundle T*UP. The metric on Z -- UP is
g du.di( x(u, U) ( (dr)2 D (ds)2)
with X(u, U) = Im-r lw12. x vanishes if and only if u = +1 or u -- oo. At the nodal
points u = ±1, the metric becomes singular. We also determine the differentials
invariant under the monodromy action of M1 and Moo, and the whole one-parameter
groups in PSL(2; R) generated by them. For Mj 1 the action of the one-parameter
group is the flow of iu = -27ri u on the upper half plane. The invariant differential
wMoo is du/u. Similarly, JM1 = du/(u - 1). This construction can be summarized in
the following Lemma:
Lemma 5. The family of elliptic curves constructed by Seiberg and Witten is a mod-
ular elliptic surface denoted by
r : Z --+ UP,
where the generic fiber is a two-torus 'I 2 and r is holomorphic. We have the following
description as the polarized universal family of elliptic curves:
x=P(zI g2,93)
Z = H(u, Eu) <y=P'(z g2,93) 3 = i (T, C/(2w(r),2w'(T)))/Fo(4)
JI
uEUP - T H/Fo(4)
}j(E R)
C __- C
The family of positive polarizations is given by dzAdf, and the holomorphic symplectic
two-form is 77 = du A dx/y.
3.6 Topological invariants of the Seiberg-Witten
curve
In this section, we compute several topological invariants of the elliptic surface defined
in Eq. (3.1) and of its minimal resolution.
We need to understand the divisors and sections of the rational elliptic surface
Z -- UP. The Mordell-Weil group MW(ir) is the Abelian group of sections with the
zero-section S as the identity element. The Neron-Severi group is the image of divisors
modulo linear equivalence in H 2 (Z; Z). We can explicitly describe the Abelian group
of sections and the divisors in the positive Kahler cone. We determine the surface
singularities of Z -* CP1. To do so, we start with the polynomial in (u, [X :Y : W])
given by
Fu(X,Y,W)= -Y 2 W + X3 +  - + X W2 +  W3
The elliptic surface is the hyper-surface F = 0. The singular points are those at
which all the partial derivatives simultaneously vanish. We observe that the system
of equations
OF OF OF OF
=0, =0, =0, =0,OX aOY ' W Ou
has no solutions. Thus, Z has no surface singularities for lul < oo. Similarly, we can
look at the polynomial (22 X W2 + 2v W3
Fv(XYW)= -Y2W X +  + X 2 + WX . "3 4 12 27
We observe that the system of equations
OF OF OF OF
=0, =0, =0, =0,
has the solution
(v, [X : Y: W]) = (O, [0 : 0: 1])
Thus, the point (v = 0, [0 : 0 : 1]) is the only singular point of the surface Z -+ CP1 .
It is always the case given a Weierstrass fibration which is rational that the minimal
resolution of its surface singularities is a smooth rational surface that dominates the
plane, i.e., s blow-up of CP 2 at nine points. However, these points may be infinitely
near to each other'. This is because on such a surface, the anti-canonical class -K is
the fiber class, and is therefore effective and moves in a pencil. Therefore any rational
curve C on the surface must have C2 > -2, since C2 > C 2 +C-K = -2 as C-K < 0.
Hence, since self-intersection numbers can only rise when one blows down, it must be
the case that any rational curve on the minimal model has C2 > -2. This means
that the minimal model is either one of the Hirzebruch surfaces F 0 , F 2 , or CP2. But
one blow-up of F 0 or F 2 gives rise to a surface which also can be blown down to CP 2.
The result is that all such rational elliptic surfaces with section are blow-ups of the
plane with exactly nine blow-ups.
The rational elliptic surface obtained by the minimal resolution of the Jacobian
elliptic surface described above has the following Hodge diamond
1 1
q q 0 0
pg h"'  p 9 = 0 10 0.
q q 0 0
1 1
The signature of the elliptic surface is given in terms of its Chern classes cl = ci(K)
'We thank Rick Miranda for explaining this point to us in great detail.
and c2 = c2(K) as
c2 - 2C2
sign(Z) = 
- c3
The anti-canonical class -K is the fiber class, thus c2 = 0. The Euler number is
given by the Euler numbers of the singular fibers F2 by c2 = C e(Fi). Thus,
sign(Z) = - (e(F-1) + e(F 1 ) + e(F,))
Let us compare the situation with the standard elliptic surface Zstd --+ CP 1 obtained
by blowing up 9 general points in the plane. Each exceptional fiber is a nodal cubic,
and the singularity type is I,. Each of these singular fibers F contributes equally,
sign(F) = 0 and e(F) = 1. For the singular fibers in an elliptic fibration, one can
define the Meyer's signature invariant (cf. [80]). It is the quantity
[Mr] - (M~1 ) = 3e(F,) + sign(F,) ,
where y E 7r (UP), [.] denotes the congruence class of M,,, and F, is the exceptional
fiber of the elliptic fibration encircled by y. The geometric meaning of the quantity
as monodromy of the determinant line bundle of an elliptic operator along the fiber
will be discussed in Sec. 3.8. We obtain q(M_1) = O(M1 ) = 2/3. Atiyah [80] also
showed that ¢(M1 ;) = 0(-T 4) = -4/3.
Finally, it is always the case that for a rational elliptic surface, the zero-section S
and the smooth fiber-class F generate a two-dimensional lattices that splits off the
Neron-Severi group which is I @ -I where I is the one-dimensional lattice generated
by a with a2 = 1. The two orthogonal generators are S and G = S + F such that
S 2 = -1 (generates -I), G2 = 1 (generates I), S G = 0 .
In particular, this is not a hyperbolic plane over Z. The surface is extremal in the
sense that the zero-section and the components of the fibers generate the Neron-
Severi group over the rational numbers Q. It has an order two Mordell-Weil group
MW(wr); there is exactly one other section - other than the section at infinity which
we have taken to be the zero-section of the Mordell-Weil group. In the u-chart, we
can compute this section. We know that MW(ir) is generated by sections of the form
(cf. [68])
x = b2u 2 + blU + bo, y = C3u 3 + C2U 2 + C1U + CO .
Substituting into the Weierstrass equation yields the rational solution
x= -- , y=O.3
We take as the generator of MW(r) over the rational numbers Q the section with
x=- R. This proves:
Lemma 6.
1. The minimal resolution f t: Z -+ CP 1 is CP2# 9 CP 1, i.e., the complex projec-
tive space blown up at nine points.
2. The section S and the smooth fiber-class F generate a two-dimensional lattices
that splits off the Neron-Severi group which is I ® -I (where I is the one-
dimensional lattice generated by x with x 2 = 1). The two orthogonal generators
are S and G = S + F such that
S2 = -1 (generates -I), G 2 = 1 (generates I), S G = 0.
3. The Mordell-Weil group MW(7r) has order two and is generated by the Spin-
structures (P, A) and (P, P).
3.7 The determinant line on an elliptic curve
In this section, we discuss the determinant line bundle of the a-operator coupled to
a flat holomorphic line bundle on the elliptic curve Eu where u is fixed.
We consider the elliptic curve Eu with periods 2 w and 2 w' and 7 = K. Let
S= 1 + iý2 be the complex coordinate on the normalized elliptic curve with periods
1 and 7, and z with 6 = - the complex coordinate on the elliptic curve with periods
2 w and 2 w'. The functions cp with the periodicity
p(V1,V2)(1l + 1 72) = _eiv(V(,V2) ( 1 ,2)
P(",V2)(1 + Re_,(2  ImT) = -eiv2 p(v•,2) 1 2)
are
(l'i,22)1 (ý1 2)
exp 27ri ni + 1 Im n2 - R(T e(n1 2+V))2}
They constitute a complete system of eigenfunctions for 48•a8 with 284 = &1i + iaO2.
The eigenvalues of 2AE are
A ivnl . -2 7-n2 + 7 (3.25)
ic 22 2
Since 20 = 20z = the functions o,n2 are eigenfunctions of 20 for the eigenval-
ues
Im- n 5 n{ + 1(- n2+ 2ImT 7 ( 2 ) _(2
The holomorphic line bundle of positive spinors on E, can be interpreted as a holo-
morphic square root K 1/2 of the bundle of (1, 0)-forms K = T*(1,o)E,. The chiral
Dirac operators are
+ =a: C"(K1/2)
~-= -a: Coo(K1/2)
SC O(K /2 K) ,
- C o(K1/2 ® K).
Equivalently, we
structure (P, P)
view the situation as follows: we take the preferred odd Spin-
as a reference K'/2 and then twist the Dirac operator by a flat
holomorphic line bundle W( 1,12) of order two. The twisted chiral Dirac operator is
,2) 12) : C (K1/2 0 1,V2)
If we set
V1, 2)+(Z) = 1Vz $p(,V2)(z) EP'n2) n2 nl ,n2z
hPi,n2 (Z)= V 1= (Pn`12)(Z
c (Kl2 0 W( 1, 2) 0 K) (3.26)
Co 01/2(K/2 W0 1,V2)
co k1/2
0"K W(V1,V2)
it follows
+ l ,V 2) l +n2 ( n1,n2
1Y ,-2 A 2v', v2) n',2) (z) v 0 dz-
0 ,'"()( z) = A$nXVl9'v 2) W(V'V2)(z) v/ 0 dz
0(,V2) •n1,n2 2 nlVn2 •1 •n2 "
Using the Kdihler form, we can identify JV 0 dz with V/_Y. Thus,
(-488)(v1,v2) has the eigenvalues
T7 1-2 1 1 t -vv2
Im- nl+ 7- n2 +
The (-function regularization gives
the operator
In det(-48•)(a1 , 2) =(
where
(V1,V2) (S) =
1
1,,(3.27)
S,2 1 2 Im2 + ((7 + ) Re 7 - (n2 + 1v2))2ni·n  [(n, + 2 v1 T 2
which is absolutely convergent for Re s > 1. When (vy, v2) = (1, 1) it is understood
that the summation does not include nj = n2 = 0. It was shown in [84, Sec. 5A and
)( 2
71"
-('(0) + In -((0),
(IM T JWJ
App. E] that ((0) = 0 for (vi, v2) # (1, 1), and ((0) = -1 for (v1 , v2) = (1, 1), and
det(-480)(1,x) = Im 2 7 Iw12 1r(7)I 4 , (3.28a)
det(-4OO)(V1 ,V2) = (1) (3.28b)
3.7.1 The Quillen metric
The chiral Dirac operator 8(,1,,2) has numerical index zero. Since it is also a skew-
symmetric operator it has a mod-2 index, which is dim ker 8(~,,,2). For the odd Spin-
structure (P, P), we have
dim ker 8(1,1) = 1 ,
and for the even Spin-structures (P, A), (A, A), and (A, P), we have
dim ker 8(,,2) = 0 .
The operator is invertible for (vi, v2) - (1, 1). The canonical section det(28)(v,,, 2)
trivializes the determinant line bundle such that
1I det(28)(V1,1 2)I• = det(-4W8)(~1 , 2).
For (vi, v2) (1, 1),
det(2 a)( ,1  ,2) 1 2 (OI)
There is an extension to the Quillen construction by Belavin and Knizhnik (cf. [41,
85]) when the operator has a kernel and cokernel. We pick a holomorphic varying
basis (q) for ker 81,1. The kernel consists of the constant functions: we take the
constant zero mode 4 = 1 such that 211112 = VOl(E,). By Serre duality we can identify
the cokernel ker ", with the dual of the space of holomorphic one-forms. We pick
X = dz/w as a basis of the holomorphic one-forms with norm |Idz112 = Im T. We
obtain for the Quillen norm of the section s
1112 det((-48)(1,) 2 (T) 2
Ql 112 IxI12
IlXI12 appears in the denominator because of the Serre duality [41]. It is again possible
to factorize the RHS holomorphically in T given the explicit holomorphic trivializa-
tion. By choosing a different trivialization given by X = dz with Ijdz (2 = vol(E,) we
obtain
112 (1 )2  2 == I14 ) 2 2
1 2Q w r 1
We will consider the Seiberg-Witten family of elliptic curves. As shown above dz/(2w)
does not transform trivially under the action of SL(2; Z) whereas dz does. Only the
second trivialization gives a global trivialization on the elliptic surface.
3.7.2 The skew-adjoint operator
If W(V1,, 2) is an element of order two, then the operator 0$ 1,+2) is the chiral Dirac
operator with respect to a different Spin-structure. It follows that
A(v,v2)= -A1,V2)
nl,n2 -n1+1-2v1,-n2+1-2v2
in Eq. (3.25), and thus the spectrum of $&-+ consists of eigenvalues IA(n,,,, 2) 2 with
multiplicity two. The determinant of the Dirac operator has a natural holomorphic
square root, and det 0+ is the square of a function pfaff $+. The square root in
Eq. (3.28b) is given by the relations
d0oo(T)/(T) =(
'Lo(0)/r(T) =
The metric on E, induces a metric on
anti-linear isomorphism
2
(7/2)(/2)r/(27))
r )(( /2) '\ 
2
((T) 
)
exp (iTrT/8)r()
K, K 1/2, and W(V1 ,V2), and it gives rise to an
j : Co(KO1 2  W(v.,V 2) 0 K) - C`°(K 1 2 0 W(v,,V 2 ))
by (]i, j(q2)) = E 2
where 771 E C"(Ko1 2 0 W(vl,V2)), q2 E CD(K 1 2  W(V1 ,V2) 0 K), and
Hermitian inner product on C"(K0/12 0 W(V1,, 2)). The first order elliptic
operator
(.,.) is the
differential
P(VI,V2) = j 0+V1,V2• C(K t 2 0 W( 1,V2)) -÷ C(K 1  0 W( 1 ,, 2))
is a complex anti-linear, skew-adjoint, bounded Fredholm operator with respect to
Re (., .). This is often denoted by P(1,,v2 ) E .F2R (cf. [47]).
We describe the flat holomorphic connection a(L) on the bundle LU = O(QU - PU)
given a point Qu C Eu. The coordinates of the points Q, - Pu are
xu = 4P(zQ•, g2(U), g3(U)) , Yu = 4 (z g92 (u), 93(u))
zQu is only defined modulo multiples of 2w and 2w'. The holonomy of the flat bundle
(3.29)
L, = O(Q, - P,) is characterized by their transition functions around the A-cycle au
and the B-cycle P/, which can be taken to be constant phases. We identify a section
along au with e2, iW times the section, and the section along P, with e- 2" i times the
section. A dual basis A* is comprised by the one-forms p and u such that
f'p = 1,
ofao- = 0,
Sfop = 0,
fUo = 1,
with
Sdz dd
= + = dr ,T -T 2w 7 - T 2W
1 dz 1 di-
o- = = ds .
7 - 7 2w 7 - 7 20
The holomorphic connection on L, = O(Q,-P,) is described in terms of the harmonic
one-forms on E,
a(L), = 2riO p - 27riq a
S2 +20' dz + 2 w+20w' (3.30)
vol(E) vol(E) (3.30)
vo(E) (-zQý dz + ZQu d-) ,vol(E,)
with vol(E,) = 4 Imnr _w1 2 and ZQu = 20w + 20w'. We obtain L,
for
01 + v10=
2
t1 - v2
2
We have proved:
K 1/2 2)Ký o® W (vlY2)
Lemma 7. For ZQ, = 0 which corresponds to the Spin-structure (P,
fiber it follows
P) in each smooth
2wdet(-4d)(1,1) 2J-w[2  14( -)4--vo l(Eu) 2  212(T) 2
For zQ, = w' which corresponds to the Spin-structure (P, A) in each smooth fiber it
follows
det (-dW )(o,1) '~4(T) 2 
2 (T) 2
7 (T=) 92 7 3 (7))
18 
A( ) 
12=8 JA(T) I
=8 2 7( 22w
We also write down the content of the bozonization theorem [115, Thm. 1.3] as it
applies to the Seiberg-Witten family of elliptic curves:
, ZQ = -v 2w + V1 w'+ (±W ± W')
Lemma 8. For each spin-structure (vl, v2) on the elliptic curve Eu with u fixed, it
follows
(vol(Eu) Im 1 2)
( det'(-4a6) 1 79(V1 lV2)( T) 2 =det( 0Vq - det( $ ))) •
3.8 The vertical Dolbeault operator
In this section, we discuss the determinant line bundle of the vertical 0-operator
coupled to a flat holomorphic line bundle on the elliptic surface Z - UP. We also
compute the global anomaly of the determinant line bundle.
3.8.1 The line bundles on Z -* UP
Let us examine when the bundle of the form O(Q, - P,) with
where q, 0 are constants lifts to a globally defined line bundle.
singularities at u = +1 in a cycle y the periods transform as
With
ZQ, = (20 2¢) -n ,
¢ and 0 transform as
(20 20) -ý (20 20) - M,- (3.33)
In order to give a well-defined section zQ, on UP, ZQu can only be shifted by multiples
of 2w and 2w' which still gives the same coordinates xr and yu in Eqs. (3.29). Let us
define the vectors
V 1 = (m 0), v_1 = (-d 2d), v 0 = (0 c), (3.34)
with m, d, c E ]R+ . v1 is the eigenvector of the monodromy matrix M11 with eigen-
value 1 with respect to multiplication from the right. Similarly, v_l1 is the eigenvector
of the monodromy matrix M-j with eigenvalue 1. Finally, vo, is the eigenvector of
the monodromy matrix M 1;' with eigenvalue -1. We observe that
Vl" 1 1- V
Vl -M- - v, =
0,
(2m - 4m)
(-2m 4m),
ZQu = 20 w + 20w'
As we encircle the
-* ' =MY w) (3.31)
(3.32)
and
v_ - Mý1 - v - 1 = (2d0),
v-1 -1 M - v-1 = 0,
v_-1 M - v - 1 = (2d -8d),
and
v0.Mi- 1 -v. = (c 0),
V-0 Mi _ - v-, = (c -2c),
v0 0M-1 - v . = (0 -2c).
Since we need invariance under the monodromy action up to multiples of two we have
to set m,d E Z and c E 2Z. We obtain vl = (1 0), v-1 = (1 - 2). Thus, the only
non-trivial element that gives rise to a globally defined line bundle is zQ, = w'. The
line bundle O(Q, - P,) corresponds to the even spin structure (P, A) in each smooth
fiber.
3.8.2 The vertical 0-operator coupled to a line bundle
We determine the Quillen metric of the determinant line bundle of the Dolbeault
operators along the fiber coupled to the line bundle O(Q, - P,). For the vertical
canonical line bundle of 7r : Z --+ UP for all Jul < R < oo, we apply the results
of Bismut and Bost [82] to show that we can include the nodal fibers at u = ±1.
We denote by UP = UP U {±1}. We have a proper, surjective, holomorphic map
of complex manifolds w : Z --+ UP such that for all u E C the fiber E, = 7-l(u) is
a reduced curve with the singularities at u = +1 being ordinary double points. We
set WZ/Uvp = WZ 0 (tZ*w-) - 1 where wx, w-u- denote the canonical line bundles of Z
and UP respectively. wz/U- restricts to WEu on each smooth fiber. Eq. (3.13) shows
that wz is trivial whence wz/up = (F*w-U-) - 1 . A choice of a Hermitian metric I. on
wz/UIp restricts to the KIhler metric i dz A d2/ vol(E,) on each smooth fiber.
A vertical nowhere-vanishing differential holomorphic one-form is given in the
coordinates of Eq. (3.6) by dz = dx/y. The metric on WZ/Up is |Jdz|J = 1. In
particular, it is a nowhere vanishing section of wz/U-p and defines a trivialization. It
follows that
cl (wz/u, I.) = 0 .
Let (L, 11. [) be a holomorphic line bundle with Hermitian C"-metric over Z. Then
there exists a unique connection a on L which is compatible with the holomorphic
structure and the metric. The Hermitian metric 1[.[[1 on LIE, determines L2-scalar
products on the fiber E, for C"(E,; L) by
( I f2)L2 i dz A di
= (, vol(Eu)
The 0-operator on E, with coefficients in L is
aL,u : C"(E,; L) -* C"(E,; L 0 cE) ,
its adjoint is 6',,. We can form the following holomorphic line bundle
A(L) --+ UP with fibers A(L), = AmaxH'(EU, L) 9 (AmHO(Eu, L))
Using the results of [82], the bundle A(L) extends across the points with nodal fibers.
For u - +1 we can interpret A(L) as the determinant line bundle DET aL,u as follows:
the line bundle A(L) is the determinant line bundle DET &L,, over C - {±1} with
H0 (Eu, L) - kerL,, , H'(E,, L) - kerOu.
The Quillen metric 11.1 Q of the determinant line bundle is given by the regularized
determinant
|I HQ = Vdet'(80,U*L,u) II.IL2.
Since L and WZ/U p are equipped with a Hermitian C"-metric, the Quillen metric is a
Hermitian C"-metric on the holomorphic fibers A(L), for u E UP. The currents 6(+1)
on Z are defined by saying that for every differential form a with compact support
the equality
fZ 6•(±1) A a JEu= aO
holds. One defines the first Chern-class cl(det 6L,u, 1.1 Q) as a current of type (1, 1)
by
cl(DET dL,u, [.1Q) = a06 log II[Ul , (3.35)27ri
where a is a local non-vanishing holomorphic section. The results of [82, Thm. 2.1]
and [83] can the be applied to the situation with L -- Z and Z --+ CP 1 . Thus,
cl(DET OL,u, II- Q)
= - ch(L) A Todd(wzgj; 1.)) -() ()12 rank()12 (3.36](4) 12 12 (3.36)
S ) rank(L) rank(L)
c212 12 (-1)
We have proved:
Proposition 8. Let L, = O(Q, - P,) be the flat holomorphic line bundle L -* Z
with , = -- , yu = 0. Let U be in UP, and a be a non-vanishing Cc-section of
A(L) normalized such that 11alo = 1. It follows
IIllQ = IA(T) j12
There exists a c E R+ such that
Io| I1 ~ c l| 1'! (U - l) .
The holonomy of the section a around u = ±1 is e2ri , and
1 1
cl (DET L,u, II IIQ) 12 -M) 1)
So far, we have considered the family of operators 9L,u. Since L is not trivial, nL,u
is invertible, and we have computed the determinant of the Laplacian
2
det 4,,UL,U IA(T)2 =
The RHS is a holomorphic function of 7. We have the canonical section det 0L,,. The
holomorphic section
7(T) det 8L,u94 (T)
is the fiat trivialization of the determinant line bundle on H with norm 1. The
line bundle is acted on naturally by SL(2; Z), and the canonical section is invariant
up to roots of unity. It follows that we can consider the determinant line bundle
on the quotient H/Fo(4). For u e UP the local anomaly, i.e., the curvature of the
determinant line bundle vanishes. Thus, the fundamental loops in H/Fo(4) give rise to
well-defined monodromies around u = ±1, oo. The global anomaly is the monodromy
of the canonical section det 0 L,U after quotienting out Fo(4). The bundle DET 0 L,u is
isomorphic to a trivial line bundle on the universal covering space UP, the section
becomes a function on the universal covering space UP.
If we consider the operator ,U, we have to separate out the zero eigenvalue [80,
Sec. 5]. There is a factorization of the determinant line bundle DET D, as the tensor
product of L' and H', corresponding to the non-zero and zero eigenvalues respectively.
The bundle L' has a holomorphic section det'(20)(l,1) whose norm was computed in
Eq. (3.28) to be
vol(E) () A I = II dzi 2W(T)2 w(T)
On the other hand, we can identify 7-* as the bundle given by the holomorphic differ-
ential dz along the fibers. Thus, -H has the holomorphic section (dz) - 1 whose norm
squared is 1/(4 ImnT 1w12). The product (dz) - 1 det'(28)(1,1) is therefore a holomor-
phic section of L with norm n .2() 1 Viewed as a elliptic surface over H/Fo(4) we can
identify dz/2w with d7 as they have the same behavior under the action of SL(2; Z).
This point of view was taken in [80]. However, as dz = dX/Y is globally defined, only
the first choice gives us a global trivialization of ker 0". Identifying 7-* with T*UP,
by identifying dz with du, it follows that (DET u,)* can be identified with T*UP with
a norm for which the section
7 2() du
2w(7) (3.37)
has norm 1. The line bundle £* is acted on naturally by SL(2; Z). The section (3.37)
is invariant up to roots of unity. It follows that we can consider the determinant
line bundle on the quotient H/MA of the upper half-plane by the group generated
by a monodromy matrix MA. Now, if WA is the natural MA-invariant differential it
defines a standard trivialization of the determinant line bundle on the quotient. In
this trivialization the section is given by
7 2(T) du
2W(7) WA (3.38)
For A = M;1 , we find using the results of Sec. 3.5
272 (7) du _2 (7 )
2w(-) WA 2w(T)
du
dLu
u
2 w (7)
-u()
For 7 -- 7 + 4 we have w(7) -+ -w (7), u -- u, and 77(7) ~ exp(47i/12) r (7). We
obtain
7-* 7+4
2 w(7) _ e i -1) 27 
(7 )
2w(T) 2w(T)
(3.39)2w(7)
For A = M1 , we have
2 2(7) du r2 2 (7) du
2w(T-) WA 2w(T) duU-1
S2(7T)
S(u - 2(1)T)
2 W(7)
For 7 --+ STS-17 = 7/(1 - 7) we have w(7) -- (1 - 7) w(T), u - 1 -- u - 1, and
Ti 1
· ( _+i
T -+ 7/(1 - 7)
2(7) e i ) (u 2 (7)(U 1) () 2 w(7)
We obtain
(1 - T)r(7) .
(3.40)
Eq. (3.40) determines the holonomy of the holomorphic section around u = 1 (and
similarly around u = -1). The computed monodromy is equal to the monodromy of
=&12(T= ()12
For u --+ oc, we have T -- o, q - 10, and find the asymptotics
u = + O(q)),
1
Im 7 = In l q 2,
27r
013 (T) 94(T) = 1+ 0(q 2).
In terms of the S-dual variables, we find us -- 1, and TS -- 0 and find the asymptotics
us -1 = 32q (1+0O(q)),
us - 1(o
q = 32
1
ImT = -- Inlus- 1+ o(us-1) ,
7r
ImTs Iw(TS)12 = -2 In us - 1(1 + o(us- 1))
since Im Ts I (Ts) 2 = 2 2 ImnT 7 3(-) 74(7) 12.We have proved:
Proposition 9. For the Dolbeault operator O, along the fiber of Z - UP, the deter-
minant line bundle of the scalar Laplacian Au has a standard trivialization around
the loops encircling u = +1, defined by the one-parameter groups for M+1 . Since the
determinant line bundle is flat it gives rise to a well-defined logarithmic monodromy.
The (-function regularized determinant is
det'A• = vol(E,) 2 A(T).
In particular, there exists a c E R+ such that
det'A c lIn ju +l (u11 l)
Remark 3. The signature operator is D = 0 + 01 where D1 is the 0-operator on
(1, 0)-forms. But on each fiber Eu multiplication by dT- converts 0 into 01. Their
determinant line bundles are isomorphic and so the the determinant line bundle of
D is flat. The operator D is essentially two copies of 0, and the holonomy is twice
the holonomy computed in Eqs. (3.39) and (3.40), which is half the Meyer's signature
invariant.
Remark 4. The results of Prop. 8 and Prop. 9 are in agreement with [82, Thm. 2],
[83, Sec. 13(c)].
3.9 The Yang-Mills connection on the family of
elliptic curves
In this section, we discuss the rank-two holomorphic vector bundles V with trivial
determinant on the Jacobian elliptic fibration Z -- UP. We will consider bundles V
for the more general gauge group SU(2)/Z 2 . We will compute the rational instanton
number using the global anomaly of the 0-operator along the fiber coupled to V.
Let V be a vector bundle with a Hermitian Yang-Mills connection such that V is
semi-stable. This case was described in [70]: in the generic case, we have a reduction
V Iz, L, ,  L 1 where L, is a holomorphic line bundle on E,. The analogue of a
Yang-Mills connection in two dimensions is a flat SU(2)-connection on V,. Because of
the semi-stability, the line bundle Lu has degree zero. We equip V, with a connection
and first consider the case that the holomorphic structure is decomposable. We use
the base point P, to identify the bundle L, with O(Q, - P,) for a point Q, C Z,.
Similarly, we have Lu1 1 O(-Qu - Pu).
Let us denote the coordinates of Q,- P, as (xz, y,). Then, the point -Q, +Pu has
coordinates (x2, -yu). The coordinate x, can be described as solution of the equation
w, = ao,u + a2,ux = 0 with wu E Ho(Eu, O(2P,)). The function w is meromorphic
with a pole only at the point at infinity Pu. To generalize this construction to all
fibers, we have to promote ai to a section of .f - ®i, and Qu becomes a section of
the dual elliptic fibration. Moreover, the fiber over u = +1 degenerate to a node.
Therefore, we consider Qu a section of the open sub-variety of points regular in their
fibers, and then give an appropriate toroidal compactification at the nodal fibers.
The spectral cover C is the two sheeted (possibly branched) cover of UP given by the
hyper-surface w = 0 in Z.
The bundles produced in this way have the property that the restriction to most,
but not all, fibers carry a flat SU(2)-connection, i.e., the unique holomorphic connec-
tion determined by Q, E Z,. At the branch points with 2Qu = 0, we obtain for the
restriction of V to Zu
V |z O(Qu - Pu) O F 2
where F 2 is the unique non-trivial holomorphic extension bundle of C by C, i.e.,
O -+ C -+ F2 -+ C --+ 0 .
This bundle does not admit a flat SU(2)-connection [70]. This means that one has
to replace these fibers by non-isomorphic, S-equivalent bundles. Then fitting these
together we can produce a stable bundle which carries a Hermitian Yang-Mills con-
nection, the Yang-Mills connection on V -* Z [70].
3.9.1 The Poincard line bundle
The connection A, on VIEU = O(Qu - Pu) D - Pu) in the generic case with
2Q 0 is
A vol(E (--Q, dz 0 + ZQ, d- ® a3) , (3.41)vol(E,)
with
arl: 0 1 02 0 -i U3 1 01 0 ' i 0 ' 0 -1
The application of the results in [70, Sect. 2.3 and Sect. 7.4] shows that conversely
any generic rank-two vector bundle V with vanishing first Chern class on the elliptic
fibration Z --+ UP can be reconstructed from its spectral cover C defined by +Q,-P,:
we start with C xcpl Z C Z XCPi Z. The two-fold covering map r2 from C x pi Z to
Z is obtained by forgetting the first coordinate. We define the Poincar6 line bundle
P -+ (*Z by the commutative diagram
z Jac(Eu) PZ , C*Z - P
Eu lr Eut (3.42)
Jac(Eu)UP - Y
It is the unique holomorphic line bundle whose fiber over (u, ) is the flat bundle
Wi -- E, for the character ( = a + T7 H e27i(a8-0 ) for = + TO E Jac(E,).
Over (u, ý), it is the flat line bundle W_ý -- Jac(E,) for the character ( = ¢ + TO -
e27 i (a O-p0 ) for T = a + T-f e Eu. The flat metric on Eu is the metric along (*Z/Y
which lifts to the constant flat metric along the fibers of Y x C -+ Y, so the curvature
Q(E*z/Y) of the vertical line bundle vanishes. The local coordinate
i= 2w = 20w + 20w'.
does not lift to the total space Y, however, dz is well-defined. The unitary curvature
of the Poincard line bundle P is
Svol(E) (dz A dz - d2 A d;) .
vol(E,)
Locally, the unitary connection is
W vo(E) (- dz + 2 di + z d2 - f d) .vol(E,)
The bundle V -÷ Z is the push-forward of the the Poincar6 line-bundle restricted to
C XCpl Z to Z which we denote by 7r2,(P). Thus, in the semi-stable case the bundle
V is defined by the spectral cover as V = 7r2,(P). For a generic connection over a
smooth fiber, i.e., u = ±1, oo, the kernel of ker a,(,) vanishes. The dimension jumps
only when either Qu is a point of order two (and then VIE , = F 2 and it jumps by
one) or Qu = P, (and then VIEu = C C and it jumps by two). From index theory,
we know that the number of jumping points counted with multiplicity is computed
by the first Chern number of the index bundle. From [70, Eq. 7.67] we also have
c2 (V) = - 72 (C1 (P)2)
It remains to explain how we treat the singular fibers over u = +1, 00. The Yang-Mills
density is
-2tr(FA A *FA) = FA12 * 1.
We will require the gauge connection to approach an asymptotic state close to the
singular fibers. An asymptotic state is a trivial flat connection Ao,u on a topologically
trivial split bundle
A0,U=o(E (--Qo,, dz 0 a3 + ZQo,u d- 0 U3)
vol(E,)
for ZQo,' = 200 w + 200 w' with ¢o, 00 constant. The connection is of pure gauge since
Ao,u = 27i Oo dr 0 a3 - 27ri qo ds @ 3 .
In the remainder of the section, we will determine the possible asymptotic states for
the gauge connection.
3.9.2 The behavior for u -- oc
We look at the generic connections A subject to the following condition: The connec-
tion becomes pure gauge for Julj -+ oc and A approaches a trivial flat connection Ao
on a topologically trivial split bundle over Zl,,>l such that for Jul -- 00 we have
A - Aol = O(ul-' In lul) . (3.43)
The constant flat connection on each fiber E, determines uniquely a holomorphic
structure on the restriction of V to the fiber. The bundle must split holomorphically
as the sum of two line bundles uniquely up to +1. The assumption (3.43) implies
that
IFAI = O(ul- 2)
Then, we have a finite-energy contribution for Jul -4 oo, i.e., there exists a c E R+
such that for R > 1
S LyM =- du A d JE dz A dI [FA2  f >R dU A d u IIFAI 2
IuI>R IU>R -- >R
< C du A d 2rc dr In r < 00 .
CUf>R u15 - >R 4
We have used the asymptotics for u -- oo
S 1 (+ O(q))u =8
64 U2
w = 2 ir i(1 + O(q)) = 1 + o(u
Im1 = In q 2 =2 Inu 1+ O(u-)2n 7| = (l + O(u- )
Im T W2 = 27r- +
Because of
A - Aol = 7F . - ko,.I
vol(E,)
we have to have
(ln2(u))IQU - GQo,.l = 0 U2
to satisfy the bound in Eq. (3.43). The interpretation of such a choice is that over
the region in which Jul > R is large the bundle becomes the trivial holomorphic split
bundle. The restriction of the extended bundle to the added divisor is the split bundle
of the flat trivial line bundle. The condition of having a trivial bundle over the fiber
at infinity can be viewed as follows: having a rank two vector bundles on the singular
Is-fiber, each component is a smooth CP1 . Thus, on each component one will have a
split bundle with the unique holomorphic structure. Now the question is, how these
bundles are glued together. If each bundle is trivial, then there is no issue, as the
result is a trivial bundle which splits. This is because the gluing data would have no
homology, as there are no cycles in the dual graph. However, if there are non-trivial
bundles on the components, then in order for the global bundle to split there should
be more sophisticated matching conditions at the intersection points.
Let us determine which asymptotic states ZQo,, = 200 w + 200 w' with 0o, 00 con-
stant are possible. As we move around the point u = oo, the periods transform
according to
-- ' = Mo -~ .
0o and 0o transform as
(200 2q0o) (200 20o) -M( I = (-200 , - 8 00 - 2q0) ,
whence
(200 240) - (200 2 0o)- M I = (40o, 80o + 40o)
The allowed asymptotic states are obtained for 0o, o0 e {0, 1} since multiples of two
will shift ZQo,, by multiples of 2w and 2w'. If we exclude the trivial connection 0o =
00 = 0, the allowed asymptotic states correspond to the non-trivial spin-structures
(P, A), (A, P), (A, A). This can also been seen from the fact that the coordinates
(x",,y, = 0) in Eq. (3.4) remain unchanged for u = limtl Re 27rit with R > 1.
In physics, the spin structures are called BPS-states for ul -- 00. The states
with ZQo,, = w' + 2n w and ZQoo, = w' + (2n + 1) w are two families of BPS-states
(monopoles) they correspond to the spin structures (P, A) and (A, A). The spin
structure (A, P) corresponds to an electrically charged particle with ZQo,u = w. This
explains a remark in [30, Lec. 11-18, Sec. 1.7] which describes the BPS-states at infinity.
The spin structures (A, P) and (A, A) only define a SU(2)-bundle for Jul > 1 and
transform into each other when going around u = ±1.
The bundle V -* Z with V, = O(Qu-Pu,)ED(-Q,-Pu) is well-defined if Q, -P,
for u - o00 approaches asymptotically an order-two point or the trivial bundle in the
fiber. The asymptotics of the Quillen metric for the coupled Dolbeault operator 0 V,u
for Jul -- oo can be computed from the Quillen metric for the the coupled Dolbeault
operator 0vo,. where Vo is the well-defined bundle on Zl l>x given by an asymptotic
state. We have proved:
Proposition 10. The Quillen metric for the Dolbeault operator Ovo,• coupled to an
asymptotic state is given by
4 122
det( O'uavoj = 94 (7) A(T4 T2)
with b = 4 for ZQo,0 = w', and b = 2, 3 for ZQo,u = w, w + w'. The flat holomorphic
trivialization of DET avo,0 for u > 1 gives
detv' - - -(T) A(2) 2 = .
419 P(T) A- 2(T)
For 7 - 7- + 4, the monodromy of the canonical section around u = oo is trivial since
9(7 + 4) - 0 (7)
s4(7 + 4) 9 (7)
The regularized determinant
det(O0, avo, 0) = 124 1()1
for the possible asymptotic states for Ju -- oo are summarized in the table (3.44).
(3.44)
3.9.3 The behavior for u -l ±1.
We look at the generic connections A subject to the following condition: The connec-
tion becomes pure gauge for Jul --, ±1 and A approaches a trivial flat connection Ao
on a topologically trivial split bundle over Zlu=ll>, such that
jA - Aol = O(Ju ± 11) . (3.45)
The constant flat connection on each fiber Eu determines uniquely a holomorphic
structure on the restriction of V to the fiber. The bundle must split holomorphically
as the sum of two line bundles uniquely up to ±1. The assumption (3.45) implies
that
IFAI = o(1) .
Then, we have a finite-energy contribution from a small punctured ball B,(±1) of
radius c around u = ±1. There exists a c E R+ such that
LB~ LYM = du A du fE dz A dý IFA12
< -C duAd d In ju 11 IFAI2
< -c/1 du A d In u 11 < -c o r< dr Inr < oo.
We have used that for u -- ±1 the volume of the fiber Eu has the asymptotics
ImT IW(7) 2 = -2 In lu 1 (1 + o(u+1)).
Let us determine which asymptotic states ZQoo, = 2 0o w + 200 w' with 0O, 00 con-
stant are possible. As we move around the singularities at u = ±1 the periods
transform according to Eq. (3.31) and Eq. (3.33). Let us examine when the bundle of
the form Vo,u = O(Qo,U-P,)EO(-Qo,u -Pu) over Z -- B,(±1) C UP is well-defined.
Let us look at the more general question of which covectors (200 20o) are invariant
(v1, v2) (9, 0) Spin -struct. ZQo, o14
(1, 1) (0, 0) (P, P) 0 vol 4 (E,)
(0,1) (i, 0) (P, A) w' 1
(1, 1) (2, ) (A, A) w + w' I'93(T)/ )94 (7)
(1, 0) (0, ) (A, P) w 192  ) 14 () 4
under the monodromy action up to action of the center Z2. The Z2-action is the
action of the constant gauge transformation ic2 on BE(+1) that changes the sign of
the gauge potential
Ao,, - -Ao,* = (iOa2)t Ao,u (ia2)
For the vectors defined in Eq. (3.34) we check that
v. M'±1 v1 = 0, vi. M vi, = (4m - 4m),
and
v-1 M 1 ± v- 1 = (0 4d), v_1 - M- 1 ± v- 1 = 0.
Since we require invariance under the monodromy action only up to the action of Z2 it
follows m, d C !Z. The non-trivial central charges z(m/ 2) = l w' and z(d/2) = _W + W1'
give rise to a SU(2)-bundle on a small disc around u = ±1.
Remark 5. The central charge z(m/2) = lw' defines a bundle with trivial holonomy
around u = 1, and z(d/2) -= + !w' defines a bundle with trivial holonomy around
u = -1. The bundle for z(m/ 2) (and z(d/2) respectively) have a non-trivial holonomy
-1 around u = oc and u = -1 (and u = oc and u = 1 respectively). This explains a
remark in [30, Lec. II-18, Sec. I. 7] that the BPS-states around u = l1 do not existfor Juj 00oo.
Remark 6. The bundle V -- Z with V, = O(Q, - P,) G O(-Q, - Pu) is well-
defined if Qu - Pu for u - 1 (and u -1 respectively) approaches QUm/2) - Pu (and
Q(d/2) _ Pu respectively).
3.9.4 The SU(2)/Z2-bundles on the Seiberg-Witten curve
In this section, we will compute the asymptotics of the Quillen metric for the coupled
Dolbeault operator 0 y,u for u - +1. It can be computed from the Quillen metric
for the the coupled Dolbeault operator 6vo,' where Vo is the well-defined bundle on
B,(±1) C UP for the asymptotic states Qo,u determined in Sec. 3.9.3.
We describe the case involving the quarter periods. Qo,u coincides with an order
two point if and only if u = ±1 or u -+ oc. Thus, we have
Vu E BE(±l) C UP: 2 Qo,u O.
Let us compute the coordinates of the points on the Jacobian for
z(m/2) = _1 and z(d/2) _ _w + _I
2 2
An identity [1] for the Weierstrass function implies
S ()
2 i g9U),()) ) 3 - H3 ,
where H32 = 2e2 + el e2 = 1/64. Thus, we obtain
P 2w'(U) 1g2(U), 93 (U)
u
12
The points +Q$m/2) - Pu for +Z(m/ 2 ) = I± w' have the coordinates
m/2) _ 1 (m/2) u+1.
8
Similarly, for z(d/2) = -_ + we use the identity
-w'(u) | g2(u), 9g3(u)2/ = e3 + H3 .
Thus, we obtain
p (~w(u) 1 I
2 92(U)93,
u 1
12 8
The points _(Q(d/2) - Pn) for ±Z(d/2) = ±(-w + -w') have the coordinates
x(d/2) U 1
XU 12 8 '
iy(d/2)=± u-i-.
8
The bundles
Vi(m)
V(d)U~m
O(Q(m/2) _ p() O(-Q(m/2) _ ),
= O(Q(d/2) _ P ) ( O(Q(d/2) _ p )
do not exist as SU(2)-bundles on UP because of the non-trivial monodromy. However,
the associated adjoint bundles Ad V exist as SO(3)-bundle.
SU(2)/Z 2, the first homotopy group is 7ri(SU(2)/Z 2)= Z2.
For the gauge group
Going around the point u = 1 leaves the bundle V(m) invariant whereas the
monodromy action around u = -1 and u = oo is the non-trivial element [-1] in
7rl(SU(2)/Z 2). Similarly, going around the point u = -1 leaves the bundle V(d)
invariant whereas the monodromy action around u = 1 and u = 00 is [-1]. Thus, we
have proved:
Lemma 9. The BPS-state for u = ±1 define non-trivial SU(2)/Z 2-bundles on Z --,
UP.
For the asymptotic states ±Z(m/2 ) = ± w', we find v, = T and v2 = 1 in Eq. (3.28b),
P (-W(u) +
and thus for the (-regularized determinant
'0 i(7T)
04(T)
d I (T)2
'q(T)
1 1 (7)
d4 (T)
7911(T)
'94 (T)a (7)
12
For ±z(d/2) (-w + w '), we find P = T and2 = 0, and
?_1 0(T)
'4((T)
70 (T) 2
'04 (T)
Therefore, we investigate the logarithmic monodromy of the section
b97b() 29bb(T) - 7
'04(T)
1 b(T)
2
'4(7)
with b = 0, 1. Eq. (3.19) implies that for 7 - 7 + 4
09 1 b((T + 4 )
'94(7 + 4)
10 b(T + 4)
04(T + 4)
Sb+6 (T)
04 (T)7
b+2()
94 (T)
Thus, the monodromy around u = oc is trivial since
Ub(7 + 4) = b (T)
Eq. (3.19) implies for 7 -- STS-1r that
21 b(STS- 1 T)
04(STS-17)
41b(STS-17)
'04(STS-17)
b 1 (TS-17T)
92(TS-17T)
Ob i(TS-1T)
92 (TS-17)
- -(b-1) bb( +b) (S- 17T)
e2 (b- (S) 2
V2(S-'T)
9b ( +b) (S-1T)
'02(S-17)
Using Eq. (3.20) and b = 0, 1, we obtain
1 b(STS-17)
0 4 (STS-1T)
9 0b(STS-1 T)
'04 (STS-17-)
7e
7 
- (b-1) 20b(- +b)(S- T)92(S-iT)
b(.1 b)(S-17T)
'02(S-IT)
Thus, the monodromy around u = 1 is
ob(STS- 7) = e
91 1 (T) 2 d 4
'94(7T) 7(T)
04 (T)
1lb(7T)
'04 (T)
= e7(b 1) '0(- +b)b(T)
04(T)
19 -b) b (T)
04(7T)
det( 8,u8v,u)
det (, 8u, )
6- b,O (b 7(T )
Finally, we compute the monodromy for T -+ T 2STS- 1T-27. Eqs. (3.19), (3.20)
imply that
Ob(T 2 ')  -- b' (7) ,
where b' = 1 - b. Thus, the monodromy around u = -1 is
ab(T2STS-1T-2) e- • b,1' ab(7)
We have proved:
Proposition 11. For the Dolbeault operator yv,, coupled to Vu = O(Q, - P,) D
O(-Q, - P,) on Z -+ B,(+1) C UP restricted to a small ball in vicinity of the nodal
points u = +1, the Quillen metric is given by the (-function regularized determinant
a 1b0 )  b ) 2 2det(-*(•aV, ) = 4 2 (A(T)2 2  (3.46)
Qu - Pu must approach either zm/ 2) w' (b = 1 in Eq. (3.46)) or z( d/ 2) - +
(b = 0 in Eq. (3.46)) to give a SU(2)/Z 2-bundle over Z. The first Chern class of the
index bundle in Eq. (3.35) is
1 1
ci(det lv,, .|IQ)) = c2 (V) - (1) - (3.47)
The logarithmic monodromy of the holomorphic section of the determinant line bundle
determines the current contributions to the first Chern class
/( ) 6(_1) if b=1, and uo= -1
7r c2 V = B (1) if b = 0, and uo = 1
0 otherwise
Remark 7. Eq. (3.47) generalizes [70, Eq. (7.72)] to include the case of nodal
fibers. The current contribution to Chern class is 1/4 and agrees with a result in
[31, Eq. (3.37)].
3.10 The geometric quantization
In this section, we apply the results of [71] to the Seiberg-Witten family of elliptic
curves. This will give a quantum mechanical description of the BPS-states found in
Sec. 3.8.
There is a globally defined, real, closed non-vanishing two-form form Q on UP. In
terms of the holomorphic two form r7, Q is given by
Q = ?7A-= 8i Imr w(u) 2 duAdui.
JE
We integrate r over the A-cycle and B-cycle to obtain
fh-cyc = 2wdu , Icyce = 2w'du.
They supply a set of holomorphic sections in every patch of the u-plane UP. Such
a basis is unique up to SL(2; Z)-transformations. Under a change of the coordi-
nate chart on U n U C UP the basis must transform according to the fundamental
representation of SL(2; Z) by
S= M L . (3.48)
Therefore, the sections
sT = w'(u) du = (1 0) Q & du , s = w(u) du = (0 1) - Q2 du
define a basis of non-vanishing holomorphic sections of a rank-two SL(2; Z)-bundle
* --+ UP where Q was defined in Eq. (3.22). We set da = w du and daD = w'du
such that
w' daD
w da
This notation should not suggest that da is integrable, i.e., that we can find a globally
well-defined function a. On an open set U C UP, we can always integrate and find
holomorphic functions (a, aD) such that on U we have w = and w' - d-. However,
the transition functions are (a priori) of the form
IH MaD  d) c ( C(3.49)
where M C SL(2; Z) and c, d E C, i.e., they transform in the fundamental represen-
tation of ISL(2; Z). We have locally a Kihler potential A such that Q = i0&•A for
J = 1 Im(aD i). We can integrate again to obtain a local holomorphic function F,
called the holomorphic prepotential, such that
OF
aD = a
3.10.1 The special Klihler connection
A basis of holomorphic sections of the dual bundle 7S -+ UP is given by 0/&a and
/alaaD. We have the identity
/ dzAd=-f dy - dz + Bcycle 
dz.
By choosing dp = Re w du and dq = - Re w' du, we find
= 2 dp A dq = daD A d- da2 \
We check that
and
a Im (a a
aq Im7 oBa o '
A dD) = i Im T d A -.
Tq) 8 1 a
aq' OaD Ta '
S i m/ (a
pp =Im(-1/-) aD
A flat torsion-free connection V of S)i is defined by
a a
8p Oq
(3.50)
and dV(id) = 0 in each chart. We view (Si, V, Q) as a special Kihler structure
on UP (cf. [71]): in the context of the special Kihler geometry, the collection of
coordinates {aU} over the patches U C UP of an open cover is called the adapted
special coordinates. {aU} is called conjugate special coordinates, and {pU, qU} flat
Darboux coordinates. The form Q is a Kahler form on UP and V is a torsion-free
symplectic connection on the Kdihler manifold (UP, Q). The connection is symplectic
since the Kahler is locally of the form Q = 2 dp A dq. One checks that
0 1 0Va= -2d-raa 2 aq '
V 1 d 1
aaD 2 7 9p
The expression V° is a £5-valued one-form, and it follows
dv (V )( a -0=dV V a= 0( aD)
which proves flatness. Let i7"(1'0 ) E (l1,O)(TcUP) be the projection onto the (1, 0) part
of the complexified tangent bundle. 7r(1 ,) is a one-form with values in the tangent
bundle T(UP). The flatness of V implies dvr(l,o) = 0. There is a holomorphic cubic
from E on on UP which encodes the extent to which the flat connection V fails to
preserve the complex structure
S= (7(1 0) , V( 1,'0)) e F (UP, Sym3 T*(UP)) .
0d
OD
S12 ap-
a 2 p
(3.51)
In local coordinates, the section E is
= - (da 0
1 7T
= (da) 20 a2 Ba
a V da 1a))a aa
aa' aq 4 Ba
Thus, we have
1 87
S= aaa (da) 3 = (d a)®34 9a
= 3. (d) -3  w2 (du)034 au
The canonical section "Eve is invariant under the monodromy action as w2 dT is
invariant under SL(2; Z).
3.10.2 The Levi-Civita connection
We compare the connection V with the Levi-Civita connection D on the tangent
bundle of UP. The Levi-Civita connection is defined by
= Q (D Daa85l
In contrast to Eq. (3.51), it follows that the Levi-Civita connection satisfies
-Q ( ( 1',0) , D7r( 1'0)) = 0
since it is the unique connection which is compatible with the metric and the complex
structure. We compute
D--0a
i
2 -- dT
2 Im 7
0
0a '
From the relations
(V- D)aBa i2 Im 7T a
it follows that D cannot be flat. We find
i
2
(1d A dT )(Im T
= - dT
4 Im 2T
8aA df 0y
a i_
-a 2 Im 7T
D i
2 Im 7
a
0
(V-D) a
Oa
i2 -- di2 Im 7
dD (D
a
daa
dT AD a
a
d[
Q ( a' aa' 7 )
8 Q a(aa'
The Riemannian curvature R of the Kiihler metric is
R= Raaa Raaa 0 da A d- .
We check that
Raaa = da dD (D )(a ., a) - -  1 aa a' Oa 4 Im2 - Oa
Pulling down the summation-index using the Kdihler metric we find
1 a_ 2
Raa = ImTr Rana= a an r7_ a
4 ImT &a
Similarly, we obtain
dDD = 1 d A d
au 4 Im 2 T aU
_ 
1 T2RU 2S" - 4 Im2 T 9u
R - = -4Im WuI
The scalar curvature is obtained by contracting the summation-indices using the
inverse Kdihler metric
1 OT
p = -4 Im-2 T Raaa = im 3 T da
3.10.3 Prequantization
The expression
(= a - aD (3.52)
defines locally a complex vector field that satisfies
2 p q Oa (0)
Eqs. (3.11), (3.12) show that a and aD can be computed as integrals over the basic
cycles of a globally defined holomorphic one-form Asw. Thus, a and aD are globally
defined on the whole UP. The vector field ( in Eq. (3.52) is globally defined on the
whole u-plane and equals
a 8r i a
aa w aq
The fact that V( = r(1'0) is the Legendre relation for the periods in Eq. (3.9). We
consider ( the trivialization of a holomorphic line bundle 2 -- UP whose holomorphic
sections are of the form a = f(u) (. We check that
V(o1)6 = Va f(u) () = f (u) Va = 0.
We define a holomorphic inclusion 2 --+ by mapping ( -" 9a. Since we have
VaaC ( =a ,
the holomorphic inclusion is an immersion. An Hermitian metric on £2 - UP is
defined by
S 2  (aD - aDa) = -i Im(ad D) = -2i ,2
with AJ = Im(a 5D)/2. .A is the Kihler potential on the Hermitian line bundle since
S= -0allI2 = 0
2
2 -4 UP is a holomorphic Hermitian line bundle with connection V and curvature
-27ri Q. (UP, Q, 2 ) is called a Hodge manifold. In physics, it is called the geometric
prequantization. Because of Eq. (3.50) the flat sections in 5)* are locally given by
Snm,ne -ne dp + nm dq,
where ne, nm are constants. In physics, the flat sections (3.53) are called prequantum
states. Using the holomorphic symplectic two-form the corresponding flat section s
of b is
0 8
Snm,ne = nm -+ ne•
i _ -z
-Im 7 n ZQa - ZQ ',
where ZQ, = n, + Trnm is called the central charge. The Kdihler form defines a skew-
symmetric, non-degenerate real form Q on 5 ) R -- UP by
Q(nm p ne q ,n'm o • )= ( m e)( 1( 0 - . ( '
3 --+ UP is a flat holomorphic rank-two bundle with a non-degenerate skew-symmetric
form Q of type (1,1) with respect to the complex structure that satisfies VQ = 0.
We define a flat sub-manifold A C 53R which intersects each fiber in a full lattice such
that
Q CZ.Q AxA
In physics, A is called the charge lattice. The space of solution for the scalar field
of the low-energy effective field theory are sections of A. Under the identification
of dz with du by the holomorphic two-form rl the state sm,ne is an invariant vector
field along the fibers of 7r. For zQ, defined in Eqs. (3.32), (3.34) the connection on
the bundle V -+ Z can viewed as local flat sections of the flat sub-manifold A which
intersect each fiber in the integer charge lattice or prequantized states of the classical
field theory.
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Chapter 4
The N= 2 Yang-Mills theory
One of the main results of the work and Seiberg and Witten is that moduli space
of supersymmetric states of the twisted, pure, N = 2 supersymmetric SU(2)-Yang-
Mills theory on a compact four dimensional smooth manifold decomposes into two
branches, the Coulomb branch and the Seiberg-Witten branch. Both branches can be
interpreted as the moduli spaces of simpler physical theories, and the contributions
to the Donaldson invariants from each branch can be computed separately [21].
The Seiberg-Witten branch is the moduli space of the solutions of the Seiberg-
Witten monopole equations modulo gauge transformations. It has been studied in
great detail (cf. [9] for an introduction). A generating function for the Seiberg-Witten
invariants can be defined. For CP2 or CP2 with a small number of points blown up,
the manifold admits a metric of positive scalar curvature, and by theorem due to
Witten the contributions from the Seiberg-Witten branch vanish in some chamber
[10, Lemma 21]. If b2 < 9 there is no wall-crossing at all, and the contributions from
the Seiberg-Witten branch vanish [8]. We will not discuss the contribution from the
Seiberg-Witten branch any further.
Thus, for CP2 the Donaldson invariants are determined by the Coulomb branch
alone. In this chapter, we will derive the partition function for the Coulomb branch
as the stationary phase approximation of the low-energy effective field theory thus we
obtaining an interpretation of the u-plane integral in terms of determinant line bun-
dles. For the product of the determinant line bundles, the local and global anomalies
vanish.
4.1 The topological gauge-fixing and reduction
In this section, we start with the Lagrangian for the twisted, pure, N = 1 super-
symmetric SU(2)-gauge theory considered in [26, Eq. (21)] that we have described in
Sec. 2.4. We look at the gauge group reduction to U(1) and relate it to the Lagrangian
for the N = 2 supersymmetric, high-energy field theory.
4.1.1 The longitudinal part of the action
Let us assume that there is a reduction of the SU(2)-bundle E -+ M to NON- 1 -+ M.
The Q-exact term in the Lagrangian in [26, Eq. (21)] which was introduced in Sec. 2.4
becomes
Im 1 1 (1 (d2oB)S = - tr F+AF• •, DAD +-
+ + -2 O dodA
4() :-Cd*.1.)} vol
+ *(XAdAWI)+H dal - *([ ,X]Ax)
- - [ , T] A -~ [1- , H] H) vol ,
2 2
where the fields take values in the line bundle Ad E. We use the capital letters
(H, TI, X) for the fermionic fields. We fix a reference connection Ao on the bundle
E --+ M, such that FAo is harmonic. B is the one-form B = A - A 0. The Lagrangian
is identical with the one presented by Witten in [16, Eq. (2.13)] extended by the
contributions from the ghost fields C, C. From the reduction of the SU(2)-bundle E,
it follows that
Ad E  N 2  R.
where R is a trivial real oriented line bundle with the trivial, flat connection. The
bundles N®2 and (N-'1) 2 are different as SO(2)-bundles, but canonically isomorphic
as 0(2)-bundles by reversing the orientation. Reversing the orientation on N®2 and
R is a SO(3) bundle automorphisms. Let L denote the line bundle L = N®2. A
section 3 E C'(M, Ad E) can be decomposed as
3 = 3a (ioa) = 33 (i O3 ) + (31 - i32) (i0+) + (ý' + i32 ) (i-)
3+  -
where io-+ = 1/2(io1) F 1/2 2 are local sections of L (plus sign) and L - 1 (minus
sign). The following relations hold:
[io 3 ; ioz] = ±2i (i'+u) 1,tr(i tr(i i) = 0. (4.1)
Remark 8. The decomposition for the U(1)-reducible connection A 0 ia3 is given by
dA d, dA = + 2iA, dA = i - 2iA
dL on L d_Lon L - 1
The connection reduces to a connection on the line bundle L = N® 2 - M.
4.1.2 The high-energy field theory
Let us assume that the fields take values in the trivial bundle IR of Ad E. Thus, the
non-vanishing components of the fields are proportional to io3 with tr(ia3 )2 = -2.
Thus, the fields are differential forms on M and their corresponding ghost fields. We
denote the fermionic fields that take values in IR by (q/, x, X). We call the contribution
to the action from these fields the longitudinal part. The Lagrangian of the gauge-
fixed action (2.12) simplifies to
QV = -bA (F + p b) - XA 7rd (4.2)
+ (-qd*o++ A(0) +A(o 0 c - bd*A - 2 -~ d* vlM.
The Euler-Lagrange equations for / are do = 0 and d*o = 0. Since the manifold M is
simply connected, the field o vanishes classically. In the semi-classical approximation,
0 is a form in the orthogonal complement to the kernel of d + d*. By definition, the
ghost field c does not have a zero mode and c is in the orthogonal complement of the
constant functions on M. In the path integral in Eq. (2.16), we shift the integration
variable c -+ c - A-ld*o. The field b appears in the action without derivatives. The
Euler-Lagrange equation of b is algebraic, and the field b can be integrated out. The
action (4.2) becomes
-bA (F+pb ) ' -X A 7+d'o+ (-qd*o + 0A(o0 q$0 + A(O)c + 1(d*A)2 volM
The first term can be diagonalized by introducing a selfdual two-form D with b =
-F + + D and p = 1. It follows
V = - (x,D + FA+) + 2 dA- d*A olM,
and the action in Eq. (4.2) becomes
1 1Qv = -FAFFA+ - -DAD+xAw +d
+ (i d* + A(o (o)c + (d*A)2 volM . (4.3)
We have shown:
Lemma 10. For b2 = 0, the gauge-fixed topological action after reduction of the
gauge group to U(1) becomes
(- / Im T
S = i (Re c (L) 2 [M])- 16r { (x,D + F + ) - 2 d* + Ed*A} volM
i ReT F A FA++IM T I f 1 1(d*A)2
= 1 F + A F(' +  F ) + A(o) +  ( d A ) 2
16wr IM 87r J A 2
1 (D, D) + (X, 7r+dV) + 77 d*V + EAMc volM .2 2
The BRST-transformations in Sec. 2.4 with b = -FA+ + D and p= 1 become
QA = -dc + , -QV = -do, Q = 0,
-c = 0
QE = -d*A, (4.4)
QX = -FA+ +D, QD = QFA+ = + d O,
Q ='qr, Z' = 0.
4.2 The Coulomb branch and the low-energy ef-
fective field theory
The Coulomb branch is the moduli space of a family of a N = 2 supersymmetric U(1)-
theories called the low-energy effective field theory. The family of the U(1)-theories
is parameterized by a complex coupling constant in the upper half-plane T E H. In
this section, we describe the low-energy effective field theory on the Kaihler manifold
M + CP2. The low-energy effective field theory can be derived from two conditions:
the positivity of the free field theory in the variations around a critical point and the
absence of a local anomaly.
4.2.1 The field content
The family of N = 2 supersymmetric U(1)-theories has the following field content:
For each coupling constant T, let A be the connection on a line bundle L -+ M with
curvature FA. We assume that cl(L) E H 2 (M; Z) - Z and even. A is the space of
unitary U(1)-connections on L -* M, 9 the group of smooth maps g: M --+ S1 . If p
is the choice of a base point in M, Go is the group of pointed gauge transformations
with g(p) = 1E. The group Go acts freely on A. The space of gauge equivalence classes
of connections is B* = A/o 0 .
The other fields of the theory will be differential forms on M. The gauge group
acts on the connection and trivially on the other fields. In addition to the connection,
the classical bosonic fields of the theory are a complex valued scalar and its conjugate,
and a selfdual two-form
, E C M;C( , Dc A2+(M)
The selfdual two-form D is an auxiliary field without any dynamics, and will be
integrated out. The fermionic fields (r,V , X) are Grassmann-algebra valued forms.
The corresponding commuting form - denoted by -+ - are
r --* C'(M) , 0 A'(M), X-- A2+(M) .
A super-multiplets in the twisted, N = 2 supersymmetric theory consists of a N = 1
vector multiplet and a chiral multiplet consisting of the collection of fields
{¢,, Au I , {(qX), (, D)}
The remaining U(1)-gauge invariance of the action requires the additional gauge fix-
ing and the introduction of the Faddeev-Popov ghost fields c, Z. Classically, every
field satisfies an Euler-Lagrange equation. In addition, every field has a semi-classical
contribution which is the linear fluctuation orthogonal to the classical field configu-
ration.
4.2.2 The descent procedure
From the BRST-transformations (4.4) one can build local functions in the fields which
are Q-invariant modulo d-exact terms. This is called the descent procedure [16]. A
short calculation confirms:
Lemma 11. The general form of the local functions in the fields are given by a set
of holomorphic functions P = {Po, Pi, P2, P3} and the following family of invariant
polynomials
o4,0= Po(¢)
4! , 2! 2!
2!p • ( ) ," A b - P 1(O) FAA b - P' () 0 A dX2!
- P2(0) 0 A *dr + P 2(0) d * d + P 3(0) b2
such that
7 4,0 O, -'•4--j,j ___ d5-jj,-1 0 = d.• 0 A40with 1 , j 
-= 4.
with 1 < j < 4.
Proof. The proof follows from
(d + 4,0 + 3,1 + 2,2+  1,3 + 0,4 =0
Since (d + Q)2 = 0, it follows that d and Q anti-commute. Ol
Similarly, the general form of a topological gauge-fixing term can be determined:
Remark 9. The general form of a topological gauge fixing term is given by a set of
anti-holomorphic functions A = {Ao, A 1, A 2, A 3} and
VA = Ao( ) XA FA+A l() xAb+A2(o)d* *V + A 3Sd*AA + 4() X3 VOlM
such that
QVA = Ao(O) b A FA - o(O) X A do + A(o() X A FA
+ A1(q) bAb + AI1(0) rX A b - A 2 ( q•) d * d + A() 7 d *
+ A3(0) (d*A)d * A f+ 3Ed dc - A3e d -A'lrld * A
3-
+ 2A4(() (x, CbX) volm+A 4() r7X3 volM.
For X = 1/2 X,, dxm A dx" and b = 1/2 b,, dx' A dxv, we have defined
X3 = XtvI XU p Xp , (CbX)uv = bp[,Xv,]P
The general action is given by the sum of the four-observable, constructed from P
and the Q-exact term from the general gauge-fixing. After shifting the integration
variable E, we obtain the following result:
Lemma 12. The general form of a supersymmetric topological gauge-fixed action is
8 S = (i + iQV4) = Sbose + Sfei + Si.a.
with
8 Sbose = pg(A) F+ 3 () b2 -P'() FAA b
+ Ao( ) b A FA+ A 1() b A b - A 3 (d*A)2 volM
- P2() *A+ A2() ( *O- A3 *C Ac)
and
87 Sefi = fJ (-P;()) b A *d*X - P2(0) V A *dr
- A0(O) X A *d - A'(2) *¢ ,2 ) I
and
87r Si.a. = - P( 2 A FA - p"( 2 Ab
3
+ Ao()xAFA+A()xAb+ 42 (4) (x, Cbx) VOM) -
We obtain the following result:
Proposition 12. The family of topological actions
Si ReT FA A FA
1  167r
is invariant under all orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms. Thus, it requires addi-
tional topological gauge fixing. We require:
1. The free field theory in the variations of the bosonic fields is described by a
self-adjoint second order elliptic operator with positive-definite symbol.
2. The free field theory in the variations of the fermionic fields is described by a
skew-adjoint first order elliptic operator D with skew-symmetric real symbol.
3. The determinant line bundle of D has no local anomaly.
Then, the gauge-fixed action is(iRe_ {ImTT (11FT112
8 S = 2 FA + ( + Fd*A 112
+ ImT (d, d) + 2 (dc, dE) - Im D2
i dF
+ Im r (0, d*X) + Im T (V, dr) - - - X A (D + FfA+ )
2 dq
i d  2  i dF
2 d A(D + F) - 4 d XACD -F+X VOIM
Proof. If we fix the coefficient of the scalar field to
i(-p 2 (N ) *A +A 2() *,AO) Inr- (d, d) ,
it follows that
_ T
2' 2
Let T be given in terms of the prepotential F by
852
85
If one diagonalizes the terms in Sbose involving FA and D by choosing b
it follows that the unique solution is
TPo = 7, P =T, P3 = ,2
and
M 2 A
iT
+ -F 22
2'
-Im T D 2 + Im T (de, de) VOlM
+ (terms involving A 3))
S(iRe  FA +
+ (terms involving A 3)
Im TF+2
2 A + Im r (de, d ) - Im r D
2
Relaxing the assumption b2 = 0, the same argument gives
ImT 1A FA + F- 2 volM + Im T (do, do) volM
- ImT D 2 + (terms involving A 3))
The part in the action Sfermi involving r7 and 0 becomes
= Im (o, dr) vol1M
The part in the action Sfermi involving the anti-commuting fields o and X becomes
i (- P'(a ) n A *d*x -a o() XA *do
The integrand in the interaction terms becomes
i(A'ol) X A FA + Ai•) XAb)
= ImT (4, d*x) volM
- iA()
i df
2 do
r7X A (F+ + D)
r7X A (FA+ + D)
Ao = -r- ,
such that
87 Sbose
87 Sbose IMiRe T2 FA
i( -~P'; () A *d - A'( ) d*)
Similarly, we obtain
i - 2 "(¢) A FA - - )1 Ab = -A  (0) 2 A (FA + D)
i dr i dT
= _ 2 2(F +D)= (,,*DA ) .2 do 2 do
We set A 3 = - Im T so that the linearization of
Im 7 Im 72i JJT IIFA12 + id*A12
2 2
is a positive definite elliptic operator. The Pfaffian of the ghost contribution c, c will
cancel the determinant of the scalar field. We observe that all kinetic terms and
interaction terms in 02 and rix are fixed. The only remaining term is the interaction
term X2 . This term can be chosen such that the local anomaly vanishes. We will
prove this statement in Sec. 4.8. O
Remark 10. The additional topological term present in the action of Moore and
Witten is related to the family of topological actions
iTr (ReT ci(L)2,[M])
by a shift 7 -- T + 1. Since
(cl(L)2 , [M] - ci(L) . w2(M) (2),
the family of topological actions becomes
i7r (Re(T + 1) cl(L)2, [M])
4.2.3 The different normalizations
Let us assume that the bosonic part of the action in Prop. 12 is fixed. Rescaling the
supersymmetry operator by Q = pgQ and the fermionic fields (77, , X) according to
1
and F= c/p-p changes the BRST-transformations in Eq. (4.4) to
QA = -d~+4,, Q = -QdO, Qq = 0,
= !(-FA++D), QD = FA+=7r+d,8 (4.5)
87
The supersymmetric action then changes to
87r S = 2 ( FA A FA 2 (FA + |d*A||2
Im 7
+ Im • (dd,d) d + 2-I•12 (dc, d•) - Im7- D2
+i dd
+ Im x ( ,d*x) + Im7 T (0,d) -d px/tn - 77 X A (D + FA+ )Il-a Pja 2 do
ii 1 dT i di
2 2 p do A (D + FA) 2/ X  d DF X  VO1M .
For -= -20Ni, px = 2iý, and p, = 2/,ý_, the BRST-relations (4.5) are the
relations used in [25]. Choosing pa = -- /2i, /tx = /2Y, and p, = 1/i/2, we obtain
the following result:
Corollary 2. Under the hypothesis of Prop. 12 and with the BRST-transformations
QA = -dc + , Q? = v/2 d, -Qq = 0,
Qx = i(FA+-D), QD = QF + = r r+d, (4.6)
0 = -iq,Q? = 0,
the twisted, N= 2 supersymmetric action becomes
8i S = 2 FA A FA + (FA2+ d*AI 2)
Im 7
+ Im7T (do, d) + (dc, d) - ImTD 2
+ L V2 ImT7 (, d*X) + ImT ( , d) - - d X A (D + F)
+ d d 2 A (D + F,) - XArC F D VOlM )
+4 do /
4.3 The source terms
In this section, we derive the gauge invariant observables for the action in Cor. 2 by
integrating the local function 5) in Lemma 11.
We denote the vacuum expectation value of ¢ by a. On the Coulomb branch the
expectation value of the Higgs field breaks SU(2) to U(1) by the Higgs-effect. One
maps the observables of the Donaldson theory to the observables of the low energy
theory. Let us start with the general zero-observable
H 4,0 = i 4, = ip (4.7)H 167)
For bl = 0, the next non-trivial observable is obtained from integrating
H 2 2,2 162i• [/u"(a) 2 - 2 u'(a) (b + FA)] . (4.8)
There is an additional source term H .c, called the contact term, connected to the
intersection E -E. For a Kihler manifold, the Kihler class w gives a canonical coho-
mology orientation, and E E H 2+(M; Z) is determined by the integer S = f w. The
contact term is
Hr.e = S 2 T(a) , (4.9)
with
T(O)= -I 2 u-0 . (4.10)
The following Lemma was proved in [29]:
Lemma 13. The insertion of exp(i fm 5,0'4) followed by integrating out the field D
is equivalent to the insertion of the contact term exp(He.r).
In the remainder of the section, we will consider the two cases of the high-energy
action and the low-energy effective action that correspond to two different choices of
the prepotential Y
4.3.1 The high-energy field theory
The high-energy field theory is given by
Y() = -To 02  U()= 2.2 2
It follows T = 0 in Eq. (4.10). The action in Cor. 2 becomes
S = ilr Re To (cl(L) 2, [M])
+ ImTO (F + , FF ) + - (d*A)2- (D,D)
+ A(0) + c A(0)c + i (X, 7r+d) + 77 d*k} volM
The observables are
H4,0  _ a2
p 327 '
H 2,2 a
- 87r D,
Hr. = 0.
4.3.2 The low-energy effective field theory
The low-energy effective action is obtained as follows: 7(u) is the modular parameter
of the elliptic curve E, in the elliptic fibration Z -- UP. The vacuum expectation
value of q is a from Lemma 3. with w = da/du in Eq. (3.9) and
-16 wi u(0) = 2F(¢) - q ) (4.11)
We obtain the source terms
H4,0 _ ipu167r 
'
H2,2 iu' ,
= 8v
H .r = S 2 T(u).
One still has to integrate out the auxiliary field D. Because D is a selfdual two-form
the algebraic Euler-Lagrange equation for the field D yields
Im 7 D = 2 iS u' w . (4.12)
If we replace the auxiliary field D in the action by its critical value, we obtain
Im (D, D)1+H7,2 + H~= S2 T(u),16w
with
1 [n']22T (u) =- + 2u - au'4 27 IMT
By integrating out the auxiliary field D we obtain through the interaction terms
of D and rix a perturbed skew-adjoint operator Os in the fermionic path integral
(cf. Sec. 1.4). In Sec. 4.7, we will describe the operator Is as an operator coupled to
an external gauge potential proportional to S.
Remark 11. When integrating out the auxiliary field D there is also an additional
contribution in Eq. (4.12) proportional to the zero-modes hloXo. We will show in
Sec. 4.11 that for M = CP2 this term does not contribute to the path integral in the
semi-classical approximation.
4.4 The Kiihler geometry and heat kernel coeffi-
cients of the Laplacian
In this section, we describe some geometric and analytic consequences of the Kdihler
property for a four-dimensional manifold.
Let g denote the Kahler metric on a complex two-dimensional Kahler manifold
M. Let the real, harmonic Kihler form be K = ga dza A dzb. The volume form is
VOlM = K A K. The Ricci curvature p is
PAV = Rmav/p 9Sp
where R is the Riemann curvature tensor. The natural line bundle L, -- M is related
to the Kahler form by
w = cl(L*) = (L*)= - K .27r w 7
The operator d can be decomposed as d = 0 + 0. The adjoints are
where the Hodge star-operator maps APM' into A2- q,2- p , and # is the complex con-
jugation. An operator of type (1, 1) is given by LK (x) = K A x and its adjoint is
denoted by AK. The Kdihler identities [62] are
-i * (K A a (0 ,1)) = a(O, 1) , i * (K A a(1,o)) = a(1,o) (4.13)
It follows that
[AK, ] = i*, [K, ] = -i* . (4.14)
Since K is closed it follows [L,, a] = [Lu, 0] = 0, it follows that
Ad = 2A8 = 2(MO* + O*O) = 2A 0 ,
and
[LK, AO] = 0 .
For t > 0, e are operators with C"-kernel. The heat traces
h [t, A(OP)] trL2 e (O,) -t A(O,p) 2
n=l
exist and are analytic for t > 0. There exists an asymptotic series for t - 0+ of the
form
h t, A (2pt)2 a) t . (4.15)
n>O0
We define the (-function
SF(s) 00t- trL2 [e - tA (O) (O'P)]
where p(O,p) is the projector onto the set of zero modes. From Eq. (4.15) and F(s) =
s + O(s2) for s - 0, it follows that
(o,o) (0) = 42a(00) - 1,
1 (a 0,2)
C(A2) (0) 412
(s ((o,o)(s + 1)) =o
1 (0,0)
47= a, (s (o,o) (s + 2)) _S=
In [53], the following proposition was proved:
Proposition 13.
1. The scalar curvature T = Pp, g " is a spectral invariant of order one.
2. The spectral invariants of order two are
|IR 12 AT Rijij,kk
Moreover, tt was shown by Donnelly in [53] that
a oo, ) = 1, a(0,2)a0 =1,
and
a(0,0) 1
a1  12
(0,0) 1 2a2  288288
(0,2) 1
a1  66
172 1 2
720
1
+ 720 Rl 12 + IAT720
(0,2) 1 2 1 2 1 1
2  7 2  4 5  720 80
4.4.1 The complex projective space CP 2
The KLihler metric on CP2 is the Fubini-Study metric
E dza dza' z'dza zbdzbg = gab dza dzb 1 + E zc z E (1 + E zc zE) 2
The Ricci curvature is p,, = 6 g,. The scalar curvature is 7 = 24.
invariants of order two are
(4.16a)
(4.16b)
(4.16c)
The spectral
72 = 576, 1P112 = 144, |R|112 = 192 , AT = E Rijij,kk = 0.
and
1 (0,0)
_ 
b(0,2)
The Kahler form satisfies fcP2 w A w = 1. The Chern classes of the tangent bundle
are cl(CP2) = 2 w and c2(CP2) = 3 w2 such that
C2 = c2= 4 C2  2jc2= 3
It follows
volcp2 = -w A w = -.
CP2 Cp2 2 2
Our conventions for the Fubini-Study metric and the curvature agree with the ones
used in [54]. We also define a form W' = K = w such that volcp2 = 2 and
(m, m) = • (L3 A ,) = 1.
The coefficients in Eqs. (4.16) are
a (0) =2, a (0,2) -3 (0,0) _ 31 (0,2) _ 76
1 1 2 5 ' 15
4.5 Scaling and N = 2 supersymmetry
In this section, we describe the action of the global supersymmetry on the field content
of the twisted, N = 2 supersymmetric, pure, low-energy effective field theory on
M = CP 2.The word 'pure' indicates that we will describe a theory with the minimal
field content without additional matter fields. The word 'twisted' indicates that
the field content consists of various differential forms of different degrees instead of
spinors. N = 2 supersymmetry refers to the global supersymmetry.
4.5.1 The critical points
The family of bosonic, gauge-invariant actions on M for the U(1)-connection A and
the complex valued function ¢ on M is given by
Sbos(T) [A, ¢, w2 (M)]
= 2 • A 2*F + d A ,d + i FA A FA + FA A w2(M)gJm32 32Jm 4 J
which equals
167 j 16ir M
+ - FA w2(M) + I do A *d (4.17)4 m 87r f
with 7 = 9/(27r) + i47r/g 2 E H, and w2(M) E H 2 (M; Z/2Z) is the second Stiefel-
Whitney class. The action is defined on B* x C"(M; C). Since cl(L) = ['FA] E
H 2(M; Z), it follows that
1 2
ImSbos(7)[A,¢] = 18 (c1(L), [M]) + 2 cl(L), w2(M)8 2
The minima for Re Sbos(T) under the constraint of fixed Im Sbos(r) [A, k] were deter-
mined by Moore and Witten [25]: 1) For the fermionic fields (r, k, X) the zero-modes
(ro, Oo, Xo) are given by the equations
dro = 0, do = 0, d*o = 0, do = 0.
Since X is a selfdual two-form it must be harmonic and a constant multiple of the
Kahler form Xo = 80 w for a Grassmann-algebra valued constant 0o with O2 = 0.
Similarly, no is a Grassmann-algebra valued constant, and 4o = 0 vanishes since
bl = 0. The ghost-fields c, E have vanishing zero-modes by definition.
2) For the bosonic fields (A, ¢, k) the zero-modes (Ao, a, a) are given by the equa-
tions
d = 0, Fo = 0 .
Since b2 = 0 vanishes, the unique non-trivial minima in B* x C'"(M; C) for each 7
are given by a complex constant q = a and a gauge equivalence class of a connection
[A] such that the curvature FA is self-dual. The Kiihler class w is a selfdual harmonic
two-form normalized such that fMw A w = 1 and w2 (M) = 1w since CP2 is not
Spin. We assume that the class [A] satisfies 1-FA(2k) = 2k w and C1(L) = 2k. The
zero-mode Do is fixed by integrating out the auxiliary field D. Using Eq. (3.14), the
instanton sum becomes
e-Sbos (7) [A( 2k) , a, 2 (M)] = -i e fk2  k= 4(7) . (4.18)
k=-oo k=-oo
The linear fluctuations of the fermionic fields are
= 77ro + 67/',
¢ =
X = o0w + EX',
with
M vOl 7' = I vol (w, x') = 0 .
The variations of the bosonic field are
A = Ao + eA',
FA = FL + c dA',
= a + Ey',
= a + E6',
with
/M VOlM ' = 0.
We expand the action S in powers of E up to order two:
S = S(O)+ ES(1) + E2 S(2) + O(E3).
where S(1) = 0 since we have expanded around a critical point.
4.5.2 The behavior under rescaling
The full quantum theory is expected to be invariant under rescaling of the metric.
Thus, it will be important to determine how the action and the field content change
in a one-parameter family of metrics g -- t2g for t - oc. This means that the inverse
and the determinant of the metric tensor, and the volume form scale as
g-1 -> t-2g-1 , det g -* t det g , volM -> t4 VO1M
We write a p-form a in local coordinates as a = p, dx"v A ... A dxzp , and the wedge
product of a p-form a and q-form b as
aA b = aV...V bl...q dzxv A ... A dx p A dx" A ... A dxp . (4.19)p! q!
The Hodge-star operator acts on a p-form by
1 IgT
*a = (4-p)! p! ~ vpp .. ~V4 a d• p p+l A ... A dxv4  (4.20)(4 - p)! p .
For two k-forms a, b we define
1
(a, b) = *(a A *b) = (b, a) = .a ..Vk bvI/...k , (4.21a)
(a,b) = a A *b = JMvolM (a, b), (4.21b)
where volM = *1 and *2 = (_l)k on k-forms. The zero-modes (a, Ao, ro, Xo) of the
fields (q, A, r7, X) can be normalized in a way invariant under rescaling of the metric
since the equations of motion are conformally invariant. Similarly, w has a topological
interpretation and remains invariant under rescaling. The Laplace-Beltrami operator
on a real function p is
It rescales according to Ad -+ t-2Ad, and so do the eigenvalues 2IA() 12. On a com-
pact manifold, Ad is a positive definite selfadjoint operator with discrete spectrum.
We denote the pairwise L2-orthogonal eigenfunctions to the eigenvalues An(°) by •n.
We fix the transformation of the eigenfunctions to be p~ - t - 1 p under rescal-
ing. Because of the rescaling of the volume form we have a transformation under
rescaling of Iý'112 -÷ t2 1I 2. It follows that the kinetic term for a scalar field
| d' 112 = 2 IATn) 12 I~11 2 is invariant under rescaling.
We are interested in the spectrum of the Laplace operator A+ relevant for the
Yang-Mills complex on one-forms and two-forms:
A(°)+L
° = d*dA = Ad A0
A(2)+ IA1 = 2 d*2r+d + dd*
A(2)+IA2+ = 27r+dd* A2+
The Laplace operator on a Kahler manifold satisfies A (°)+ = 2A(0 '0) and
A(2)+ = (ir dd* + 7r+d*d) 2+= 7r+Ad = 2 irA
On a Kahler manifold, there is the following orthogonal sum decomposition of the
self-dual two-forms
A2 + = A(2,0) ® A( 1,1)+ D A(0,2)
where A(','1) are the forms proportional to the Kahler form w. Because of the identity
[LK, A] = 0 ,
there is an isomorphism between C"(M) and A( 1'I)+(M) given by the multiplication
with the Kdihler form: for each eigenvalue 2 IAT) 12 and the eigenfunction 9'n of A ( )+ -
2Ay, there is the two-form f' = -pn D. We check that
(-7, (2)+fn(ll)) 2 (,, r+, Afn2(l'l)) = 2 A(, ALa- 2 ,  ) D)
= 2A5',= 2 A(O) 2 (
We have proved:
Lemma 14. On CP2 there is a one-to-one correspondence between the eigenfunction
p~n of A(M)+ for the eigenvalue 21An(o) 2 and the eigenform fn E A(1'1)+ of A(2)+ for the
eigenvalue 2A(o) 12 given by ' -* fn-(11) = 9 D and f n') = (f~'), W) such
that
(A(2)+f/n(l),1) -) (0)+ n
Under the rescaling of the metric g --+ t2g, the bosonic fields transform as
Remark 12. If the eigenvector fk of A (2)+ is a section of A(2,0) E A(0,2) , it follows
that (w, fk) = 0 for dimensional reasons. Using the real and imaginary part, there are
two orthogonal eigenvectors f'[(0,2),I] f[(0,2),II) of (2)+ for each eigenvalue 2A(0,2) 2
Remark 13. There is an isomorphism between the eigenspaces of A(')+ spanned by
the orthogonal eigenforms A' and A' ) and the eigenfunctions 9p of A(0)+ for the
eigenvalue 2An() 12 and f of A(2)+ for the eigenvalue 21Ak°2) 12 given by
A(+) d cO"JZ 0) ,
d*A(+)
'ý2-) = "Pn
A(- _ d* f
K (2)
dA'K(- )
d = fK "
IIA'(+) 112 I~lI 2 11f•112 = IIA' -) 112 (A (+), A7'- ) = 0.
Applying the Hodge star to a k-form increases the scaling dimension
by the metric dependence in Eq. (4.20) by t2(2- k). Thus, we have the
transformation under rescaling for the terms involving the gauge
(A1'9( ), A(1)A' (+)) = JA(6) 12 I A'/C)j 12 -+ A, ( ±), A(')Ao(+) .
4.5.3 The fermionic fluctuations
For the fermionic fields, the transformation under rescaling is different because the
kinetic terms in the action are different. We define fin = rlu A(o) p' //2 where r1n are
Grassmann-algebra valued constants with q = 0 invariant under rescaling. Similarly,
we define X'K = K A• fK/x/4 where OK are Grassmann-algebra valued constants with
02 = 0 invariant under rescaling. We have proved:
and
It follows
(4.22)
of a field
following
-- 2 fn(1,1) , __n -1 (Pn
IIn,112 = Ilf'n(1,1) 2 ,
Corollary 3. Under the rescaling of the metric by g -+ t2g, the fermionic fluctuations
transform as
I _ ~-2 n
X'K XK
The fermionic fluctuations of V/ are given by
where 4'() are Grassmann-algebra valued constants with 0(1) 2
under rescaling. It follows
oHI d 77) 0,
We have the following transformation under rescaling:
W1
J•~d~- ))
St- 2 VO1M (w, x(1.1)
t - 2  VO1M ((+), *w A ')
t - 2 vo1M Kx•L,Cwx )
We notice that that the kinetic terms are invariant under rescaling:
Lemma 15. Under the rescaling of the metric by g -- t2g, the kinetic terms
(Vn) ,'() d M) ,
are invariant.
We summarize the results of this section:
Proposition 14. The N = 1 global supersymmetry relates the bosonic and fermionic
semi-classical fields in each N = 1 multiplet: there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the fluctuations of A and 4,
Al,(±) +- V)'(±)
d W /p01n +M = o(n+)n 1• n (0) S- (- d*f.K(2)K (4.23)
= 0 and invariant
((+), d*X') = 0
volM KXK,
volM (V' ),± *wA )
VOlM (x'K ,CxL)
- volM @'(+) , d 77m) ,
v-o- V XKF d 0/
VOlM (4l(+), dr '7)
volM <9' W 1,1)
( , A (o)+ ,n
(,' (L), 09'(F)) = 0 ,
There is a one-to-one correspondence between between the fluctuations of q and r7,
and the two-forms D and X
' rl'n , D K K "
The N = 2 global supersymmetry relates the bosonic and fermionic fields from differ-
ent N = 1 multiplets: there is a one-to-one correspondence between the bosonic and
fermionic fluctuations
A'(+)
A'(K-)
() (--) (1,1)
(-[(0,2),1], k(-) [(0,2),II1
?In
_" XK,
D'[(0,2),], D /[(0,2),111
by Eqs. (4.22), (4.23).
4.6 The Yang-Mills complex
In this section, we present a short review of the torsion of the uncoupled Yang-Mills
complex on M = CP2. This section is based on the results in [39, 56, 38].
Let the operator
D: A'(M) - C"(M) e A2 +(M)
be defined by
DA
where the map r+
operator D fits in
=) IddA D*( ' )= do + f d*f ,
denotes the orthogonal projection on the self-dual two-forms. The
the elliptic Z2-graded complex
A1 (M) D__ C"(M) D A2+ (M). (4.24)
The associated Laplace operators are
A(ev) = DD* = A ( )+ + A (2) + A(od) = D*D = A (')+
The index of D is
Ind D = dim ker A (°d) - dim ker A(ev) = -(1 + b+ ) = X+2
(4.25)
4.6.1 The heat kernel
The Laplace operators in Eq. (4.25) are self-adjoint, second-order elliptic operators.
Their leading symbols are positive definite. Then, for t > 0, e - tA(od) and e- ta(od) are
operators with C"-kernel. The heat traces
h [t, A(od)] trL2 e- tA(d)= et(od)
A(od)
exists and is analytic for t > 0. There exists an asymptotic series as t -- 0+ of the
form
h [t, A(od)] 4r2 (4.26)( a od) tn,
n>On>O
As the Laplace operators have the same spectrum except for the zero modes, it follows
that
Ind D = dimker A(od) - dimker A(ev) = - (1 + b+ ) 2
= h[t, A(od) - h[ (od) 
(ev)
t, A(ev) 2 2  a24 2 472
We define the (-function
CA(od) (S)
1
F(s) ts- trL2 Ee tA(od) p(od)
where P0(od) is the projector onto the set of zero modes. We also set
C(s) + K=
K=1
where 2 1A•no) 12} are the eigenvalues of A(o)+ on functions and {2| A) 2)
values of A(2)+ on self-dual two-forms on M. The non-zero spectra of A (od)
are identical, and it follows that ((s) = A(od) (s) and (A(ev)(S) = C(s) - 2.
4.6.2 The rescaled Laplace operator
The (-function regularized determinant is defined by
det A(od) = -
(4.27)
the eigen-
and A (ev)
ds
For a E IR+ the positive definite, self-adjoint Laplace operator on one-forms
a D*D = a A(od)
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00
= (21A0) 12)-s
n=1
constant. In terms of C-functions the functional determinant changes as
In det [a A(od) -((0) + In(a) (O)
which implies
det [a A(od)] a((O) det A(od)= -(0) det'A(o)+ det' A(2)+
Remark 14. The difference between det[a A(od)] and the functional determinant
det [a (dd* + d*r+d)]
is a real number independent of a. 1/Vdet[a A(od)] is up to a normalization the
contribution of the path integral over variations of the gauge potential A.
A family of operators
Do: C"( M) 0 A2+(M) 0 A'(M) 0 C"(M) 0 A2+(M) 0 A1 (M)
for a C R+ is defined by
D,(, = a( * )( (4.28)
The positive definite, self-adjoint Laplacian
a d*d 0 0
Aa = D*D = 0 2 a 7r+dd* 0
O 0 a [dd* + 2 d*7+d]
has the (-regularized determinant
det' Ac = 1 (a 2C(0 ) det' A ( ) + det' A(2)+ ) 2
4.6.3 The determinant line bundle
For the family of operators Do, the determinant line bundle
DET DQ --+ R• , (4.29)
has a canonical section det DQ since the numerical index of DQ is zero. The Quillen
metric is defined by
IIdet D, II = det' A .
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has real and positive eigenvalues a A' . The eigenvalues are rescaled by a positive
As a is a real variable, the determinant line bundle is flat. It follows:
Lemma 16. An orientation of Ho(M) E H 2+(M) determines a canonical trivializa-
tion of the determinant line bundle of D,. It follows that
det Do 1detDa -  (4.30)
det' (a2 A(od)) a
On a Kdihler manifold, C"(M) is isomorphic to A(1,1)+(M) by Lemma 14. Thus,
the eigenvalue Ano) occurs with multiplicity two. Using the complex conjugation on
M, it follows that the eigenvalue AkO,2) occurs with multiplicity two as well. Thus,
(s) = 2 E (2A) 122 + 2 E (21AO(,2)2) -s
n=1 k=1
and since b(0, 2) = 0 we have
((o,o)(s)= IAI ()I-2s 1, (0,2)(S)= 0,2) -2
n=l n=l
where ((o,o)(s) = a(.o,o)(s) and (o0,2)(s) = (o,2)(s). It follows
a a
det [a A(od)] (V2a)(O) (det' A( '0 ) det' A0,2)) 2
4.6.4 The Pfaffian line bundle.
The operator D, is a real skew-adjoint Fredholm operator. The space of real skew-
adjoint Fredholm operators is often denoted by FiR (cf. [47]). The determinant line
bundle (4.29) has a natural square root, the Pfaffian line bundle
PFAFF D, -+ IR+
It is a flat R-bundle defined by the homomorphism r1 (FIR) = Z2 --+ End R which
takes [1] to multiplication with -1. Geometrically, as the parameters of the operator
vary a number of pairs eigenvalues that switch their sign. This number (mod 2) labels
the class of 7irl (.FR) = Z2 [47, Sec. III]. The holonomy is the number of eigenspace
rearrangements (mod 2) [47, Sec. VI]. For the operator Do the class is [0]. Thus,
the Pfaffian line bundle has no local nor global holonomy. We denote the canonical
section by pfaff DQ. We have proved:
Lemma 17. The Pfaffian line bundle of D, has no local nor global holonomy and
such that
pfaff D 1
= (4.31)det'~ 02g"d
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4.7 The determinant line bundle for the u-plane
integral
In this section, we explain how the uncoupled Yang-Mills complex on CP2 is modified
in the low-energy effective field theory.
A family of complex operators
D ,," : C"(M; C) E A 2(M) A' (M)
is defined by
D a'ý(= [Do + ý C•1 ) - ý( 12) + C 3)]
for a E R+ , ( E C*. The operators CW) are
*( A ) 0
o 0o
0 0/
C 2) = -,
Cx') Vdx" A dx1 ,pa (C I' ) = a[ X ] ,/
and W was defined in Sec. 4.4.1. One easily checks the following Lemma:
Lemma 18.
-iA1,o iA0o,1
2. C =-i Gi2" Cc= -Ai2, 0  0 iA, 2
3. The operators CWi ) are skew-adjoint.
The adjoint operator of D,, is
D, = -Do - (C1) + CL,2) -) C(.3)
Lemma 19. The following relations hold for the skew-adjoint operators C) :
1. C;1) ( CP2) = Cw2) (1) = C 1) (3) = C 3= ) . CW1) = CW2) 3) = C 3) . C 2)c= 0
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C"(M; C) A 2+(M) @ A'(M)
C0(1)j 0--WC
0
= 0 C0
0
o*
0
with
0
0
• (w A*) /
1
2!
1. v' * ('A *) =
2. If p( 2)+ is the projection on the self-dual two-forms proportional to w then
( 1C(1) 2W
C(3) 2
_p2) +W0 )
- (1
0
-1( 0
_ 
p(2)+
Proof. The Lemma follows from C0A = 0, (W, CoX') = 0, and Eq. (4.13).
Lemma 20. The following relation holds
D1 (C1 ) C3)) = C(2) D1
Proof. We compute
with
= -d (DA-)
+v (*
+2 * (cA
Since w is closed, it follows X 31 = 0. We apply X 32 to an eigenfunction 0' L to obtain
X32 a ,-2* DA r Ad O ,
which vanishes by Eq. (4.13). We apply X32 to an eigenfunction x' (2,0) of type (2, 0)
and obtain
X 32(X (2,0)) = -2 * 1 A *t (x/2))1 -(2d*CXI (2,0o)
S 2i * ('/ (2,0)) + d* / (2,0) = 0 .
Using the complex conjugation the same follows for (0, 2)-forms whence X 32 = 0.
The following Lemma is a consequence of Lemma 19 and Lemma 20:
Lemma 21. The positive definite, selfadjoint Laplacian A,, = D-*,•i • ,D is
( Ac()+
0
0 0 2
A (2) +  0 +
0 A(1)+) a
(4.32)
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0
0
X 31
0
0
X32
X 31
X 32
Ad) ,
d*o) - 2• d*C *
D1 (C,(; ) + C( 3) ) _ C 2) D1 =
For the family of operators Da,, for the parameters (a, 6) E R+ x C, the determi-
nant line bundle
DET D,ý -- ]•+ x C*
has a canonical section det D,,, since the operator is invertible. The Quillen metric
is defined by
jIdet D a,EII = det A•, . (4.33)
The functional determinant will be computed in Eq. (4.39).
Lemma 22. For the operator Da,,, there is the skew-adjoint, complex anti-linear
operator
0
p,'ýo,,= = D(,E # 0 ) # , (4.34)
where # denotes complex conjugation. The operator
Qa, = v (
-ilL 0 a a*
0 -i-L a _
-aO -a * i vf2
acts on the sections
1 (Coo(M, C) + iArA(1'1)+ ) e
0Pa , = v/
2 (Co(M, C)
0 a~*
-f2--i a
-a 8* -i v/-2
(4.35)
A(0,2) D A(0, 1)
Proof. First, it follows that
(Da, #) =# o D*, = D o # = -D.,0 o #,
as -P, = Q,",. On a Kdhler manifold, the operator Dc,, acts on sections that can
be decomposed in the components
CO"(M; C) 0 A(D (') A(2,0) (0,2) A(1,0) A(0, 1)
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and
A(2,0) @ A(1,0)
acts on the sections
- iAcA (' ) + ) E
as the operator
0
-cw
0 0
0 0
0
-ad
-aa
(Ccv 0
0 (Cc
- O
0
0
- v2aO*
Using the Kihler identities
/ * (w A p(1,)) = -i*p(l1,o)
and identifying C'(M; C) with A(1'1)+ -c-
in the form
/21 aO 0
0 V2a
0
-s, (i * .)0
C"(M; C), the operator can be written
0 0
0 0
-aO -iaO
-a iab
-iý 0
0 i(
0
0
i aB
vo2 a 0
0 v/a8
0
-iE
The decomposition of the operator given in Eq. (4.34) follows. O
Lemma 23. The operator Oc,, is of the form z -* (A + iB)f where A and B are
real skew-adjoint operators. The space of complex skew-adjoint, anti-linear Fredholm
operator on a complex Hilbert space is denoted by F 2R (cf. [47]). The kernel of $,(
is a Clifford module with the Z 2-index
ind2(0,a) = dime ker Dc,, mod 2 E 7ro(F 2R) C Z2 .
For b1 = 0, the kernel is H0 (M; C) e H 2 + (M; C) at 0 = , and no kernel otherwise.
For b+ = 1, it follows ind2(.,() = [1 + b+ ] = [0].
The natural function to consider is the the complex Pfaffian (cf. [47]). We construct
the complex Pfaffian line bundle
PFAFF R, + - x + * .
with induced metric and connection. We denote the canonical section by pfaff fa,(.
The Pfaffian is constructed by setting pfaff •,4 = det Po,a. The complex determinant
on the RHS is obtained from
Idet Pa,CI1 = det da,a,- ,
for the positive definite, selfadjoint Laplacian A,,, = P /,,/.
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a o*
-/-2-aw * (W' A 0*)
aO*Vr2aw * (wA * a·
- vs2aO*
- Jc,
I
4.8 The vanishing of the anomaly
In this section, we prove that the local and global anomalies for the u-plane integral
vanish.
4.8.1 The Bismut-Freed connection
Let us recall the construction of the Bismut-Freed connection [43]: For each point
(a, ý) we have the spectrum of the associated Laplacian Aa,ý. On an open set U
around (a, (), the sums of eigenspaces of Aa,, below a cutoff A, form smooth vector
bundles 7,+ and R7. The operator Da,, maps 7-.+ to 7I-
. 
There is a canonical
isomorphism over U
(Amax-+) 0 Amaxl-( , C.
The Hilbert space geometry defines standard connections and metrics on R- and
7-,+. However, these do not patch together on the overlaps. Instead the L2-metric
11. 1 has to be modified to obtain the Quillen metric which agrees on all overlaps. The
L2-connection V of the determinant line bundle is modified. It is changed to the
connection VQ = V + F with
VQ (det D,) = FQ det D,, , (4.36)
where F is the Bismut-Freed connection. The connection VQ is compatible with the
Quillen metric
d I det Do,,i = 2 (det Da,, VQ (det Dc,)
To make our notation more compact we introduce the operator
= ( 0O Da*)C
We define a purely imaginary one-form y with the components
7· = LIM dt Str (1,J/-- b  ) e-t/ •,
LIM dt Str (a,) (2 -1
= LIM Str Oad J ($Q,) (\ , ' e-e/ • 0'
and
o = LIM Str ,ý (W,0) (•2 0, e-1/
C--+0 I
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where LIM denotes the limit for t -- 0 after subtracting the poles. Str is the supertrace
Str *[.]= T[( 1 * I
where Tr is the combination of the L2-trace and the matrix trace. It follows from [43,
Prop. 2.4] that the one-form of the Quillen connection in Eq. (4.36) is
FQ =-1 (-7 + d ( (0) )
The following proposition holds:
Lemma 24. The purely imaginary one-form -y satisfies 7y = 0 and
LIM Tr [5A - 1 e -E A,, 2
--o ,
and wY = -• here
F5 = 1(1 -1
Proof. Since A•,e is diagonal the eigenvalue 2 aIl A 12 + I12/ has multiplicity four.
The eigenfunctions are (0', 0, 0)t, (0, 0, A'+)t and (0, fj (1,), 0)t, (0, 0, A'l'l)-)t. Simi-
larly, the eigenvalue 2 aA '2) 12  + 12/a has multiplicity four. The eigenfunctions are
(0, fI[(0,2)'I, 0) t , (0, 0, A [(0,2),1]-)t and (0, f n[(0,2)'], 0 )t, (0,0, A'n[(0,2),I]-)t. The eigen-
functions containing 0' and f' are eigenfunctions of F5 for the eigenvalue 1, the eigen-
functions containing A' are eigenfunctions of F5 with the eigenvalue -1.
There is also the eigenvalue 1(|2/O of A,( with multiplicity two, and eigenfunctions
(1, 0, 0) t , w, 0)t which are also eigenfunction of Fs with eigenvalue 1.
Because of D = -D it follows that Aa,g = DI,/fD,. A short computation
using Lemma 19 yields
= LIM Str - (C (1) + C3))D 1 + D 1C
+±D 1 (CS1) + C ( ) ) - C(2)Dl} (aAt,j)le-jE• '  ] = 0. (4.37)
Similarly, one computes
% = - LIMStr [ (C~1)2 +C(3) 2  C) (2)2 ( e  )- e- a•'
- LIM Tr [F5s - 1 e · ,-  l
For all eigenvalues of A.,ý except 1ý( 2/a the eigenfunctions come in pairs which have
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the eigenvalue ±1 of ]5 so that these contributions cancel when taking the trace.
Thus, the only contribution comes from the eigenvalue 1(12/a. It follows
1 2
-ý = 2 LIM e1e-eIlI/e 2
E-0O 1i12
4.8.2 The curvature of the determinant line bundle
It follows from [43, Prop. 2.5] that the curvature of the Quillen connection in Eq. (4.36)
(4.38)1Q(co,Co) = dFQ = -2 d-y.2
An immediate consequence of Lemma 24 is the following Lemma:
Lemma 25. The curvature of the Bismut-Freed connection on DET D",ý vanishes.
In physics, this is called the vanishing of the local anomaly.
Remark 15. The vanishing of the
is a harmonic, self-dual two-form.
the N = 2 global supersymmetry in
local anomaly is a consequence of the fact that w
The existence of the form w is the condition for
the semi-classical limit explained in Sec. 4.5.
4.8.3 The holonomy of the determinant line bundle
Lemma 26. The operator D0 ,1 is invertible for ( Z 0 and there is a trivialization of
the determinant line bundle such that
det Dc,,
det' (a A(od))
with ni( I, a) = (s ((s + 1)) - (s(s + 2)) _
Proof. The =-function foris
Proof. The (-function for da, is
(4.39)
and n2 =(s (s+2)) =0
2 a' 00 1
= 2+4Z 12
n=1 (2 a An + Zk12)
00
k=1 (2a Ak0,2)
k, r I + I•ýI2•/a)
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a - ni 1 (,a) - n2
-- Q e
O 
G
The expansion of the C-function yields
2 a' 4 0 1
(-j 2 2 (2 a)s n=1 IAno
4 00 1
+ (i/(&V Ano )o') 2]
(2 a)s = A(0,2) 2sk I I
2 a" 2
-
+  C(s)asSs 
+()jO/(V/ a k,2 ) 2]
2 12 I 2
as+1
+ 1) + a s+2
+ •2 2m(
+ as+m --- m(s) s C(s + m)
m>3
where qm are polynomials of degree m - 1 in s. Since the (-function C(s) has simple
poles only at s = 1, 2 [49], it follows
21I~2
o,,, (0) = 2 + 2z (0) - (s ((s + 1)) 18=0s=0 + 2 (s (sa
In det Ac,C = - (ýC (0) = -2 ('(0) + 2 ln(11 2)
(s((s + 1))=
s=0O
• (s
a2
(s+2)) s=O)
2 i4
a20
(s(S+ 2)) 8=
Lemma 27. There is a trivialization of the Pfaffian line bundle such that
pfaff Da,
det' (a A(od))
with nl( i, a) = (s ((s + 1))s= 
-
R2 ni(ll,a) eI n24
a- 2a ce e- ý .2 (4.42)
(112 s(s + 2)) and n 2 = (s(s + 2)) _=o
Proof. The positive definite, selfadjoint elliptic operator of Laplace type is
-[Px'.PC~d
a A(o,o) +a a
0
0
0
a A(0,2) +-va2
0
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(AaC (s)S
(s + S) ((s + 2)
and
+ 2)) ~= (4.40)
a (4.41)
0
0
a A(0,1) + C_1
2
0 2 c
=
4 •
+ In(a) (-2 + 2 ((0)-
Thus, it follows
1(0) =2 , (0).
O
Remark 16. Since ( has an integer exponent there is no holonomy when encircling
( = 0 by ( H limtl e2 rit. In physics, this is called the vanishing of the global
anomaly.
Corollary 4. For b+ = 1, the limit of the ratio of determinants of under the rescaling
t - 2 and t -- oo is
t2Y 2 pfaff Da,t-2
lim 2 pfaff D (4.43)
-- (det'(aA(1)+
Proof. It follows from Lemma 27 that
lim 2 b pfaffDt-lim tb2 l  (t-2 .,a) • 2
t det' a A(1)+) t-
4.9 The coupling to gravity
In this section, we determine the gravitational corrections in the definition of the u-
plane integral for M = CP2. We discuss the relevant terms in the action, show that
they can be obtained from determinant line bundles, and compute the trivializing
sections.
4.9.1 The transversal part of the Yang-Mills Lagrangian
First, we consider the transversal part of the gauge-fixed action. The discussion will
hold for the high-energy theory as well as for the low-energy effective field theory.
The quadratic approximation contains only terms with purely bosonic or fermionic
variations. Since we want to determine the gravitational part of the action only, the
coupling to the line bundle is irrelevant [16]. This means we will replace all sections
of the line bundle L®2 -- M in Sec. 4.1 by sections of the trivial C-bundle over M.
For a section ( = (k (iak) with real coefficients (k, it follows that (+ = ý- is a section
of a trivial complex line bundle. The hermitian metric on the line bundle is
(, (2) = - tr(+t +  -) = Re(ý + +)-1 2 1 2
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The transversal contributions from the quadratic approximation in the ghost fields
C+, )0± will cancel the transversal contributions from the scalar fields 41), 45±. The
remaining terms stem from the transversal components in the gauge-fixed action:
1) For the high-energy theory, an expansion 4 = a/2 ia3 + O(E) and A = cB using
Eqs. (4.1) gives the mass term
- tr A ) = - la 2 tr(BB- + B-B) + O(E) .
We obtain for the gravitational contribution of the transversal parts of the action in
Eq. (2.12) the terms
St = ( (B-, (A() + a12 )B +)
+ ' (X-, 7r+dxI+) + (H-, d*xI+)
+ (X-, aX+) + (x-, a + ) + (H-, aH+)) vol .
2) The generalization to the low-energy effective action is obtained by replacing the
interaction terms in 0 by the same interaction terms but in u'(0) where u is a holo-
morphic function. The action becomes
S"= vol ((B-, (A(i) + u2 ) ) + -, d'+) + (H-, d*I+±)
+ (X-, u'+) + (1-, V'I +) + (H-, u' H+))
Two families of operators
D•" C'(M; C) A 2+(M) D Ac(M) C"O(M; C) E A2+(M) A'(M)
for a C C* are defined by are
D± X +  = [D1 ± B(a)] X +
with
aOO0
B(a) = 0 a 0
To treat the low-energy effective field theory we only have to replace a by u'(a).
The operator
( 0 -Da)
a D + 0 o#
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is self-adjoint and complex anti-linear since
(D o#)* =# o D * = # o (-D + B()) = -# o (D1 - B()) = -D o #.
For a -L 0 the operator has neither kernel nor cokernel. At a = 0 the dimension of
the kernel and cokernel jumps by 1 + b+ = (X + o)/2. The canonical orientation of
these complex vector spaces gives rise to a canonical trivialization of the determinant
line bundle.
Lemma 28. The following relation holds
B(a)D 1 = D1B(d).
Lemma 29. The positive definite, selfadjoint elliptic operator of Laplace type satisfies
-D + D ) 0
with
2_ -D- D+
a~0(A(0)+ +J1
0
0
A(2) + Ja12
0
For the family of operators 0a, the determinant line bundle
DET DI -+C* ,
has the canonical section det D + = pfaff 0a which is the Pfaffian
metric is
of 0a. The Quillen
Idet D+ II = det A.
The L2-connection V of the determinant line bundle is modified. The connection
VQ = V + F satisfies
VQ(detD + ) = EQ det D ,
where F is the Bismut-Freed connection compatible with the Quillen metric. From
[43, Prop. 2.4] it follows that the one-form of the Quillen connection on (4.44) is
1
r = 2 ( + d (0))
From Lemma 28 it follows
Lemma 30. The Bismut-Freed connection on the determinant line bundle (4.44)
vanishes y = 0. The curvature of the determinant line bundle vanishes.
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ao)
Aa
Ja 21
0
0
AM1) +
(4.44)
Lemma 31. For a E C*, we have the trivial fiat determinant line bundle
DET (A (') +  a2)
and the flat determinant line bundle of the family of Dirac operators ~)f
DET D --- C.
For X + a even, the product bundle
DETD+ 0 [DET (A() + ±a 2I)]
has a holomorphic trivialization such that
det D+a
det (A( ) + a)
X+ a2
a2 (4.45)
Proof. There are also the eigenvalue la 2 of multiplicity 1+ b +, and a 2 of multiplicity
bl. All eigenvalues are strictly greater than zero. We define the following (-function
for R ER
1((sR 2) S)= (2A2 + R2)8
n=O
It follows from
((s, R2) = (s) - R 2 S((S + 1) + (S2 +
that
((0, R)
('(0, R)
+ 2)) Lo
as the (-function only has poles at s = 1, 2. The determinant of the generalized
Laplace operator Aa is the regularized product of its eigenvalues
In det Aa = -( (0) ,
with
(Aa (s) - 2((s, a| 2) + (1
1
+ b) a 2  bj al"s
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S) ((s + 2) + O(R3)
R4 (R (2i (u R'(~bl) =
= ((0) - R2 S(s+ 1) S=o
= ((0) + R 4 (S(( + 2)) 8=0
We obtain
exp -(a(0) = laI2(1 +b ) la12b' exp {-4' (0, jla2)
Similarly, we obtain ford the determinant from the bosonic fields
det (A(1) + a12) = a121b exp {-2(' (0, JaJ2)
It follows that
det ID+ I X+aI
det A(1)+ + Ja12 )
By Lemma 30 the curvature of the determinant line bundle vanishes. O
Remark 17. The curvature of the determinant line bundle vanishes. In physics,
this is called the vanishing of the local anomaly. Since x+' is an integer there is
no holonomy a H limt,- a e2 it. In physics, this is called the vanishing of the global
anomaly. The contribution to path integral from the transversal part of the high-energy
theory is
det D [DB+ DHr DW' DXi] eDs = a
det (A(1)+ + a12
The contribution to the path integral from the transversal part of the low-energy ef-
fective field theory is
det D+ / d 2det (a) = [DB+ DH+ E+ DX+] e-S " 
-. •  (4.46)
det (A(1) + Iu'(a)l2) du
4.9.2 The Seiberg-Witten contribution
There is another gravitational renormalization term coming from the Seiberg-Witten
monopoles. In this section, we determine the Seiberg-Witten contribution for CP2.
On a Kihler manifold, there is a canonical Spinc-connection whose square is the
anti-canonical bundle. In [10, Sec. 3.7], the Dirac operator was shown to be
= v ( 0 0 8* (4.47)(-8 -8* 0
and act on the sections
S+(M) e S-(M) = (C"c(M, C) ® A(0,2)) E n (0,1)
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If we include a complex mass-term, we obtain the operator
m = V ( im0
-0
0
im
_0*
-ii
We will determine in Sec. 4.11 that
m= i f = m(4 4 •7
From Eq. (3.18) in Sec. 3.9.2, it follows that m has an asymptotic behavior
1
U2 4096 2V2
m ( )4 2(1 u)
4096
(for u -- oo),
(for u +1) l
The Seiberg-Witten monopoles become massless at u = ±1. The
22 and Lemma 26 also prove the following Lemma:
(4.49)
proofs of Lemma
Lemma 32. The curvature of the determinant line bundle DET$m vanishes. There
is no global holonomy for m F-÷ limt,+l m e2" it . The contribution to path integral is
det $m ml+b(0, 2) rojb(1) -b(,1)+b(, 2)
det (A +) +Im 2) I ml2b(~1 =
(4.50)
4.10 The partition function
In this section, we determine the topological part of the path integral for the twisted
N = 2 supersymmetric, pure U(1)-gauge theory on CP 2 in the semi-classical approx-
imation.
Remark 18. The path integral including the
supersymmetric, pure U(1)-gauge theory on M
mation is
Z,(p,S)= Jdada- j[D' Do'
LE 2 H 2 (M;Z) c
x exp(-S+ 2pu+S2T(u)),
source terms for the twisted N = 2
= CP2 in the semi-classical approxi-
DA' DD Dc Dý DH Do DX]
(4.51)
where S is the action determined in Sec. 4.2, Cor. 2, and 2pu + S2 T(u) are the
observables obtained from the descent procedure in Sec. 4.3.
The path integral (4.51) has the form which was described in Eq. (1.2) in Sec. 1.3:
the evaluation of the path integral in the semi-classical approximation consists of the
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(4.48)
integral over the continuous moduli a, a, and the sum over the discrete moduli, the
lattice points of 2H 2 (M; Z). For the further evaluation, one first has to integrate out
the field D: the selfdual two-form D appears in the action quadratically without any
derivatives. Following the formalism of the path integrals, one can integrate D out
by a Gaussian integration. The effect is to replace D = 2i S u'(a) w/ Im T. Secondly,
the integration [Do)' -)D'] over the variations of the complex scalar field orthogonal
to the zero mode gives the functional determinant
det' i A (0)1
It cancels the same term in the numerator from the integration over the ghost-fields
[Dc D•] which by definition do not contain any zero modes. It follows that
Z(p, S) = E da da [DA' DH D DXy]
LE 2 H2(M;Z) c (4.52)
x exp - S(O) S(2) +2pu + S T(u))
where the action at a critical point is given by
S(o) iiF+II+ (F + , w 2(TM)) . (4.53)167 A 4
The quadratic approximation S(2) of the action is given by a skew-adjoint first-order
operator of Dirac type in the fermionic fields, and a second-order, positive definite,
self-adjoint operator in the bosonic fields. The free field theory defined by S (2) COn-
sists of three contributions: the longitudinal part and the transversal part of the
gauge-fixed action under the dimensional reduction of the gauge group. These two
contribution were discussed in Sec. 4.8 and Sec. 4.9.1. The third contribution comes
from the Seiberg-Witten monopoles which were discussed in Sec. 4.9.2. Each factor in
this product has been shown to have a vanishing local and global anomaly (cf. Lemma
27, Lemma 31, and Lemma 32). Thus, we have proved:
Lemma 33. The path integral in Eq. (4.51) is
( S) dada epu(a)+s2 T(u) -S
Z•((p,oS) = da dLE 2H 2 (M;Z) C source terms action at stationary point
sum over Pontryagin sectors,
integration over zero-modes (4.54)
det det D (a )  pfaff Im T,
det [An( )+ + jm(r)1 2] det [A(l) + - lu'(a)12] vdet[ImT /•A(1)-]
one-loop approximation, one-loop approximation, one-loop approximation,
Seiberg-Witten contribution transversal contribution longitudinal contribution
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where
S• - (D+F+ ) = (FA• +2)+ rImT u'(a)) . (4.55)2 da 2 dad ( 7r Im 7
The linear theory of the quadratic approximation is not topological [25]. However,
the metric independent part of the partition function can be extracted by looking
at the behavior in a one-parameter family of metrics gt = t2go, for fixed go with
t - oo. We observed in Sec. 4.5 that the different interaction terms in the linear
theory defined by DImj, are not invariant under rescaling. The interaction term
6W is invariant under rescaling from its definition as a topological quantity. On the
other hand, I scales in the same way as the metric does, W _ t 2 W from its definition
*(& A L) = 1 which involves the metric. Accordingly, 6 scales as ( -- t-26. Moreover,
the zero-modes Xo are invariant under rescaling, but the fluctuations X' are scaled by
X' - t-2X'. This introduces an additional factor of t2b . The action S(0) in Eq. (4.53)
at the stationary point is invariant under rescaling. We have proved the following
proposition:
Proposition 15. The topological invariant part of the path integral in Eq. (4.51) is
Z, (p, S) = lim Z (p, S)
t--oo
= lim f da d epu(a)+S2 T(u) eS(O)
LE 2 H 2(M;Z) C (4.56)
det Xm det D,(a)  t2b pfaff Imr, t-2
det [A(1)+ + Im(T) 2] det [A(l)+ + Iu'(a) 2] v/det[Im TA(1)+]
4.11 The evaluation of the path integral
In this section, we evaluate the topological part of the path integral for the twisted
supersymmetric, pure U(1)-gauge theory on M = CP 2 in the semi-classical approxi-
mation in terms of the Jacobi i9-functions and related functions.
Using Eqs.(4.42), (4.46), and (4.50) and Cor. 4, one evaluates Eq. (4.56) and
obtains
Zu(p, S) =da da e2pu+S2 T(u°)e-S(o) (u (4.57)da i (4.57)
LE2H 2(M ;Z)
Since H2+(M; Z) = Z it follows F + = 47rkw for k E Z. It follows
S(O) = i;rT k2 + ix k
2
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ý in Eq. (4.55) depends on k since
S (D + F, = 2 d-l (4vf k + 2vL Im u'(a) .2 dBecause2 d If
Because of
e = -sco, iE - - S
kEZ i
Eq. (4.56) simplifies to
d u'(a)
da Imr
e-ixr k2- irrkw2 = 0,
1 1
i (W2(1)= L(W21) -VII__M _F M
ZU(p, S) = [dada]
C
(4.59)e2pu+S 2 T(U) m 4 ( du ) 2
min) 7T da
The defining property of the family is that the group SL(2; Z) acts on it by electro-
magnetic duality. The electro-magnetic duality is realized as follows: the coupling
constant Im r of each U(1)-theory in the family is viewed as the modular parameter
T = r(E,) of the elliptic fiber of the rational surface Z. The action of the modular
group on 7 is the electro-magnetic duality transformation that relates different U(1)-
theories in this family. The transformation on the coupling constant is accompanied
by a duality transformation on the fields of the U(1)-theory to specify the isomorphism
between the full physical theories. The expectation value of the scalar field transforms
in the monodromy representation of Fo(4) and thus is a section of the Jacobian elliptic
fibration over the u-plane. Eq. (4.59) simplifies to
Z,(p, S) I e2puS 2d(u) Tmm4T)
ro(4)\H
= -vS T2 e2pu+S 2T(u) Im 4(T)
f'o(4)\H
Im Tda (dU• 2
drT da
i du) (du ) 2
7r dr daJ
Remark 19.
1. To ensure the invariance of the integrand under the Fo(4)-transformation in
Eq. (3.23) the source terms have to be invariant. In particular, it follows that
u = u(r) is invariant under Fo(4).
2. The contribution from the U(1)-photon partition function to the path integral in
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it follows
S k e- s(o • = E k
keZ kEZ
(4.58)
(4.60)
Eq. (4.59) is
1
' 4q(7).
It is not invariant under the Fo(4)-transformation in Eq. (3.23). In physics, this
is called the Konishi anomaly. Together with the contribution from the Seiberg
Witten monopoles, the U(1)-photon partition function combines to
ImT-mT m 4 (T7)
which is invariant under Fo(4). We set m = l)(w 21T). It is the section of the
dual of the bundle O(0) - H with O-divisor ) = w2 and with the metric
invariant under Fo(4) is given by
1o(e)12 2= Im• ?13(W 2 T)~2
3. For the term
(i du dU 2wdT (da '
Eq. (3.18) proves the invariance under the action of F0o(4).
We have proved:
Proposition 16. Eq. (4.51) simplifies to
Z(p, S) = I2 e2pu+S2 T(U) V/i-mT 1 4 (T) 2 A,2
Fo(4)\H
for a constant C. The integrand in Eq. (4.61) is invariant under Fo(4).
Remark 20. The u-plane integral Eq. (4.61) has to be regularized. We will explain
its regularization in Sec. 5.6.
Remark 21. The physical theory as defined in Sec. 4.2 depends on the special Kdhler
structure of the rational elliptic surface Z. The special Kdhler geometry on UP does
not define a classical field theory for the N = 2 vector multiplet; instead it describes
a family of U(1)-theories. For every special coordinate patch, one obtains a classical
Lagrangian and a classical field theory. The change of special coordinates must be
accompanied by a duality transformation on the gauge field in the vector multiplet.
This duality transformation only make sense as the holonomy of the special Kdhler
connection in Sec. 3.10 is contained in the integral symplectic group.
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4.11.1 The strong coupling limit
The strong coupling limit is the limit of the family of supersymmetric U(1)-theories
for u -- ±1. Using a duality transformation S E SL(2; Z) one can relate this limit
to the weak coupling limit u --+ oo. Let the line bundle L, -- M be the complex
line bundle with the first Chern class cl (L,) = w. Let A, be a connection on L with
FA,/27r = w. The instanton sum for w2 = 1 in Eq. (4.18) is
Se-sbos(r)[A(2k),a,w2(M)1 = 794(T) . (4.61)k=-oo
We have assumed that the family of the twisted N = 2 supersymmetric, pure U(1)-
Yang-Mills theory on which the electro-magnetic duality is realized as F0 (4) acting
as follows: on the coupling constant Im 7 of each U(1)-theory, the action of rF(4) on
7 is the projective action given by Eq. (3.23). The action of S E SL(2; Z) on T is
7 -* -1/T. The transformation on the coupling constant is accompanied by a duality
transformation on the fields of the U(1)-theory to specify the isomorphism between
the full physical theories:
L -- L=L®L,,
1 1
21 A(2k) 2F (2k+1) = (2k + 1) w,2 Fr A(2k) 7-r A( l
a -- i a = -aD ,
W2 W2 - 1
Sbos(7)[A, a, w2 (M)] -- Sbos(7-)[A + A,, -aD, w2(M) - w] .
The Poisson re-summation formula for the 90-function implies
94 (4) - (S - T) -= V T '0 2 (T).
After carrying out the electro-magnetic duality transformations on the vacuum fields
the instanton sum becomes
k=-oo
-= e-ii ?(k+!)2-i.(k+!)(W) (w2-1 () . (4.62)
k=-oo
This shows that the partition function for the electro-magnetic dual fields corresponds
to the partition function for the S-dual coupling constant S -7 = -1/T.
Remark 22. The instanton sum in Eq. (4.18) as the sum over line bundles whose mod
two reduction is zero. Equivalently, this is the sum over all squares of line bundles.
The dual instanton sum corresponds to a sum over all line bundle whose mod two
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reduction is w2(M). Equivalently this is the sum over all squares of Spinc-structures.
The physical picture is that the U(1)-gauge connection from the Coulomb branch for
u --- oo is the magnetic dual of the U(1)-gauge connection used in the definition of
the Seiberg- Witten monopoles for u -- 1.
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Chapter 5
The dual theory on the boundary
In this chapter, we will construct a conformal field theory on an elliptic curve E, for
large lul > 1 as a heterotic a-model with target space CP1 x U(1). We will modify the
action by varying the holomorphic structure and comparing different regularizations
of the theory. This defines a family of action densities parameterized by Ho(Eu, K®2)
and H(o'1)(E,) whose standard complex coordinates are denoted by a and /. When
u is varied, there is no local or global anomaly present, and it make sense to ask
what the limiting partition function is for u -+ oo. We will show using (-function
regularization that the limit of the partition function is well-defined and gives in fact
the u-plane integral.
5.1 The blow-up function as a current on an ellip-
tic curve
In this section, we compute certain ratios of regularized determinants on the elliptic
curve E, which will later play a central role in the evaluation of the partition function
in Sec. 5.5. The computations are carried out in this section and will be continued in
the next section. We learnt about this method of regularizing functional determinants
on Riemann surfaces from [99, 98].
On the fixed elliptic curve Eu with u = +1, we compute the ratio of functional
determinants
R(2, ,, v2) = (5.1)
We have set the (0, 1)-part of the connection equal to -7r./ vol(E,) d2 (cf. Eq. (3.30)).
We also assume that for E = 20w + 20w' we always choose -1 < 2 ¢, 2 0 < 1. The
expression in Eq. (5.1) makes sense as long as v, and v2 are integers since then
Hom(K½, K - 1) is canonically isomorphic to K - ', so 1 denotes a canonical section of1 1Hom(KI, K-) 0 K (cf. [92, Ex. (1.5)]).
In the case (vl, v2) - (1, 1), the operators in Eq. (5.1) do not have any kernel or
cokernel. We have the holomorphic standard trivialization of the two determinant
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line bundles which will allow us to write R as function on H(o'1)(E,). Formally, we
would like to write
det 6 - 7r222 1 21, 22) 7r2vol(E)) (Vl,V2) l-[h,n2 2A(' n l,n 2  vol(E )
det 8' 1 (1, 1)
det nl,n2 nl,n2 (5.2)
1r +
vol(E.) + z(V1,V2)) 1(- nZi
nll,n2
where Z(V~,V 2 ) =) w - (1 - v) w' and •nl,n 2 = 2nl w+2n2 w'. The prime denotes
the omission of the zero mode eigenvalue. The expression (5.2) is divergent. If we
employ a cutoff N the ratio of determinants is
det( vol(E,)) (V1, 2) +
det' 8(1,1) vol(E,) ( aVI2)
x exp -(+N l÷ 2(vl'v2))2 1
nl,nl2 1 1M2 n li,n2
where a(z 1w, w') is the Weierstrass a-function given by
00/
U(z w, w') = 1 - )exp + 2 2
n,2I 012=- OO als2 12 n2
The Weierstrass a-function satisfies
U'(z , ') = ((ZI W) ,W)U(z jW, wI')
where the Weierstrass (-function ( was defined in Sec. 3.2. a is an entire function
which vanishes at the origin. The Weierstrass a-function is not an elliptic function
since it is not periodic, but quasi periodic. We also define the functions (for i = 1, 2, 3)
((j) I w, WI')
In Sec. 2.3.2, we used the notation a3 (u, z) to exemplify that the periods are sections
of a flat line bundle over the u-plane, and a3 (u, z) is a function in the two variables u
and z. The entire issue revolves on how to handle the diverging sums when N --+ co.
The above expressions tells us that the ambiguity in different regularization is a
quadratic polynomial in . + ;(V1,V2). We define the regularized determinant by the
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differential equation
03 In d vol(E, 2)
det 8(,1Y2)
1
nn 2 + (( 1, 2) - 1 ,L 2)3
+p i i··, · ·
This allows us to express the ratio of determinant as
det (• •d2( vol(E) (Vl,V2)
det o(V,V2)
o( + (V(1,V2) , ' P()
vP(,)a e
o £(Ev1,V2) W)
where P is the quadratic polynomial P2 E2 + P, i whose coefficients depend on vl, v2.
There is no constant coefficient in P if we impose R(O, vy, v2) = 0 for I = 0. It is
easy to resolve the ambiguity in the definition of the determinant. If we go around in
a cycle z(,~,2) -- z(v,V2) + Qnm on the torus the ratio of determinants has to remain
unchanged. This shows that pi = ((2(vl,2) I w, w'). Thus, R equals
det (- • Vl,V)(l,2) ((V1,v2) p22 (,2) 1W,•'
R satisfies the dentity2
R satisfies the identity
R( v, + 2m, v2 + 2n) = R(iv , v2
and the initial conditions
R(O I vi, v2)=O, R'(0 v, v2) = 0 ,
"'(0 I vi, v2 ) = 2 p2 - P((1V,V2) w, L
Since P is an elliptic function the coefficient P2 does not depend on vy, v2. We have
det ( - r2d2)vol(Es)
det (V(1,V2)
= exp (22 - [(1 - 2 )el (1 -)e 3]) + O(3)2
where we have used that e1 = P(w I w, w') and e3 = P(w' I W, w').
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(5.3)
In the case (vl, v2) = (1, 1), let 1 denote the subspace in AO(E,) spanned by the
constant functions and 1- its orthogonal complement. For (vi, v2) = (1, 1) the ratio
of determinants is formally
det (-L r2 d2det vol(E() (1,1) = 1--Qln
det ,1) ni,n2 1,2
which is divergent. We define the regularized determinant by the differential equation
a3 In t -vol(E= ) 2,E/ -~ 1
n,2f2
Thus, we have
det± (- vol(EU) )(1,1) W(i WI) eP2z2
det' (1,1) ,Z
The linear coefficient in the exponential vanishes because we require that the deter-
minant is odd under . --+ -i. Then R satisfies the initial conditions
R(0 1, 1) =0, R'(O 1, 1)=0, R"(O 1, 1) = 2p2 . (5.4)
Since P(z) - z - 2 is analytic in a neighborhood of the origin and vanishes at z = 0
the initial conditions (5.4) are the regularization of the initial conditions (5.3) for
Z(,l,2) -+ 0. If we drop the restriction to 1- we obtain
vol(E,) 7,1)P 22
det' 4(1,1) vol(E,) W ) (55)
We can fix P2 once and for all, by requiring R"(0 I i, j) = 0 for some fixed v1 = i
and v 2 = j. If R"(0 0, 1) = 0 we obtain 2 p2 = e3 which is invariant under ro(4).
The value (v1, v2) = (0, 1) corresponds to the Spin-structure (P, A) in each smooth
fiber. this point was explained in Sec. 3.9. Moreover, O(Q, - P,) is a non-trivial
holomorphic line bundle which is well-defined on UP. We have proved:
Lemma 34. For the bundle Lu = O(Q, - P,) where Qu - P, is given by
ZQ, = z(V,,V 2) - 2
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and the coupled Dolbeault operator 0 L,u, the ratios of regularized determinants
eR(2,v1,v2) det L,u
det a(.1, 2)
and
det (6 7d d2
vol(E) )( 1 , 1 )
vol(E,) det' 0(1,1)
are given in the table (5.6):
We have imposed the initial conditions
R(0 v17 v2) = 0, R'(O v1, v2) = 0 , R"(0 vi, v2) = 0.
for (v 1, v2 ) (1, 1), and
R(0 1, 1) =0 , R'(0 1, 1) =0, R"(0I 1, 1)= e3 .
Remark 23. Using e3 = u/6 we obtain
exp(i 2 e 3  exp(~ZI) o.3 (2 w,7') (5.7)
As explained in Sec. 3.2, the Seiberg-Witten family of elliptic curves was also used
in [5]. Fintushel and Stern used the family of elliptic curves with the parameters x
and t with x = u/2 and t = ý. We obtain in Eq. (5.7) the blow-up function for the
SU(2)-Donaldson invariants of [5, Thm. 4.1]. (v1, v2) = (1, 1) corresponds to the
trivial Spin-structure (P, P) in each smooth fiber. In this case,
exp (2) ( i w, w' = exp 12- ) W , W (5.8)
is the blow-up function for the SO(3)-Donaldson invariants of [5, Thm. 4.1]. Thus,
the blow-up functions of the Donaldson theory arise naturally in evaluating the ratio
of functional determinants on the Seiberg- Witten family of elliptic curves.
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(Vi, V2 ) (0, q) Spin-struct. (v1 7, 2) exp R(E, v1, v2)
(1,1) (0,0) (P,P) 0 -r exp a. 0.i w,w
(0,1) (, 0) (P, A) w' exp ,
(1,1) ( , ) (A, A) w+ w' exp 2 2
(1,0) (0, ) (A, P) w exp 2 e  z w w,'1 1 2 1 11 1 2 11
(5.6)
5.2 The variation of the determinant of the Lapla-
cian
In this section, we evaluate the ratio of determinants
det o (2)
det' A
where we have used the operator
to define
0(3) = ,iD()a : A(o0')(E,) -+
(5.9)
and A = 0o(0).
The determinant line bundle DET D(i) -+ Jac(E,) was described in [100, Sec. 6.2].
Taking the standard covering map 7 : H(°,1)(E,) - Jac(E,) we have a pull-back
line bundle which can be trivialized by the standard trivialization. If we write . =
20w + 20w' then (2¢, 20) are real coordinates of the Jacobian torus looked at as the
square torus of period 1. It follows that the Quillen curvature two-form is 2rd4 A dO
(cf. [100]). The operator D varies holomorphically on Ho,1(E,).
The (-function regularization gives
(det' (E(2)ln (det' A)
= - [(o(2)(s) - ((1,1)(s)]=o + 21n Imn 7 w
where the difference of the C-functions (cf. Eq.(3.27)) equals
1  12S
n,,n2 in, + n27-(•)(s • [(n1  + n2 - ) (n1 + fn2T)]=
Using the identity for the hyper-geometric function
1 1 f
( - 27riF(s' 
-iocQn1,n2 )(=
dr F(s + r) F(-r) ( :fQnl,n2
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D(2) = (8 E A (1,d) (Euvol( u) )"AI°(
[(0 ()(s) - ((1,1)(s)] =O '
we compute
(s 12( ) 2k
m+nl_~n 2T,2s E (2k)! (2w) 2k(n 1 + n 2- 2T) 2k
nl n2 in-+n2 --=
k=1 (2k)! (2w) ,2
In particular, we have
[[(0)( ) - ((1,1)(S)] 8=o = .
Since 809s=o(s)2k = (2k - 1)! we obtain
00 -2k
=E 2k (2w)2k
k=1
02 2
2 (2w)G 2 (q2 )2 (2w) 2
lim I2k (T, 2s)
s--+0
00 -2k
+ z G2k 2(q2)
k=22k (2w)2k
where we have used the almost modular functions
lim (D2k (7, 2s)
s---*0
/ 1 1
= limE l + n 2 s (l + n2 )2 k5--+0 n1 n21 (n, - 2k
ni,n2
G2(q 2) = G 2(q2) -7;
G2k (q2)
if k = 1
if k > 2
for the Eisenstein functions Gk(q 2) with q = ei -'. Our notation follows the notation
used in [95]. We have the following identity (cf. [95, Eq. (7.8)])
1(' U T) I v2
e 2 Im
v ' I(o 7) = exp -E G2k(q2)k=1
G2 )
-G2(q2) exp(
W a
= exp
= exp G2 (q2) W, I)
where v = 1. Thus, the ratio of determinants in Eq. (5.9) is
det'L (-)
det' A
91(v I -) ,e,2
e 2 Im 7
v@' (0 1 7)
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(1oe) (S) - ((1,1)(S)
1nl + n2rT2s (nl + n2T) 2k "
7+21
2 Im 7
00
-E
k=2
v2k
kG2k(q4 )
s=O
with v = O/2w. Using the normalized Eisenstein series G2(q2 ) = 3E2 (q 2), we obtain
det' 0( ) e1r(v IT ) wr2 2[ 2 2 E2(q)] o
det' A v d~(0 17) (5.10)
ýt2 -2(q
2) 1
-e 24h2 -- oZ W•
Combining Eqs. (5.5) and (5.10) we have proved:
Lemma 35.
det'(a) detD(i) vol(E)det' 0 (Z)
i(2 22(q) 2 e3) -~
= -rz exp 824h 2 +  -re
with
S 1 k2( 2) 1 E2(q2)T = 1 2 + 96e3 = - 8u .24 h2 24 h2
Corollary 5.
Ivol(E/) vol(E,)
det'() detD() det'() adet D(_) vol(E)det' oE(+) det' E(_)
S2v2 rS e S2
with z± = f2 i S.
5.3 The a-model with target space U(1)
In this section, we derive the partition function for the heterotic a-model on E,
with the target space U(1) coupled to a gauge background. This computation is an
application of a more general computation carried out in [96, Sec. 3] if we specialize
the target space to U(1).
5.3.1 The action of the a-model
Let z be the complex coordinate z on E,, x a map from E, to U(1). We also introduce
a fermionic field A. It is a section of KJO/2 with the square root K0/2 of the canonical
bundle K determined by the trivial Spin-structure. The chiral Dirac operator on the
Riemann surface E, is
0 : A(o) (E,) --+ A(1, ') (Eu)
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The action for the N = supersymmetric, a-model in the trivial gravitational back-
ground is dz dij (ax ax + A A) . (5.11)
The supersymmetry transformation is
Jx = EA, 6A = Ea x, (5.12)
-1/2
where e is a local holomorphic section of K 12 . Note that because E. is a torus the
supersymmetry transformation laws in Eq. (5.12) and x is periodic around any cycle
in E,, it follows that A must belong to the odd Spin-structure on E,.
We couple the right moving system with a N = 1 supersymmetry to a left moving
sector. The boundary conditions for the left sector can be chosen to be any of the
odd or even Spin-structures on E,. None of the choices will spoil the topological
character of the result since the topological invariance is entirely governed by the
supersymmetry of the right sector [98, Sec. 4]. The left moving fermion is a section of
K 0/2 ) Z*(V) with the square root K1 /2 of the canonical bundle K determined by the
trivial Spin-structure on E,. V = TU(1)®" = R_® is the nth power of the tangent
bundle of U(1) with the trivial connection. The action of the heterotic a-model on
E, with the target space U(1) coupled to a gauge background is
SU(1) = dz (x &x + A aA +K(,O)). (5.13)
We also include the effect of diffeomorphisms on E,. The operator A generating
diffeomorphisms is simply A = A -. Since V is connected to the tangent bundle
of U(1), A also acts by a gauge transformation (AAB) on the fermions \I1A. The
generalized action was computed in [96, Eq. (4.1)]
A (1=I dz dj (ox +a+ a .+4
E 41i (5.14)
vol(E,) [iA xA + AABp A B])
We look at the quadratic fluctuations of the action around the critical points. The
quadratic term h x'Ox' arising from A Ox in the action is a total derivative and
vanishes because of the periodic boundary conditions for x (cf. [96, Sec. 4]). The
quadratic part of the action is
SLU(1), (2) = dz dý o x+ ME"+ v()d (5.15)
Er 4Aa i I vol(E,) (5.15)
Performing the Gaussian integration over the fermions, the contribution to the path
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integral is
U( = [D A] e 2>
Zfermi [ f ) D X/• e-sU(1), (2)
, (5.16)det'(0) det (80 1+ v-(E--•]
where we have removed the fermionic zero modes of A. The explicit computation of
the determinants was carried out in Sec. 3.7.
5.3.2 The instanton contribution
For the bosonic part, there is an instanton contribution which comes from the eval-
uation of the action at the critical points, and summing over all of the topologically
different critical points. The computation of the instanton contribution is well-known
in the literature (cf. [88, 115]). We show in this section that the bosonic contribution
to the u-model defined in Sec. 5.3.1 is the bosonic theory considered in [88] coupled
to the line bundle Lu --+ E,.
Due to the marking of the elliptic curve E, we have a homology basis A of H 1 (E,)
with the periods (2w, 2w') and the modular parameter T = •. The one-forms p and
a comprise a dual basis A* such that
f"P = 1, fp = 0,
fa o = 0, fou = 1.
The flat holomorphic connection au on the line bundle L, = O(Q, - P,) is given by
the point Qu E E with
au = 27iO p - 2rio a.
The image of au in the Jacobian of E, is
H 1 (E,;1R)/H'(E,;Z) -* Jac(E,)
au = 27ri0 p - 27i - z= Q2w
C/ (1, T)
-q+rT.
On the Jacobian, there is a natural hermitian norm R given by
-(fo1, ~)= , ) + i (•, )Im T
for (1, I2E Jac(Eu) where
Re( l ý2)
',= Im 7 ImQ'l2)Im T
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We evaluate the partition function
Do e- sU (1)()
over the space of fields 4i = {q : E, -+ U(1)}.
decompose the space of fields
(wh, with 4I,,h = 2,-1d
As proved in [115, Sec. 1.3], we can
- Wh is exact
hEH1 (Eu;Z)
The measure of the path integral decomposes into
HI (Eu;Z) L h
If we choose a E ( with - d q /(2ri) = Wh then011h LAWh 0 11h
(I h = (0 -c Wh ,
where x is the map used in Sec. 5.3.1. We set
boU(1)s) 2 Wh, Wh)
bos (h'w ) 2
(dx, dx)
2
(wh + dx, )
2
with ( e Jac(E,). The action in Eq. (5.17) includes the instanton contribution and
quadratic approximation
SU(1) Whe2rix ) = SU), (0) .)+ S 2U(1), (2), )
with
sU(1), ()( W,bos ( , Wh) ( , ')2 2
S U(1), (2) (dx, dx) + (dx, )bos (2 + 2
(5.18a)
(5.18b)
The action SUP) (2)Wh, ý) is the bosonic part of the action in Eq. (5.16) for A = 2w i.
It was also considered in [88, Sec. 4.C] where its partition function was computed.
For ý = the path integral becomes
Z bos = Do s e () E
HI(Eu;Z)
2 2 I Dxe 2
I
(5.19)
The instanton part of the partition function was evaluated in [88, Eq. (4.13)].
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with Io = { = e2ix x SE,- R}
(5.17)
For
_ (+,,:h) - f (d.,dx)
= we obtain Z _ (whwh) +j(wh) 2
e 2 2 N T 104 (T) . (5.20)
HI(E.;Z)
Carrying out the Gaussian integration in Eq. (5.19) yields
zU(1) 1 (vol(Eu) 2 1-
Zos =d ve' M )4T I d (_) . (5.21)
5.3.3 The ghost contribution
The action in Eq. (5.13) is an action in which the general coordinate and N =
supersymmetry gauges have been fixed. Thus, we have to introduce the following
ghost fields [96, Sec. 3]: the general coordinate ghosts and anti-ghosts b, c and b, e
and the chiral supersymmetry ghosts and anti-ghosts 3, y. The presence of the gauge
fields does not affect the ghost sector. Thus, the action is
S u(1) = f z d z
gh = 4 z (b Oc( + b  + O) . (5.22)
E= U 47ri vol(E,)
Here, b, c are sections of K 1/ 2 with the square root K 1/ 2 of the canonical bundle K
determined by the trivial Spin-structure on E,. Similarly, y is a complex function on
Eu, and / is a section of A(O'1)(E,). The path integral over the ghost fields is (cf. [96,
Eq. (4.14)])
S(1) d t'())Z() f [Pb Db Dec De 3 Dy] e-sgh det'(a) det'9)gh vol(E,) det'(a)(5.23)
1 (5.23)
:[det'(a)
vol(Eu)
5.3.4 The partition function
The full action of the heterotic u-model on Eu with target space U(1) is
SU(1) = SU() + S ,
where S (1) and SU(1) are given in Eq. (5.14) and Eq. (5.22). To avoid the problems
in defining the path-integrals we will treat the partition function as the one-loop
Gaussian approximation of a string field theory. The Spin-structure (P, A) on Eu gives
a well-defined holomorphic line bundle Lu -- Z. The corresponding d-characteristics
is 0 4 (T) and corresponds to A = w in Eq. (5.14) and ( = 1/2 in Eq. (5.17). We also
set n = 24. It follows:
Lemma 36. The path integral of the heterotic a-model on E, to U(1) with the target
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space U(1) coupled to a gauge background V = C12 --+ U(1) described in Sec. 5.3.1 is
ZU( 1) - (T) A(T) . (5.24)
Proof. We have used that
(off+ AABd,") detn(dL~u )det 0 ®]Tf + vol(E)= det(L,)
where L, is the even Spin-structure (P, A) on E,. Combining Eqs. (5.16), (5.21),
(5.23) it follows
ZU(1) = vol(E,) det (8 O In + AAB) 2
U det'(6)
x det'(O) 4 2
X [vol(Eu) 2 in(T '04()
= in T 194(T) detj(9).
The equality of the determinant of o coupled to the line bundle L, and the discrimi-
nant of E, was proved in Sec. 3.7. O
Remark 24. The cancellation of the det'(O)-terms in Eq. (5.16) is called the world
sheet supersymmetry in physics.
5.4 The a-model with target space CP 1
In this section, we evaluate the partition function for the u-model on E, with target
space CP1 . The evaluation is an application of the computations in [100] where we
have chosen the target space Y = SU(2)/U(1) = CP'. The u-model with target
space SU(2)/U(1) has first been considered in [107].
We will use the following normalization: deleting the point at infinity, we may
stereographically project S 2 onto the complex plane and use the complex projective
coordinate w = x 1+ix 2 . The Kahler form can then be written as K = 201ln(1 +wz ).
On CP1, we can choose the vierbeins el and e2 as in [54, Examples 3.4 (2)] such that
the Kahler form becomes K = el A e2 . On CP1, we have K = volcpi (cf. [54,
Examples 3.4 (2)]). We also have cl(CP') = 2K and thus CPB K = r [54, Examples
6.3 (2)].
5.4.1 The action
Let z be the complex coordinate z on Eu, dx the differential of a map from TE, to
TY. We also introduce a fermionic field A. It is a section of ko12 0 x*(TM) with the
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square root K 1/2 of the canonical bundle K determined by the trivial Spin-structure.
The chiral Dirac-operator V(,o ) on the Riemann surface E, is
(V•°), A) , = A+ Oxa F], A",
where F is the Christoffel symbol of the Levi-Civita connection on TY.
Remark 25. Since the target space is complex one-dimensional every three-forms on
Y vanishes. In the framework of [100], it follows that C = dB = 0 where B is a real
two-form on Y.
The action for the N = I supersymmetric, non-linear o-model is
jEdz d4  g g (Ox" 6xV + (V(,)AO) "AA) 
. (5.25)
The supersymmetry transformation is
6x = cA, 6A = e idx, (5.26)
where e is a local holomorphic section of K1  . Note that because E• is a torus the
supersymmetry transformation laws in Eq. (5.12) and x is periodic around any cycle
in E,, it follows that b must belong to the unique odd Spin-structure on E,.
We couple the N = 1 right moving system with a left moving sector. The bound-
ary conditions for the left sector can be chosen to be any of the odd or even Spin-
structures on E,. The left moving fermion 4 is a section of K8 /2 0 z*(TY) with the
square root K1/ 2 of the canonical bundle K determined by the trivial Spin-structure.
The action of the a-model on E, with the target space Y = CP 1 coupled to a gravi-
tational background is
SCP1 / dz df V
4En f i (5.27)
+ Rt,,QAOA" Av Oao3 ]
where R is the Riemann curvature tensor of the Levi-Civita connection F on Y.
We look at the quadratic fluctuations of the action around the critical points. We
must exercise care since x and A have zero modes. We write
x = x 0 + x' , A = A0 + A'.
The quadratic part of the action is
SCP1, (2) dz d 9 (ax I]'
JEu 41i (5.28)
+ ax'"+4' [(O8 ) + ]") ,
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with
1
Performing the Gaussian integration over the fluctuations in the fields, the path
integral becomes
J [Dx' D• DA'] e-sCPl'(2) Idet'(0 1[2) det (8 +det' [-a(8 + 1)]
which agrees with [98, Eq. (4.7)]. The bosonic part of the measure for the full path
integral at xo re-expressed in terms of the normal bundle data is (cf. [100, Eq. (4.5)])
[Dx] = vol(E) d2Xo [x'] ,2w
where [Dx'] is the measure on the space of maps orthogonal to the constant map.
Similarly, vo( E eA(1/2,O) (Eu) is a normalized holomorphic
Kvfz, Vdz = vol(Eu).
Thus, we choose MA = A' 0 voE and conclude that
[DA] = d2 \ 0 [D'].
spinor since
The path integral is
ZCP1'= f [
vol(Eu:
27r
vol(E':
27r
DA DO] e- scpl
0xo d2A0
det'(0 1I2) det (a + R)
det' [-a(o + 7)]
d2 d2 det ( + 7Z)]d x° d Ao° det' [-a(ý + n)]
) A d0vol(E,)
fCP1 d'
det'(0)
'Cr1
where
0
-1
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Z)] (5.29)
(5.30)
2(),V=1
The eigenvalues of R are ti(r) with r = 27Xw A. It follows that
ZCP vo(E,) det'() dd2  A 2 22, Jcp' 1
2 (5.31)det
det' -
Applying Lemma 35 and Lemma 5, we obtain
vol(E,) det'(O) det (+ 2vol(E)r
zCp1 = d2xo d0 2 o 2 f0r d227 JCp det' [- ( + 2•r(Eir)] (5.32)
= Pd 2xo d2 o r e T
Using the correspondence A A0 +-+ el A e2 = K, the partition function in Eq. (5.31)
can be evaluated
Z c P I = r eT= 27r 2  (5.33)
We have proved:
Lemma 37. The path integral of the non-linear a-model on E, with target space
SU(2)/U(1) coupled to a gravitational background is
ZCP1 = 27 2  (5.34)
Remark 26. The partition function in Eq. (5.32) is known as the string theoretic
derivation of the Euler characteristic of the loop space of Y [98].
5.5 The one-loop amplitude
The combination of the the two a-models defined in Sec. 5.3 and Sec. 5.4 determines a
heterotic a-model on the elliptic curve E, with target space N = SU(2)/U(1) x U(1).
The classical bosonic fields are maps X : E -> N and the classical action is
Sbos = 4 ri gP ax ax".
The Lagrangian for the N = 1/2 supersymmetric theory consisting of only right-
moving spinors is
S = dzd [ax• aXL - A"V(1,o)A 
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with A E 1/2 X*(TN) where the square root of the canonical bundle K is given
by the trivial spin structure. The connection is given by
(V(',o) ,\) = 0A" + X' r"Fp A P,
where F is the Christoffel symbol of the Levi-Civita connection on N. The N =1
supersymmetry is often referred to as a (1, 0)-supersymmetry in the right-moving
sector [109]. It has been proved in [108, 110], that parallelised group manifolds carry
an extended supersymmetry due to their complex structures. In the general setting
of the heterotic a-model [109], we treat the U(1)-factor in N as an internal manifold
and CP1 as the space-time of a string field theory. The N = 1 supersymmetry is
enough to preserve the supersymmetry of the space-time. The topological invariance
of the path integral is entirely governed by this supersymmetry [98].
The a-model on E, with the target space U(1) is coupled to a gauge background.
The left-moving fermions are section V)A E K 1/2 0 X( 1)(V) with V = _C12 - S 1.
The u-model on E, with the target space CP' is the non-linear a-model used for
computing the Euler characteristic of the loop space of the space-time. It follows
from the results in Sec. 5.3 and Sec. 5.4:
Lemma 38. The path integral of the heterotic a-model on E, with target space CP1 x
U(1) coupled to a gravitational and gauge background described above is
Z = ZCP' Z"l') = iT 0(_)2 A(Tr) , (5.35)
where C is a constant.
Under the change of u, there are anomalies which would give rise to inconsistencies:
1. There is no local anomaly. The Quillen determinant line bundle for the Dirac-
operator for a non-trivial Spin-structure is flat [77]. Thus, we do not have any
local anomaly.
2. On each elliptic curve E, with u E U we have the standard holomorphic trivial-
ization of the various determinant line bundles. These canonical trivializations
patch together to give a canonical trivialization. The issue is whether there is
such a canonical trivializing section for the kernel and the cokernel of the un-
coupled a-operator. Such a trivialization is given by the holomorphic two form
rq in Lemma 3.
3. There is no global anomaly. We can evaluate Eq. (5.35) and obtain that the
action is invariant under the action of Fo(4). Encircling the non-trivial loops
in irl(UP), the monodromy acts as described in Eqs. 3.23. However, one can
check that Z, does not acquire a phase.
In the remainder of this section, we modify the action of Sec. 5.3 and Sec. 5.4 by
changing the holomorphic structure and the regularization and compute the changes
to the partition function in Eq. (5.35).
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5.5.1 The change of the holomorphic structure
In [107], the u-model with target space SU(2)/U(1) r CP1 was considered. The
isometry group U(1) is a global symmetry of the nonlinear u-model and can be
gauged [107]. We consider the coupling to an external field P. The presence of the
external field leads to the modification
2iri v/P2 d.
vol(E,) (5.36)
r -4 r + , (5.37)
in Eq. (5.32) where the factor of Vr has been inserted for normalization. We interpret
the operator D(0) as a flat complexified U(1)-connection of type (0, 1) and p d2 as a
holomorphic tangent vector to the holomorphic connection on K2 where the square
root of the canonical bundle is determined by an even or odd Spin-structure. Then,
Hom(K½, K-2) is canonically isomorphic to K - 1, so 1 denotes a canonical section
of Hom(K, K-A) 0 K (cf. [92, Ex. (1.5)]). On the elliptic curve E., there is only
one choice for a holomorphic tangent vector up to a constant which is d. [73]. The
0-operator is left unchanged.
Equivalently, we view the situation as follows: let V -- Z be a semi-stable vector
bundle with a Hermitian Yang-Mills connection described in Sec. 3.9. There is a
reduction Vjz, I L, L, 1 where L, is a holomorphic line bundle on E,. We use the
base point P, to identify the bundle L, with O(Q, - P,) for a point Q, E Z,. The
flat connection A, on VIE
. 
= O((Q - P,) G O(-QU - Pu) is
A= vo(E (-zQU dz 0 U3 + ZQo d Z o3) , (5.38)
vol(E,)
We define an endomorphism valued (0, 1)-form in the adjoint representation h =
/ d2 0 io3 . The flat connection A, and the holomorphic tangent vector h form a
bosonic Higgs vacuum on E,
FA, = [h; h*] = 0, O h = 0 .
The coupling to the external field is obtained by changing the (0, 1)-part of the con-
nection according to
S0I + A ( '1) - + A(' 1) + h.
5.5.2 The comparison of different regularizations
For the quantum theory in the external gravitational field, there are quadratic and
logarithmic divergences that can be renormalized by adding further terms to the
action. Different regularizations will introduce certain counter-terms in the one-loop
amplitude and we obtain a one-parameter family of actions. As explained in [93,
Eq. (2.6)], these terms are proportional to the volume and the Euler characteristic of
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E,. The latter vanishes as E. is a torus.
Let 6i d 2 + 6,i dz2 be a quadratic differential on E,. A quadratic differential
corresponds to a deformation of the metric by a change of the volume form
Idzz2 -- Idz + 6, dI2 + (62) = d 2
The new complex variable w on the torus is the solution to the differential equation
09w = 6K. The usual metric on the space of traceless two-tensors is
11, dz2 + K dz2 ESym2 (EU) = JE dz 6, 6K = 8 vol(E,) 1 .'2
The identification with a change in the coordinate on the u-plane is given by 6u =
vol(E,) 6,. H'(E,; K-1) is the space of Beltrami differentials on E,. Its dual is the
space of quadratic differentials Ho(E,; K®2). For the quadratic differential 6J df 2 +
6• dz2 the corresponding Beltrami differential is p = 6r, 0 dz. The change in the
action corresponds to the evaluation of the quadratic differential
J df 2p = 6, vol(Eu) = 6u .
Thus, under a change of the regularization of the quantum theory on Eu, the action
will change by a term proportional to 6u. For Jul > 1, the flow generated by the
monodromy matrix M, defines a canonical trivialization of Ho(E,; K®2) as u varies.
We showed in Sec. 3.5 that the invariant differential for M, is du/u. Using the
trivialization the additional source term in the action is proportional to
j d® 2  du .
Eu U
Let a be the coordinate on the space of Beltrami differentials or its dual Ho(E,; K®2)
given by writing the elements as ad ®02 . Multiplication of the action exp(-S) with
e2au does not present any problems in the context of local anomalies. Since u is
invariant under the action of Fo(4), it does not give rise to a global anomaly.
It follows:
Lemma 39. Changing the holomorphic structure and the regularization define a fam-
ily of actions
2i \/,F2 di1S [i] 4S a + v ol(E,) - 2au ,S'"S 0+ vol(E,) -2au
parameterized by Ho(Eu, K®2) and H(o,) (E,) with complex coordinates a and P. The
change in the partition function (5.35) is
Z, ZU (ar , ) = Z e2au +,2 T, (5.39)
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Proof. The modification r -- ÷ = r + 2/ 0 leads to
ZC'p () = 2
vol(E,) det'(0) det ( + 2vol(E
d Ao det' [-a + ±27ifd))]
= 2 2 - 2 22 
2 T
Using Lemma 34, Lemma 35 and Eq. (3.17) it follows:
Proposition 17. The one-loop amplitude of the heterotic o-model on
space CP 1 x U(1) in the presence of the background fields a, / is
4() 9 194(T)
Z(OZ, 0) = CO h4 m4T exp (2 ac u ()
where Co is a constant and h(T) = 1 2(T) 193(7) = w(T)/(2 -2 ) and
E, with target
(5.40)
1T(u) = - 2
24
1
T(u) = 24
( F2 - 8uh2 (7)
E2_ 8u
h2 (T )
3E2 = E2 - r Im T
Corollary 6. The amplitude in Eq. (5.40) is the integrand of the u-plane integral in
Eq. (1.1) if we set a = p and P = S up to an overall factor of S.
Remark 27. The missing factor of S in Eq. (5.40) means that in the limit S = 0
and p = 0 the generating function Z,,(ca, 0) gives the Euler characteristic of the loop
space of CP1 whereas the integrand of the u-plane integral in Eq. (1.1) vanishes.
Remark 28. The partition function in Eq. (5.40) has the same form as the anomaly
generating functionals constructed in [95, 96]. Through the insertion of the terms
proportional to /3 we have assembled in the partition function not only the massless,
but also the massive levels. In the limit of vanishing 0, the partition function in
Eq. (5.40) reduces to the semi-classical path-integral derived in Sec. 5.4.
Remark 29. As explained in [96, Sec. 2], we have to integrate Z,(a, P) over Re(r)
from 0 to 4 to impose the left-right mass constraint. Ultimately, it means that only the
massless level contributes since /3 acts only on the left-movers. We will carry out this
step carefully in Eq. (5.44) of Sec. 5.6. If one imposes the left-right mass constraint,
the partition function is
(5.41)/4 dx Z,,(a, /3),0
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with 7 = x + iy. It makes sense to ask what the limiting partition function is in the
high temperature limit Im T -- oo. We will show in Sec. 5.6 that using the C-function
regularization the limit of Eq. (5.41) is well-defined and gives the u-plane integral.
5.5.3 The blow-up function of Fintushel and Stern
We explain an interesting modification of this procedure. We can modify the connec-
tion of one of the complex chiral fermion that gives a contribution det($•j,) by the
holomorphic tangent vector 7. We interpret the modification as the gauging of the
U(1) in Sec. 5.3 and the coupling to an external magnetic field -. It follows:
Proposition 18. The one-loop amplitude of the heterotic a-model on Eu with target
space CP 1 x U(1) in the presence of the background fields a, /3, and y is
det ${(2ivf27)Zu(a,,-y) = Zu(a,3) dett
yields
Z,(a, 0, y) = Z,(a, p) e - a3(7 Iw, w'). (5.42)
If we set -y = E for E = f, (, then Z4(a, /, -y) is the integrand for the u-plane integral
that gives the Donaldson invariants for the blow-up of CP 2 in one point in Eq. (2.10).
Proof. Lemma 34 and the comparison with [5, Thm. 4.1] and [25, Sec. 6] shows that
Eq. (5.42) is the integrand for the generating function of the Donaldson invariant for
CP 2 blown up in one point. O
5.6 The regularization of the u-plane integral
The u-plane integral is
CoH/ro(4) IdT12 94(T) 9h4(7) S exp(2pu+ S2 T(u)) , (5.43)
H/oJ(4) IM T) 2
where h(7) and T(u) were defined in Prop. 17. In this section, we explain how the
integral in Eq. (5.43) is regularized.
Eq. (5.43) is a generating function in the formal variables p and S. If we set
UP s2 +• r dT2 UIP(mn)
m,n= m! (2n + 1) JH/o(4) Im2
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the expansion of Eq. (5.43) yields
00 pm S2n+1
UP = C (2n + 1)!
m,n=o
freg IdT 2  (2n + 1)!
H/ro(4) Im2 T n
x 2m u mT "(u) ( 4 (T)
Thus, we will be concerned with the integration of the functions
(n, ) _ (2n + 1)! 2 i() (0()h4(
P( n! 2 ImT T h(7)4 194(T)
The integrals are in general divergent because of the behavior of UPml,n at u = ±1, oc.
Since we will be integrating over a part of the fundamental domain of Fo(4), it is useful
to introduce the variables T = x + iy. We are only interested in the contribution
coming from the upper part of the fundamental domain for y > yo > 1. We observe
that the x-integration then runs from 0 to 4 and thus
p r eg H dT(2
JH/ro (4) Im2 T
reg dy j 4  dx
y dx.20
Lemma 40. f 4 dxUP(mn) = 0 for m + n r_ 1(2).
Proof. The shift x -- x + 2 is the modular transformationT -7 T+ 2. In
have shown that
T(u)
T(u)
-T(u)
- -T( u)
V04(T)
h 4 (T
Sec. 3.4, we
4 (T)h4(T
Changing u -- -u is equivalent to changing p -- -p, and S - +iiS and
the integrand with :Zi.
The next step is to provide an expansion of the integrand in Eq. (5.43)
q, q, y.
multiplying
Ol
in terms of
Lemma 41. The following relation holds:
mn () n 4 1  1 -n R+ (m11 n,)(q)
1=0
where the function R is holomorphic in q$ and equals
R(mnl)(,) q u(T) p Rm,n,1) q
k=O
with R(m•Tnt) = Coeffq k +i q- )k q- h21+4 ,
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T--> T+ 2 , u -7-- ,
Proof. We compute
m 0 (7) um 1 (7) n1 1
um Tn T+ 8h2
h4 h4 rh2 y
=0 Y1 I (87r)l h21+41(/) 1 um Tm -%q•(7)1=0
For q = exp(2lriT) all functions have absolute convergent power series expansion1holomorphic in q2. In particular, we have
T=q4 tkq•2 , h=q Ehkqq2
k=O k=O
u=q- ukq2 , 4(r) )k k2
k=O k=0
It follows that
S79(T)
Um Tn 4W4
n
1=0
( 1 n-m +1 R(q).
1 4 2(87q
Thus, the integrand UP(m,n) can be written as an absolute convergent power series
um"T(u) h4 ) 4 T)
n 1 / (n) 1 0•0 q +1 s2
l=0 0 r=O s=O
The integration with respect to x yields
4 a b 
4 e - 2 ray
dx qq2 0
if a = b
otherwise
The integration with respect to x is a projection onto the diagonal terms in UP(m,n ),
i.e., the terms with the same power in q and q. As the section only depends on q, q, y
the integration will remove the dependence on x. If we define
4 UPed' (iy) = dx UP(m,n)
4 d (2n + 1)! 2mv Imr Um T (u) 94)
= dx n! h4
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we write
4 UP(mn) (iy) =
2m+l (2n + 1)!
l=0
where for k E Z we have
( 1
E (k) = I
for k > 0
otherwise
The following lemma follows:
Lemma 42. The diagonal term UP (mn) (iy) can be decomposed
= (U diag ) sing
UP(m,n),(1,O)1-=0idiag
1=0
+ (UPT(mn) (iy))
- ia-'V diag ))j reg
1
12~y2-
1
y•-½
n0
1=-0
00
s=1 7(mn),(l,s) e-2rs2y
s=l
2m-1 (2n + 1)! (-1)s
(8x)l l! (n - 1)! R(m,nl)(,2+1 n1 n )2 ( 2+1+1-
n-m2
(5.45)
Remark 30. The singular part contains only a finite number of terms which are not
exponentially suppressed. For 1 fixed, we have the cusp form
(m,n),(1) (iy) U(m,n),(l,s) e-2 2 y
Udiag (iy)= ag e
s=0
such that
n
UP '"(iy) = 1
1=0
4 UP,(mn),() 
.dig (iy)
In the remainder of this section we explain the regularization of the u-plane integral.
5.6.1 The (-function regularization.
By projecting onto the diagonal terms we obtain the functions
,(4 = UP(m,n) 1 J:U (mn),(1,s) e-2rs2"•fm,n() = = diag
0Y _= yl s >1
(5.46)
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1(n) 1 0 
m,n
s(87) 2+1=0 +1- nm
s8=02
e-2-rs2 y
y1- ' (5.44)
diag (iy)
with
(-1)"8 ( s 2 + 1 + - -m )
The associated Dirichlet series are
MAo(E, fm,n) = () fm,n(Y) Y-1 dy.
The cut-off A0 is introduced to only include the contributions from the cusp u -+ oo
while keeping away from u --+ +1. We define the C-function regularization of the
u-plane integral as
lim VAo (0 fm,n). (5.47)
Ao--0
In [25, Sec. 9.1] a certain regularization procedure was applied: the u-plane integral
was evaluated by writing the integrand as total divergence and then picking up the
term at infinity. One uses integration by parts for
a 1 a 8 .
at 2 ax Bay
We will only consider the boundary component coming from the line segment with
x running from 0 to 4 at y = yo. The other boundary components are the singular
contributions from y --+ 0. Thus, the regularization procedure used in [25, Sec. 9.1]
is defined by
dre r 2  F(x, y) = lim dx F(x, yo) .
J Hi/F0 (4) ' 2 Yo-oco o
Applied to the u-plane integral, one uses the identity
aE ) '0 4(T) 187 3 2Ey 2
with
E() (2 ()() El~ _ -7() +E •k
j=0 2 +k>O Y 2
finite
for the non-holomorphic Hurwitz function '-(T) of weight (Q, 0). The terms in the
u-plane integral are of the form
reg IdTI 2  -9-(T7) E3_ freg ,• 99g,) m-n-j a
JH/ro(4) Im2 h(T) 4 h2j (T) H/Fo(4) h() 4 + 2j
(reg ( m-n-T
__ d7r)2 () - n- ) (5.48)
JH/Fo(4) a h()4+2y
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Thus, we obtain
Id (,O(7) Um-n-
d12 h(T)4 + 2
-3
E- (0[N] =
= 2i lim Coeff
YO-*0
04(-) m-n-j
lim dx E(1) [-H]yo--+0o h( 7)4+2j
q 4(7) ([-]h(7)4+2j ]MH (5.
Lemma 43. The regularization procedure applied by Moore and Witten in [25] is up
to a constant factor the (-function regularization in Eq. (5.4 7).
Proof. Using the incomplete F-function [40, Eqs. (6.5.3) and (6.5.12)], we compute
for 1 N
Sdy y -1-27rs2Ao +1
d
de e=o
(27rs2)1- F( 1 - , 27rs 2 Ao)2 r(E 2 - 2
F(c)
= (2-xs2)+ F(-1- , 2irs 2Ao)
and thus
lim 1 dy y -2s (2S21+Ao-+O dc l= IF (c) A o 'yl+
We also obtain
d 1
limAo-+O de E=O r(E)
Sdy yc 1 
- 0.
Ao0 +2
e--2rs 2 y
An integral function F for e--2 is
Z1+ 7
F(y) 2 S2 dy = (2 7rs2)1y 2+
fe-
23,-t
= (2rS2) 1 [F (- S- )
-2xs2
Thus, f(y)= F(y)= e+ and we obtain19Y ~y +
Sreg
H/Fo (4)
dTI[2 aF(y)at 2=2
= 2i lim F(yo) = 2i (27s 2)1
4
lim dx F(yo)
yo----o Jo
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Ireg
H/ro(4)
49)
d 1
dE E=o IF(E)
1
2
- F (-1 2s2y)1
freg
Hlr/Fo(4)
IdTr2 f(y)
We summarize the results of this section:
Proposition 19. The u-plane integral is the generating function
00 am3 2 n+l
= Co m! (2n + 1)!
m,n=O
reg IdT__2 U(m,n)H/ro(4) Im 2 T
UP(m,n) - (2n + 1)! 2 /• UTn(U)j74(7)
n2! W4
'94( ) .
The regularization used in [25] coincides with the (-function regularization
Hreg IdT1I2 UP(m,n) =- lim oA (0, fm,n)H/To(4) Im 2 7 2 Ao--O (5.50)
where f m ,n was defined in Eq. (5.46). The only contributions to this integral come
from the exponentially suppressed terms
n 1
1+12l=0 y1+½
(UP(m,n) (y )
diagreg
y
UE T(m,n),(l,s) e-27rs2y
s= diag
S=1
with the coefficients U•P(mn)',(,s) defined in Eq. (5.45).
In the appendix, we present a short MAPLE-program that computes the Donaldson
invariants of CP2 using the methods of [25] to evaluate Eq. (5.43).
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Chapter 6
The conclusion and an open
question
In this thesis, we have found an equality between the u-plane integral that computes
the Donaldson invariants on CP 2 and its blow-ups and the one-loop amplitude in
a heterotic string field theory on the elliptic curve at the boundary of the Coulomb
branch. We conjecture that this equality stems from a superconformal quantum
theory on the six-dimensional space X = '2 x M in the two limits where T2 is
either much smaller or much bigger than any characteristic radius of M. The six-
dimensional theory would serve as a F-theory and different compactifications lead to
different low-energy field theories. We briefly describe the bosonic field content of the
quantum theory in the two limits.
Interpretation as combined gauge and gravitational anomaly. First, we de-
scribe the partition function for the T2-invariant supersymmetric U(1)-gauge the-
ory on X. The universal U(1)-gauge theory on M that defines the u-plane integral
is naturally defined as a N = 1 supersymmetric topological U(1)-gauge theory on
the six-dimensional space X = T2 x M that combines the gravitational and gauge
anomaly.
Let A4T 2 be the space of T2-invariant connections H = A + 0 dý + q dý on X
where ( is the complex coordinate on the two-torus T'2 and A is a connection on
L --+ M, and ¢ is a complex function on M. Then L x AT2 is the universal line
bundle over M x TI2 x AT2 . The bosonic action is the L2-norm of the curvature G for
the ' 2-invariant connection H is
G = FA+ d Ad +d0A d<,
MXT2 vO16 IG2 = volV1M Im T (FA2 + d 12), (6.1)
where the torus is oriented and has an area of Im . The action in Eq. (6.1) is the
bosonic Lagrange density used in the low-energy effective field theory in Sec. 4.2.
Let 'I2 be equipped with a spin structure. On TI2, we consider the space of flat
metrics Met(T 2) and the principal Spin(2)-bundle 3 -- Met(T 2) x ¶'2 of Spin-frames
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for the metrics on ¶T2. Restricting to the group of diffeomorphisms Diff(¶T2) which
preserves the Spin-structure, the action lifts to an action on 5. This is the context of
the gravitational anomaly in [111]. The combination of the two constructions defines
a universal Spin(2) x U(1)-principal bundle £ in the commuting diagram
x L xA T2  = ( x L x A 2)/H
I I
Met( 2 ) x T 2 x M x AT 2  • = (Met(T22) x 2 x M x T2)/
together with a canonical connection. N is the group of all T2-invariant auto-
morphisms of the bundle L leaving a base point fixed. The action of the auto-
morphisms is diagonal since ¢ is an ordinary function on M. We obtain 9A =
(Met(T 2) x T 2) / Diffo(T¶2) x M x A/l 0. The last factor is contractible since M is
simply connected. If we choose as the Spin-structure on ¶T2 the unique Fo(4)-invariant
Spin-structure (P, A) we obtain in fact the Seiberg-Witten curve times the manifold
M. This shows that the presence of the electro-magnetic duality in the low-energy
effective field theory can be understood in the context of the combined gauge and
gravitational anomaly on X.
Turning to the fermionic part of the action, it is known that the dimensional
reduction of the full, untwisted, high-energy, N = 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mills ac-
tion on T2 x R 4 gives the high energy, N = 2 supersymmetric Lagrangian on 1R4
[13]. Thus, on a Spin-manifold M the Lagrangian of the untwisted N = 2 super-
symmetric Lagrangian has a natural interpretation as dimensional reduction of the
N = 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mills action on '2 x R 4 . However, we cannot assume
that M is a Spin-manifold and have to use a description which is independent of the
Spin-structure. In physics, this is a topological twisted. The Spine-structure on M
combines with the Spin-structure on T2 and determines the complex chiral spinor
bundles S, on X. We ask whether the N = 2 supersymmetric Lagrangian on M in
Sec. 3 is the dimensional reduction of a twisted, N = 1 supersymmetric theory on X
with both gauge and gravitational coupling.
Interpretation as a theory of 3-forms. We also describe the partition function
for a theory of selfdual three-forms on X which was defined in [114, 115]. This theory
is the three-form analogue of the U(1)-gauge theory on the six-dimensional manifold
X = M x T2 [112, 113]. There is no Lagrangian whose critical points are the self-dual
three-forms H with *H = iH [115]. However, there is the action
S= I H A *H (6.2)27r JMxT2
which is conformally invariant since the Hodge star-operator is conformally invariant
in the middle dimension.
A differential character / is a two-form modulo gauge invariance P3 -- P + dc (l )
[114]. The curvature H = dp. / is the de Rham representative of a characteristic class
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that takes values in H3 (X; Z). Using the product metric on X we identify H3 (X; R)
with the harmonic forms, and define a Hodge star-operator with eigenvalues ±i. There
is a Lagrangian decomposition F = F1 E F2 of the lattice of H 3 (X; Z) in H 3 (X; R)
with F1 = H 2 (M; Z) 0 p and F2 = H 2(M; Z) 0 a where p, a comprise the dual basis
of the choice of the A and B-cycle on 1T2 in Sec. 3. The lattice F has a skew-form
(x, y) = fx A y. The skew form plus the metric determine a complex structure on
H 3 (X, U(1)). For M = CP2 with the Kdihler form w introduced in Sec. 4.4, we can
decompose every element -y E F as -y = ni (w 0 p) + n2(w 0 a) and define a quadratic
function q : --, R/Z by
q(7)= I A - 2,JMxT2
whence q(x + y) = q(x) + q(y) + (x, y). Since fM w A w = 1, it follows that
(w 0 a,w 0 a) = 2 Imr .
Moreover, any other quarf differs from q by any element 6 E F 0 Z/2. Let Lq
H3 (X, U(1)) be the line bundle whose curvature is the skew-form (x, y). The partition
function is the path integral
Z = DO e-S+'(a6 ,dp) (6.3)
over the group of differential characters 3. It was shown in [115, Eq. (1.7)] that the
path integral in Eq. (6.3) is
Z= (Ze i()+(6 vol H2 (X; R/Z)
\ yEr N/det' d*dIQ2/Q2
where
vol H 2(X; R/Z) = vol (H(1 2) 0 H 2(M) 0 R/Z) = (vol T¶2)2 vol H 2(M)
We can use the Poisson resummation to evaluate the instanton part of the partition
function. If we choose 6 = 1w 0 p, we obtain
= 4 (2  vol 2 vol H 2(M)
det' d*dIQ 2/• 12
If we restrict Q2 (X)/Q2 (X) to the subspace of the two-forms f w where f T 2 R +
is a non-constant function on T'2, the partition function is proportional to
2 vol¶o 2InT I' 4(7) Vdet'A I2
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which is equal to the bosonic contribution we obtained in Sec. 5.3. In the limit
with T2 much bigger than any characteristic radius of M, the partition function in
Eq. (6.3) reduces to the bosonic part of the partition function on the elliptic curve
at the boundary of the Coulomb branch for Im - -+ oc. On the other hand, Witten
[116] has argued that in the limit where T2 is much smaller than any characteristic
radius of M the important modes of H are invariant under translations of T2 , and
the theory is reduces to a U(1)-gauge theory on M with coupling Im 7.
However, to obtain the full six-diemnsional twisted topological field theory, certain
fields must be added for the topological gauge fixing. Following [116], in dimension
six there is for each choice of a simply-laced gauge group G a superconformal field
theory that is a nonlinear supersymmetric version of the self-dual theory of three-
forms in Eq. (6.2). We ask whether the partition function of the superconformal
six-dimensional theory can be computed and the isomorphisms relating the different
quantum theories represented by the arrows in the diagram (6.4) can be determined.
superconformal field theory N = 2 low-energy effective
on CP 2 x E for SU(2) U(1)-gauge theory on CP2
with 7 = r(E)1 (6.4)
heterotic a-model on E
to SU(2)/U(1) x U(1)
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Appendix A
The Donaldson invariants for CP 2
A.1 The MAPLE-program
> with(LinearAlgebra):
> # Definition of the Eisenstein series in q^(1/2)
> EE:=[1, -24, -72, -96, -168, -144, -288, -192, -360, -312, -432,
-288, -672, -336, -576, -576, -744, -432, -936, -480, -1008,
-768, -864, -576, -1440, -744, -1008, -960, -1344, -720, -1728,
-768, -1512, -1152, -1296, -1152, -2184, -912, -1440, -1344,
-2160, -1008, -2304, -1056, -2016, -1872, -1728]:
> EE1:=convert(EE, Matrix):
> NE:=ColumnDimension(EE1)-1:
> E2:=sum(EE[i+1]*q^i,i=0..NE);
E2 := 1 - 24 q - 72 q2 - 96 q3 - 168 q4 - 144 q5 - 288 q6 - 192 q7
- 360 q8 - 312 q9 - 432 q10 - 288 qll - 672 q12 - 336 q13 - 576 q14
- 576 q15 - 744 q16 - 432 q17 - 936 q18 - 480 q19 - 1008 q20 - 768 q21
- 864 q22 - 576 q23 _- 1440 q24 - 744 q25 _- 1008 q26 - 960 q27 - 1344 q28
- 720 q29 - 1728 q30 - 768 q31 - 1512 q32 - 1152 q33 - 1296 q34 - 1152 q35
- 2184 q36 - 912 q37 - 1440 q38 - 1344 q39 - 2160 q40 - 1008 q41
- 2304 q42 - 1056 q43 - 2016 q44 - 1872 q45 - 1728 q46
> # Hurwitz polynomial coefficients
> H:=[-1/12,0,0,1/3,1/2,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,4/3,0,0,2,3/2,0,0,1,2,0,0,
3,2,0,0,4/3,2,0,0,3,3,0,0,2,5/2,0,0,4,2]:
> H1:=convert(H, Matrix):
> N:=ColumnDimension(H1)-1:
> Hurwitz:=sum(H[i+l] *q^i,i=0..N);
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1 1 1 4
Hurwitz := -t- q3 Iq 4 + q7 + q8 q 11 + q12 + 2 q15
12 3 2 3
+ q16 q 19 + 2 q20 + 3 q23 + 2 q24  q27 + 2 q28 + 3 q312 3
+ 3 q32 + 2 q35 + q36 + 4 q39 + 2 q402
> # Moore/Witten's function H_(infinity,O);
> HH:=sum(H[4*i+1]*q^(2*i),i=O..floor(N/4))
+1/2*sum(H[4*i+ll*q^(i/2)*(-l)^i,i=0..floor(N/4))
-sum(H[4.i]*q^(2.i-1/2),i=l..floor(N/4));
q 5q 2  5 q4  5  4q 6  3q 8 1 2HH + + q + + q +5 + + 2 q0 + 2 q122 4 2 3 2
5 q1 8
+ 2 q 14 + 3 q16 +5q 1 2 q20 _ q(3/2) _ q(5/ 2) - 2 q(7/2)2 4
5 q(9/2) 4 q(27/2)q(11/2) - 2 q( 15/ 2) _ q(19/ 2 ) - 3 q(2 3 / 2 )
4 3
1
- 3 q(3 1/2) - 2 q(3 5/ 2) - 4 q(39/ 2) - 18
> # Moore/Witten's function H_(infinity,O)(q,j)
> HHH:=proc(j)
local Z,k; global HH;
Z:=collect(HH,q);
for k from 1 to j do Z:=q*diff(Z,q) end do;
Z:=map(simplify,collect(expand(Z),q));
end proc:
> assume(q>O):
> Koeff:=proc(Z)
local A; global q;
A:=convert(series(Z,q),polynom);
subs(q=0,map(simplify,
expand(A-convert(series(A,q=0,0),polynom))));
end proc:
> # Defining the functions h,u,T
> h:=1/2*JacobiTheta2(O,(q)^(1/2))*JacobiTheta3(, (q)^(1/2));
h := - JacobiTheta2(0, /•q)JacobiTheta3(0, /q)
2
> u:=1/2*(JacobiTheta2(0,(q)^(1/2))^4+JacobiTheta3(0,(q)^(1/2))^4)
/(JacobiTheta2(0,(q)^(1/2))*JacobiTheta3(0,(q)^(1/2)))^2;
1 JacobiTheta2(0, -V/q)4 + JacobiTheta3(0, VJQ )4
2 JacobiTheta2(0, v/q) 2 JacobiTheta3(0, Vý/q) 2
> T:=-1/24*(E2/h^2-8*u):
> series(T,q);
q- (1/4) - 2 q~( 3/4) + 6 q-(5/4) - 16 q-(7/4) + 37 q-(9/4)
- 78 q-(11/ 4) + 158 q-(13/4) - 312 q-(15/4) + 594 q-(17/4)
- 1090 q-(19/ 4) + 1952 q-(21/4) + O(q-(23/4))
> Z:=(x,t,j)->JacobiTheta4(0,(q)^(1/2))^9
/h^(4+2*j)*T^(x-j)*u^t*HHH(j);
JacobiTheta4(0, vq) 9 T(x-j) ut HHH(j)
, h(4+2 j)
> # Computation of Seiberg-Witten invariants for CP^2
> MooreWitten:=proc(k)
local d,SW,t,x, summe,j,sw; global Z;
d:=4*k-3:SW:=0: for t from 0 while d-l>=0 do
x:=floor((d-l)/2): summe:=0:
for j from 0 to x do
summe:=summe+1/(x-j)!*GAMMA(3/2)/
(j!*GAMMA(3/2+j))*1/2^j*Koeff(Z(x,t,j)):
end do:
sw:=-2 ^ (t-1)*(2*x+1) !*summe;
SW:=SW+sw*S^d*p^t:
d:=d-2:
end do:
SW;
end proc:
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A.2 The MAPLE-output
> MooreWitten(1);
3S
2
> MooreWitten(2);
13S p28
> MooreWitten(3);
153S9 + - S7p -4
141
64
11 52
16
879
S 3 p 3 _ S p4
256
> MooreWitten(4);
159
54 S 1 3 + 24 S 1 1 p -+ S 9 / 2 +
51
16
459SS 5 p4
128
1515 36675
- -S3 p.5  Sp 6256 4096
> MooreWitten(5);
487
2540 S 1 7 + 694 S 15 p + 2
516S 7 p16
3355
S56
256 p6 
-
2251
S13 p2 + S2A p316
143725
8192
2711
64
8502653-S p832768
> MooreWitten(6);
233208 S 21 + 45912 S19 p + 10625 S17 2 + 3036 S15 p 3
41103 1741 Sl5 5619 20379
32 4 64 1024
754141
16384
904239 10504593
S5p8  384 9 -Sp13107216384 131072
> MooreWitten(7);
2197554335825553 S25 + 223 +
11618625
256
20676279
16384
169509159
1048576
15077511
17 p4 + 10241024
15224337
16 21 216
12159687
,@19 3
19602561
S15 p + S13p 64096
11107665 S
Sl 7  S9 8 -553665536
757633329
4194304
28437201
262144
4334081031
Sp 21677721616777216
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1-
.v 1- '
---------
r
> MooreWitten(8);
1157569571
8365418914 S29 + 1047342410 S27p + 115756957125 p2
8
357034013 499796309 25506259
+ S23 p3 + S21 p4 + S9 p516 128 32
423516455 245576651 537423737
+ S17 p6 + S15 p7 + S13 p82048 4096 32768
118590907 131266019 498648655
+ S1l p9 + S pI0 _ S7 pI32768 524288 1048576
4800905323 2551074181 115237180987
_ S5 p12  S p13 _ S p148388608 4194304 134217728
> MooreWitten(9);
67261095005
2780195996868 S33 + 293334321858 S31 p + S29 p2
2
67539891519 37480404303 1455758501
+ S271 3 + S25 p4 + S23 p516 64 16
258640401 14239101477 14274421501
+ S21 p6 + S19 p7 + S17 ps16 4096 16384
7420640919 7179481275 10830752675
+ S 15 p 9 + S13 p 10 + Si1 p
11
32768 131072 1048576
218792349 8125524657 34310453897
- Sgp 12 - S7pl3 _ S5p 144194304 4194304 16777216
561608698989 3135392459541
_ S3 15 _ S p 16268435456 1073741824
> MooreWitten(10);
1253558847090600 S37 + 114049802084088 S35p + 11151310348527 S33 p2
2356053433779 4330247481231 136302640305
+ S31 p + S29p 4 + S27 p52 32 8
19010805303 5969251539 560820990153
+ S25p 6 + S23p 7 + S21p 88 16 8192
120608801397 227818311585 108448319625
+ 19 p9 + S17p10 + S15 p 18192 65536 131072
380576939595 30600598425 24269489295
+ $13 p 12 + Sl p1 3  S9 p1 42097152 1048576 8388608
128245327215 3958008534873 3928400321367
16777216 536870912 536870912
43427017514031
4294967296
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